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Abstract

Decentralized Authorization with Private Delegation

by

Michael P Andersen

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor David E. Culler, Chair

Authentication and authorization systems can be found in almost every software system, and
consequently affects every aspect of our lives. Despite the variety in the software that relies on
authorization, the authorization subsystem itself is almost universally architected following a com-
mon pattern with unfortunate characteristics.

The first of these is that there usually exists a set of centralized servers that hosts the set of users
and their permissions. This results in a number of security threats, such as permitting the operator
of the authorization system to view or even change the permission data for all users. Secondly,
these systems do not permit federation across administrative domains, as there is no safe choice
of system operator: any operator would have visibility and control in all administrative domains,
which is unacceptable. Thirdly, these systems do not offer transitive delegation: when a user grants
permission to another user, the permissions of the recipient are not predicated upon the permissions
of the granter. This makes it very difficult to reason about permissions as the complexity of the
system grows, especially in the federation across domains case where no party can have absolute
visibility into all permissions.

Whilst several other systems, such as financial systems (e.g. blockchains) and communication
systems (e.g. Signal / WhatsApp) have recently been reinvented to incorporate decentralization
and privacy, there has been little attention paid to improving the authorization systems. This work
aims to address that by asking the question “How can we construct an authorization system that
supports first-class transitive delegation across administrative domains without trusting a central
authority or compromising on privacy?”

We survey several models for authorization and find that Graph Based Authorization, where
principals are vertices in a graph and delegation between principals are edges in the graph, is capa-
ble of capturing transitive delegation as a first class primitive, whilst also retaining compatibility
with existing techniques such as Discretionary Access Control or Role Based Access Control. A
proof of permission in the Graph Based Authorization model is represented by a path through the
graph formed from the concatenation of individual edges. Whilst prior implementations of Graph
Based Authorization do not meet the decentralization or privacy-preserving goals, we find that this
is not intrinsic, and can be remedied by introducing two new techniques. The first is the con-
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struction of a global storage tier that cryptographically proves its integrity, and the second is an
encryption technique that preserves the privacy of attestations in global storage.

The horizontally-scalable storage tier is based on a new data structure, the Unequivocable Log
Derived Map, which is composed of three Merkle trees. Consistency proofs over these trees allow a
server to prove that objects exist or do not exist within storage, as well as proving that the storage is
append-only (no previously inserted objects have been removed). Our scheme advances prior work
in this field by permitting efficient auditing that scales with the number of additions to the storage
rather than scaling with the total number of stored objects. By utilizing cryptographic proofs of
integrity, we force storage servers to either behave honestly, or become detected as compromised.
Thus, even though the architecture is centralized for availability and performance, it is does not
introduce any central authorities.

The design of the storage does not ensure the privacy of the permission data stored within
it. We address this through the introduction of Reverse Discoverable Encryption. This technique
uses the objects representing grants of permission as a key dissemination channel, thus operating
without communication between participants. By using Wildcard Key Derivation Identity Based
Encryption in a non-standard way (with no central Private Key Generator) we allow for permission
objects to be encrypted using the authorization policy as a key. Thus, RDE permits the recipient
of some permissions to decrypt other compatible permissions granted to the grantee that could be
concatenated together to form a valid proof. RDE therefore protects the privacy of permission
objects in storage whilst still permitting decryption of those objects by authorized parties.

We construct an implementation of these techniques, named WAVE, and evaluate its perfor-
mance. We find that WAVE has similar performance to the widely used OAuth system and per-
forms better than the equally widely used LDAP system, despite offering significantly better se-
curity properties. We present an advancement to Graph Based Authorization which efficiently
represents complex authorization proofs as a compact subgraph rather than a sequence of linear
paths, and present a technique for efficient discovery of such proofs.

To validate our techniques and ensure their efficacy in practice, we pose an additional question:
“How can we leverage WAVE to improve the security of IoT communications?” We present a
microservice architecture that abstracts the interfaces of IoT devices to permit a uniform security
policy to be applied to heterogeneous devices of similar function. This is achieved by enforcing
security policy at the communication bus and using hardware abstraction microservices to adapt the
interfaces that devices expose on this communication bus. We construct and evaluate an instance
of this communication bus, WAVEMQ and find that, with appropriate caching, its performance is
comparable to that of prior publish/subscribe information busses. We discover that by enforcing
WAVE’s security model in the core of the network, we gain a resistance to denial of service attacks.
This is particularly valuable in the IoT context where devices are typically resource constrained or
connected by a bandwidth-limited link.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Authentication and Authorization
Whenever there is an interaction between some kind of client and some kind of service, be it a
person interacting with a web service or an app interacting with a device in a smart home, there are
always two questions that must be answered before the parties can engage in digital dialogue. The
first is “who is the client?”. Answering this question is called authentication. The next question is
“what is that client permitted to do?”, which is authorization.

These questions are among the most pervasive in computer system design and can be found
in nearly every digital system across every aspect of our lives. We wake up and authenticate with
our social networking sites to see what happened overnight. We turn on our smart lights using
our phone that has been paired with our home. We use a ride-sharing application to get to work,
using a persistent session maintained by an authentication cookie on our device. We tip the driver
using a credit card that we have proven we are authorized to use by reciting its number. We begin
our work day by signing in to our email using a username and password. We authenticate with an
online collaborative document editing suite, reviewing documents that our colleagues have given
us permission to view. When we finally get home, we sign in to entertainment systems, like Netflix
and Steam, using a combination of session tokens on our devices and, periodically, usernames and
passwords. It is hard to find an aspect of our life that does not in some way or another involve
an interaction with an authentication and authorization system and the exchange of some key that
unlocks a piece of our virtual or physical world.

Despite the massive variety in systems having an authentication and authorization component
to them, they are generally implemented with a common architecture, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The
client sends credentials to a server that compares them to a hash stored in a database. If they
match, it looks up an authorization policy for the user and applies to the session. In some cases,
especially when authenticating services instead of people, a pattern like Fig. 1.2 is used where the
client contacts the authorization server directly, obtaining a token that proves both authentication
and authorization, which it sends to the service provider. This architecture is not very different,
however: both of them have a logically centralized authorization server that establishes identity
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Figure 1.1: The common authorization architecture where a service retrieves authorization policy
from a centralized server
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Figure 1.2: A bearer-token style authorization architecture where the client communicates with the
authorization server directly

and authorization policy for an interaction with the service provider.
In some cases the centralization in these patterns spans authorization domains; it is common

for websites to provide single sign-on in the form of a “Sign in with Google” or “Sign in with Face-
book”. In these cases, there are thousands of distinct companies all relying on a single centralized
authentication service. In addition, the security of all of these systems usually relies on TLS and
the Certificate Authority infrastructure, which is centralized.

This architecture is ubiquitous, used in hundreds of thousands of systems that we rely on in
countless ways. Failures in these systems have the capacity to ruin people’s lives and result in the
loss of millions of dollars. Unfortunately, we find that this architecture has three critical problems,
detailed in the next three sections.

1.2 Centralization
Existing mainstream authorization systems are typically built around a central database that stores
users and their associated permission data. This approach presents two fundamental problems.
First, a centralized service is a central point of weakness: a single attack can simultaneously com-
promise many user accounts and permissions. There have been numerous such breaches [80],
where the compromise of the authorization server allowed attackers to log in as arbitrary users and
perform actions on their behalf. Second, the operator of the central server has a complete view of
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the private permission data for all users. Permission data contains sensitive metadata which, for
example, can betray social relationships [104]. In addition to viewing permissions, operators can
modify permissions without user consent [52], resulting in violations of user privacy.

Responding to the weaknesses of centralized systems, recent security systems are increasingly
avoiding a trusted central service. This approach has been adopted by end-to-end encrypted com-
munication systems [46], such as WhatsApp and Signal, blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Zcash), or ledgers (e.g., IBM’s Hyperledger [28], Certificate Transparency [82],
Key Transparency [64]). Additionally, we have seen a paradigm shift in the engineering of se-
cure distributed systems; Google argues in their BeyondCorp series of whitepapers [111, 92, 103,
19, 47, 74] that it is no longer possible build a secure network by enforcing security policy at
the perimeter. Within a large network, it is necessary to treat every server within that network
as potentially compromised. The whitepapers recommend that large corporate networks are con-
structed to have services operate with a degree of isolation. The compromise of any service is
expected, and as a result does not result in the compromise of every other service, in contrast with
the trusted-internal-network model.

Despite this recognition of the dangers of centralized security systems, we have seen little
movement away from centralized authorization systems in practice. This is unfortunate, because
the authorization infrastructure stands to benefit the most from the BeyondCorp mentality. Autho-
rization is the cornerstone of system security: all services rely on the authorization infrastructure. If
the authorization infrastructure itself is compromised, this cascades throughout the network and re-
sults in the compromise of most other services. An attacker in control of a centralized authorization
server can manipulate arbitrary permissions on any user and change their password. Compromised
authorization infrastructure, therefore, acts as a beachhead from which attackers can compromise
other services by masquerading as valid users with valid permissions. This is difficult for a service
to protect against because the traffic would appear like it was an authorized request from a valid
user.

The logical response to the severe vulnerabilities of centralized authorization architectures is
to investigate the construction of a system with no centralized authorities that is not vulnerable to
such attacks and where end users can control who has access to their assets without relying on an
authorization authority to do so on their behalf.

1.3 Federation Across Administrative Domains
The requirements placed upon the authorization infrastructure become more complex when you
consider federation across multiple administrative domains. With traditional authorization sys-
tems, the operator has absolute authority over the authorization; they can view all the authorization
policy, alter the policy or delete the policy. The owner of a resource must ask the authorization
infrastructure to make changes when they wish to share access. This is often desired functionality
in a simple setting because all participants defer to a single root of trust that can manage all the
users and permissions stored on the system in a straightforward manner.
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Figure 1.3: Authorization spanning administrative domains where a company rents a floor of a
building

In a multiple authorization domain scenario, this model does not work. Consider the scenario
depicted in Fig. 1.3. There is a landlord who owns a building and has authority over all the cyber-
physical resources within that building. A small startup signs a lease to rent a floor of this building
from the landlord. Consequently, the landlord must grant permissions for building assets within
that floor to the CEO of the startup, giving him/her control over the HVAC, lighting and access
control sytems on that floor. In turn, the CEO must delegate portions of that control to employees
within the company. Perhaps one person is in charge of physical access control, so must receive
permissions on the card key system. Perhaps another is in charge of facilities, such as HVAC and
lighting. Employees with offices may want permission to modify the temperature set points within
their office. In essence, there is a whole set of permission grants that occur within the company.

If we try manage this using a traditional authorization system, we find ourselves having to
answer the question “who runs the server?”. Either the landlord, the tenant, or a third party would
need to run the authorization infrastructure that controls access to the building assets. None of
these options are acceptable, however. We have two authorization domains: the landlord’s, which
contains the relationship with the tenant, and the company’s which contains the grants within the
company. Ideally, there would not be a party with visibility into and control of permissions that
exist outside its own authorization domain but there is no way to achieve this using a centralized
authorization server. If the landlord runs the authorization provider, then they can see all of the
delegations that the tenant performs, which reveals internal corporate relationships to the landlord
that might be renting to competitors. This is a violation of the company’s privacy. If the tenant
runs the provider, they are in a position to alter the permissions of the landlord, or their own
permissions, which is an escalation of privilege. If a third party runs the service, then that third
party has both complete control of and complete visibility into the permissions granted by the
landlord and tenants. This means that the third party needs to be trusted absolutely, and becomes
an external liability: compromise of the third party results in the compromise of all of their clients
intimate authorization data.

Any traditional centralized authorization system requires one or more participants to trust an
operating party to maintain the integrity and privacy of the authorization information. This is not
ideal, and there are clearly benefits to solving federated authorization without this compromise.
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1.4 Transitive Delegation
Systems today provide a multitude of functionality that users would want to be able to share with
other users, and this is only becoming more true as every aspect of our lives becomes more and
more reliant on on-line services. For example, a user interacting with a document editing suite
would naturally want to be able to share the ability to read and edit some of those documents with
other users. In the IoT case, the owner of a house may want to share the ability to control the lights
and thermostat with other occupants of the house.

Delegation is supported in varying degrees by different systems, ranging from present in a
crude form to completely absent. To extend the examples above, Google Docs or Dropbox allow
you to share a document with another user, delegating the ability to read or write it. In contrast
LiFX smart light bulbs and Netflix do not have delegation capabilities and require you to share
your username and password with someone if you wish them to have any permissions at all. The
latter case is obviously bad: the absence of delegation results in users sharing complete access to
the account including, for example, billing details, which is a security risk.

What is less obvious is that the form of delegation in Google Docs, Dropbox, and most systems
that do offer delegation, is also flawed. These systems almost universally use delegation with no
provenance and transitivity. Transitive delegation means that if a person A grants permissions
to a person B and that person further delegates to a person C, then the permissions that C has are
predicated upon the permissions that B has. Consequently, C’s permissions can never exceed that of
B and if B’s permissions are revoked, then so are C’s. In Google Docs, when B shares the document
with C, an entry in the central ACL is created that is no different than if A had granted C the
permissions: it does not capture how C obtained permissions. To make matters worse, B is not even
capable of further delegating to C unless they have “admin” rights which allows them to remove
the permissions that A has. In this paradigm, if B’s permissions are removed then it has absolutely
no effect on the permissions of C. This presents two problems: firstly, it is unintuitive. If B’s
permissions are being revoked, that is an indication that B is no longer trusted and therefore there
is no reason that the people that B trusts (such as C) should retain permissions. It is impossible for A
to reason about delegations that B might have made when this is not captured anywhere. Secondly,
lack of transitive delegation allows B to perform a Sybil attack where it grants permissions to
another account (say D) that it has created to mask its identity. When B’s permissions are revoked,
it still has access through D and A has no idea that D was granted permissions from B and should
therefore not be trusted.

In the example presented in the federated authorization case above, where a landlord has given
permissions on a floor of a building to a tenant, you can see the importance of transitive delegation.
In a secure system, the landlord would have no visibility into the permissions made by the CEO to
the employees within the company. Despite this, if the landlord cancels the tenant’s lease, all of the
delegations made within the company should also be invalidated. It is intuitive, and necessary, for
the permissions granted within the company to be predicated upon the permissions of the company
as a whole.

In general, transitive delegation makes it easier to manage permissions at scale and results in a
more secure system, especially in the face of limited visibility as delegations cross administrative
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domains. As an example, the TLS Certificate Authority structure, which is one of the most widely
used security systems ever created, has transitive delegation. It spans multiple administrative do-
mains, from a handful of top level domain authorities, through to hundreds of millions of second
level domains owned by companies or individuals. The validity of a certificate is predicated upon
the validity of the certificate that signed it. Thus, the revocation of a certificate authority invalidates
all certificates issued by that authority, so that even though the certificate authority is not aware of
all delegations “downstream”, they are appropriately and intuitively invalidated upon revocation of
the CA.

At present, authorization at scale, such as within a large company, is predominantly managed
as a single large access control list on a directory server that stores only the result of delegations
rather than storing authorization policy in a form that mirrors the actual trust relationships that
led to the permission grants. This monolithic, single-level access control list approach does not
permit re-evaluation of permissions upon changes to the underlying trust relationships. We discuss
in Chapter 3 how one can represent authorization in a form that captures trust relationships and
permits transitive delegation.

1.5 Motivation and Thesis Question
The questions this work seeks to answer are twofold. How can we construct an authorization
system that supports first-class transitive delegation across administrative domains without trusting
a central authority or compromising on privacy? Further, how can we leverage such a system to
improve the security of IoT communications?

There are several parts to these questions:
First-class transitive delegation is both the inclusion of delegation, an ability that is demon-

strably necessary across most on-line services, and transitivity, a property that improves the man-
ageability of authorization policy by allowing an action, such as the revocation of permissions,
to have intuitive effects. In the absence of transitive delegation, a centralized authority with the
capability to audit all the permissions becomes necessary as there is no other way to meaningfully
reason about who is authorized.

Cross-administrative-domain functionality is necessary as systems increasingly span orga-
nizations. Examples within the built environment are abundant, as discussed above, but this also
appears within networks in the BeyondCorp paradigm where individual services are modelled as
isolated administrative domains to maintain privacy and integrity in the face of system compro-
mise. Unified authorization policy spanning services therefore appears as crossing administrative
domains.

No central authorities means avoiding the introduction of a party with access to sensitive
authorization information or the ability to modify authorization policy. By avoiding the creation
of such a party we reduce the attack surface of the entire distributed system by removing what is
commonly a cross-cutting vulnerability.
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Without compromising on privacy means that the mechanisms used for removing central
authorities and permitting transitive delegation across administrative domains must not offer a
level of privacy below that of existing mainstream authorization systems. This constraint was
introduced after it became apparent that many obvious methods for meeting the other goals would
have unacceptable privacy characteristics.

Improving the security of IoT communications means exploring the value of a decentralized
authorization system in the context of IoT and the built environment where there exists many
motivating use cases. It serves as a grounding example that ensures that the authorization system
is capable of handling the authorization demands of real systems, with modest capacity, while also
meaningfully contributing to the security of an emerging class of services and devices that are well
known for having less than ideal security characteristics.

We are motivated to answer these questions through the engineering of a working decentralized
delegable authorization system as we believe that the societal-scale impacts of centralized autho-
rization systems, on both a security and user privacy front, demand immediate attention. We hope
that an existential proof that decentralized delegable authorization is possible will spur industry
into a shift away from the existing patterns of restriction and centralized authorization.

1.6 Solution Overview
The development of a decentralized authorization system was originally motivated by research
into building operating systems. These systems frequently require interactions across domains of
authority, so this drove us to discover a solution for federated authorization. The built environment
served as a sanity check throughout development: at each stage we were able to evaluate the
efficacy and usability of the authorization system against concrete use-cases.

This motivating suite of use-cases also led us to develop software that builds upon the decen-
tralized authorization to solve other problems arising in distributed systems that span domains of
authority. This section gives an overview of the entire solution, including these other parts. We
begin with a description of the use-case.

The built environment consists of multiple buildings owned by different people. Within each
building there is a collection of devices that operate the building, such as air handling units, variable
air-volume boxes and thermostats. The collection of devices differs between larger buildings and,
say, residential buildings where you are more likely to find commodity IoT devices like smart light
bulbs or voice assistants, but the general problem is the same across the spectrum of buildings.
There are devices that perform control (actuators) and devices that sense (e.g. air temperature
sensors). There is also a collection of services that interact with the devices in the building by
consuming sensor data and controlling actuators. Some example services include schedulers that
turn down the heating when the building is expected to be unoccupied or demand response agents
that react to signals from the electric utility to reduce peak power consumption.

In parallel with the devices and services in the building is a collection of people that live or
work in the building and need to interact with it. Different people are permitted different levels of
control over the building: a visitor might be able to turn on the lights but is probably not allowed
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to adjust the thermostat. A manager might be free to adjust the thermostat but not interact with
settings on the air handler that require expert knowledge to configure correctly. Regardless of
how these permissions are enforced, the flow of permissions is typically hierarchical. At the top
you would have the building owner who designates people he or she trusts to interact with the
building, such as the tenant who signed the lease or a facilities manager hired to ensure everything
runs smoothly. The facilities manager then lets other people exercise a subset of that control,
such as letting department heads adjust the lighting, thermostat set points or door locks and those
people in turn might delegate subsets of those permissions to others, such as support staff. This
can be visualized as a graph, where permission flows from the owner, down through levels of the
organizational hierarchy, to the occupants who work in the space. In many cases, some of the
people in that graph may never exercise their permissions themselves: the department head will
probably never adjust the heating schedule, but they are the person who decides who should have
that responsibility, so the permissions still logically flow through them.

Typically, permissions for devices, especially commodity IoT devices such as smart ther-
mostats, are managed by deciding who has the username and password that has been configured on
that device. This does not map cleanly on to the natural flow of permissions through the organiza-
tional hierarchy. For example, if member of the support staff leaves the company, there is no way
to remove just their access from the device without affecting everyone else who has access. Much
of the complexity associated with securing large collections of smart devices and their associated
services comes from a mismatch between how permissions are handled between people (the flow
of permissions through the organizational hierarchy), and how devices handle their permissions
using multiple independent access control lists.

WAVE is a distributed system we designed to represent and interact with permissions in a
manner that mirrors the flow of permissions between people, thereby reducing the complexity of
management while also improving the security. The people, devices and services in an authoriza-
tion graph of permissions are digitally represented by entities. The edges in the graph capture the
trust relationships between people and the permissions that have been delegated, are represented
by attestations. We discuss the authorization graph in Chapter 3.

To fully capture the permissions associated with a heterogeneous set of devices and services
within the built environment, it is necessary to have a unifying abstraction. Our building operating
system work chooses to place this abstraction at the communication layer. All devices and ser-
vices communicate over a publish/subscribe information bus, provided by WAVEMQ, discussed
in Chapter 8. Messages are associated with a resource, to which authorized parties can publish or
subscribe. For example, a thermostat would subscribe to a resource representing its setpoint, and a
controller would periodically publish adjustments of the setpoint to that resource.

Resources exist within a namespace associated with a namespace entity which represents the
domain of authority. A namespace entity might be created for a company, or a building, for exam-
ple. Although resources are grouped into namespaces, they can be interacted with across multiple
domains of authority. As an example, demand response control signals from the electric utility
are subscribed to by controllers in multiple buildings, but the resources are located in the util-
ity’s namespace. A full resource, placed within a namespace, is represented by a URI, such as
namespace/service/interface.
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Figure 1.4: A high level view of WAVE integrated with syndication

The namespace entity “owns” all the resources within the namespace and intrinsically has
permissions to interact with any of the resources within that namespace. The namespace entity
can delegate permission to interact with a set of resources to another entity, and that entity can
transitively delegate portions of that further. Any entity that interacts with a resource must have
received permissions directly or indirectly from the namespace authority by the time the interaction
occurs. These delegations are present as attestation edges in the authorization graph. A proving
entity, such as one about to interact with a resource, can show that they have permission to interact
with the resource by showing the path in the graph that begins at the namespace entity and ends
at itself. Every edge in the path must grant a superset of the permissions that the proving entity is
trying to exercise. We call such a path through the graph, composed of attestations, a proof as it is
an independently verifiable proof of permission.

A proving entity constructs a proof by beginning at the namespace entity and performing a
search through the graph for a path that terminates at the proving entity where every traversed edge
grants a superset of the required permissions. A proof is verified by checking that the constituent
attestations are a valid path (the creator of each attestation is the recipient of the previous attesta-
tion) and that the intersection of all the permissions granted by the attestations is a superset of the
permissions claimed by the proving entity.

A key principle in WAVE, that every action should be accompanied by a proof that the action
is authorized, is intrinsic to communication using WAVEMQ. Every message that is sent by a de-
vice, service or person contains a proof in the form of a path through the graph that is verified
by both the communication infrastructure (the software routing the messages) and the recipients
of the message (those entities that are subscribed to the resource the message is published to).
For example, say there are temperature sensors in a room, and a thermostat that is connected to
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a roof top unit. The temperature sensors and the thermostat would have services associated with
them that interact with WAVE and WAVEMQ. The temperature device service would publish the
temperature readings on a resource and the thermostat device service would listen for actuation
messages on a resource. A controller service that wishes to bind the temperature sensors and the
thermostat would subscribe to the temperature sensor resources and publish to the thermostat actu-
ation resources. When subscribing, the controller service would need to construct a proof showing
that it is permitted to read the resources associated with the temperature sensors. When publishing,
it would need to construct a proof showing that it can publish to the thermostat actuation resources.
All of these resources would be in the building namespace.

Figure 1.4 shows how these pieces fit together. Resource hierarchies in the form of URIs are
present in the edges in the authorization graph and are also used in the information bus as ren-
dezvous points where messages can be published and subscribed to. The information bus validates
the portions of the authorization graph submitted by services as proofs that their messages are au-
thorized. When messages are delivered to devices, they re-validate the proof to ensure that the bus
itself has not tampered with or forged the message.

WAVE has been designed and implemented iteratively. There have been three generations of
WAVE, with each offering different functionality. This is especially true of the mechanism used to
store the authorization graph, described in Chapter 4. There we discuss the different versions of
the storage tier and the lessons learned from each.

1.7 Generalization
The above frames WAVE in the context of buildings where resources are associated with the de-
vices and services that comprise the built environment. These resources correspond to message
delivery queues in the information bus provided by WAVEMQ. While this formulation was a guid-
ing use-case in the development of WAVE, the authorization model is generally applicable to other
scenarios.

Most common patterns for authorization can be mapped onto a resource-oriented authorization
graph model of authorization. For example, Discretionary Access Control (DAC), such as that
used in most social media sites, file sharing sites and file systems can be implemented with WAVE
very cleanly. The resources in WAVE policies map onto the resources in the DAC ACL tables,
and the permissions correspond to the permissions in the ACL tables. The advantage is that a
WAVE proof can be validated by the individual servers handling the incoming request, rather than
verifying the authorization at a central server that represents a single point of weakness, whose
compromise would cascade throughout the whole system. The notion of limiting delegation can
also be captured by WAVE, where an entity may share a picture with a group but not permit further
sharing or delegation by members of that group.

In addition, WAVE can represent various formulations of Role Based Access Control (RBAC).
Together, DAC and RBAC represent the vast majority of authorization patterns in use today. We
discuss these further in §3.7.
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There are also authorization tools that work with multiple patterns, such as OAuth [91] where
a token resolves to a set of scopes that can be interpreted by an application as either DAC or RBAC
policy. A WAVE proof can be considered a replacement for an OAuth token, resolving to a set of
resources and permissions, rather than scopes. These can be interpreted, like in OAuth, as either
DAC or RBAC policy. The advantage of WAVE over something like OAuth is that it removes
the central token issuing server: an entity generates the proof by itself and can provide it to other
services directly without going through an intermediary.

This general applicability of WAVE means that it can be used in point-to-point communication
in addition to the publish/subscribe architecture detailed above. In fact, the publish/subscribe
architecture can be thought of as a collection of point-to-point links decoupled by queues. WAVE
can be applied to popular frameworks for point-to-point communication, such as HTTP REST
APIs or GRPC APIs.

As the proof is standalone (meaning the verifier does not need to communicate with the prover
or some third party server), the graph based authorization pattern can even be applied to asyn-
chronous communication methods, such as email. A recipient of an email can verify that the
sender is authorized to communicate with a given distribution list, or authorized to discuss certain
topics represented by resources.

1.8 Roadmap
The dissertation is laid out as follows:

Chapter 2 discusses the prior work in this area and examines why we believe these systems have
failed to garner widespread adoption. In so doing we establish a set of goals and constraints that
we believe a solution system would have. Notably, a solution must provide transitive delegation
without reliance on central trust. It must allow delegation with no constraints on ordering, operate
with offline participants and allow for anyone to verify authorization. While meeting these goals,
it must keep permissions private.

Chapter 3 introduces Graph Based Authorization, a model capable of meeting the requirements
established in Chapter 2. GBA stores authorization as a graph where edges are delegations of
permission and vertices are participants in the system. Proof of authorization is a path through that
graph. The discussion of GBA surfaces the need for a place to store the graph.

Chapter 4 discusses the three generations of such a storage tier that have been used for storing
the global authorization graph during the development of WAVE. The final tier is based on an Un-
equivocable Log Derived Map, a new data structure that can cryptographically prove its integrity,
thereby forcing the operator of the storage server to behave honestly. The design of the storage tier
makes all attestations public, which necessitates a mechanism for protecting privacy.

Chapter 5 introduces Reverse Discoverable Encryption which protects the privacy of attesta-
tions by encrypting them before they are placed in storage. The protocol uses attestations for key
dissemination, so that entities can decrypt attestations that they need to use in a proof. RDE meets
the requirements in Chapter 2: attestations can be granted in any order and decryption can occur
without communication between entities.
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The design and evaluation of an implementation of these techniques, WAVE, is discussed in
Chapter 6. We show that WAVE has performance comparable to existing authorization systems
despite offering better security guarantees. We also discuss advanced proof building that represents
permissions as a subgraph rather than a linear path.

To answer the second thesis question, regarding improved security in IoT, Chapter 7 presents a
microservice architecture for IoT and the built environment. One of the goals of this architecture
is to simplify the management of security by providing an abstraction of each device. This is done
at the syndication tier by using a WAVE-enforcing information bus.

The design of this bus, WAVEMQ, is presented in Chapter 8. WAVEMQ is a tiered publish sub-
scribe system designed to tolerate intermittent connectivity in addition to integrating WAVE. We
evaluate WAVMEQ and discover that it has performance comparable to existing publish/subscribe
systems whilst providing features such as denial of service resistance.

Chapter 9 discusses the implications of the security guarantees that WAVE provides and some
of the associated concerns. Aside from complicating certain operations like auditing, WAVE also
opens to door to new decentralized system design. Exploring this further, we consider the soci-
etal impact of the development of a privacy-preserving social media platform engineered around
WAVE.

Chapter 10 extends the discussion of related work found in Chapter 2, and provides some
examples of complementary work that could be incorporated into future WAVE versions. We also
discuss work relating to the ULDM from Chapter 4 and WAVEMQ from Chapter 8.

We conclude in Chapter 11 with a summary of the dissertation, as well as a discussion of
questions that arose throughout the research that may be of interest for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

Authorization is a problem that has existed since the first days of computing, so it has been the
subject of study in both academia and industry for several decades. As a result, there is a body of
work that can be broadly classified as providing solutions for authorization, although the specific
design goals and choice of constraints vary significantly. This chapter gives an overview of some
of these systems and how they differ in either desired functionality or security characteristics.

2.1 Requirements for a Decentralized Authorization System
Chapter 1 gives a high level view of the problems and scenarios that motivate this work. We now
establish a concrete list of requirements and constraints, drawn from those scenarios.

High-Level Security Goal & Threat Model
One of the pitfalls of mainstream authorization systems, as identified in Chapter 1, is that the
authorization system presents a central point of weakness. A compromise of the authorization
system cascades throughout the rest of the system as the attacker is capable of masquerading as
valid users with arbitrary permissions. Consequently, one of our high level objectives in this work
is to design a system where the compromise of an authorization server does not compromise all
the users and their permissions, leaving the integrity of other systems intact.

Namely, even if an adversary has compromised any authorization servers and users, it should
not be able to:

1. Grant permissions on behalf of uncompromised users.
2. See permissions granted in the system, beyond those potentially relevant to the compromised

users. See Chapter 5 and Appendix A for our definition of relevant.
3. Undetectably modify the permissions received/granted/revoked by uncompromised users from

uncompromised users, or undetectably prevent uncompromised users from granting/receiv-
ing/revoking permissions to/from uncompromised users.
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Failure Of Existing Systems
Existing authorization systems fall short in two general areas: they do not meet our security goals
or they do not provide the features required for the usage scenarios in Chapter 1. Said simply,
users need the ability to safely delegate permissions to other users, otherwise they are forced into
insecure alternatives such as sharing accounts. More concretely, we summarize the following six
requirements that are not simultaneously met by any existing system (as illustrated in Table 2.1):
No reliance on central trust. With systems relying on a central authorization server, compromise
of that server allows for arbitrary credentials to be created. In essence all users are compromised.
The requirement to avoid central trust is unmet by most existing systems. For example LDAP [34],
which is widely used when authenticating people, and OAuth [91], which is common when au-
thenticating and authorizing unattended services and devices, are both built upon a central server
that stores authentication and authorization information without any cryptographic guarantees for
integrity. There is no guarantee that the compromise of this server is even detectable, and the im-
pact could spread beyond a single organizational boundary. For example, in the smart buildings
scenario, the status quo has certain devices (e.g LiFx light bulbs) perform their authorization on
the vendor’s server in the cloud. If that server is compromised, all of those devices in all of the
customer buildings are compromised. Similarly, the services using single sign-on, such as “Sign in
with Google” will all be compromised if Google’s service is compromised. In both of these cases,
the adversary can violate all three security goals.
Transitive delegation. The smart building scenario illustrates the necessity for transitive delega-
tion and revocation where, for example, a tenant can further delegate their permissions to a control
service or guest and have those permissions predicated on the tenant’s permissions. If the tenant
moves out, all of the permissions they granted should be automatically revoked, even if the build-
ing manager is unaware of the grants the tenant has made. This form of transitive delegation is not
found in widely-deployed systems like LDAP or OAuth: where delegation exists, it does not have
this transitive predication property. This carries through to user-facing delegation in web services
such as Dropbox or Google Docs where a user can delegate permissions to another user but the
recipient becomes a first-class entry in the ACL with no record of how they obtained their per-
missions. Consequently, revocation of a user’s permissions has no effect on any other users even
if they received their permissions from the revoked user. In contrast, transitive delegation is well
developed in academic work [95, 21, 84, 86, 55, 22, 99, 18].
Protected permissions. Parties should be able to see only the permissions that are potentially
relevant to them. Even though the property manager is the authority for all the buildings, they
must not be able to see the permissions that the tenants grant (Security Goal #2). Similarly one
tenant should not be able to see the permissions granted to another. In contrast, because a device’s
permissions are predicated on all of the grants between the property manager and it, it should
be able to see all of those relevant permissions. Existing systems do not offer a solution to this
requirement: in many centralized systems, for example, whoever operates the server can see all the
permissions.
Decentralized verification. Most existing decentralized systems, (e.g. SDSI/SPKI [95] and
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Macaroons [20]) allow only the authority to verify that an action is authorized. This is adequate
in the centralized service case where the authority is the service provider, but it does not work in
the IoT case where the root authority (the property manager) has nothing to do with the devices
needing to verify an action is authorized (for example a thermostat). Any participant must be able
to verify that an action is authorized.
No ordering constraints. Delegations must be able to be instantiated in any chronological order.
For example, a participant can delegate permissions in anticipation of being granted sufficient
ones for the delegation to be useful. We have found this to be critical in our deployments as
this pattern naturally occurs during installation of new devices. As a further example, when the
building manager’s key needed to be replaced (e.g. it expired or was compromised), they created
a new key and the property manager had to grant replacement permissions to this new key. In
many existing systems (e.g. Macaroons [20]), this necessitates every tenant re-creating their entire
permission trees, as all grants must happen in sequence, following the grants to the replacement
key. This is not tractable in practice as it requires the coordination of many people and hundreds
of devices, leading to extended downtime. Furthermore, when we had such ordering constraints in
our prior deployments we observed users choosing insecure long expiry times or broad permissions
to avoid this re-issue. As a result, we require that the system enables permission grants to occur
out of order, so that permissions grants can be modified (revoked / re-issued) or any key can be
“replaced” without re-issuing subsequent delegations. We have also found that this capability leads
to safer user practices as “mistakes” like overly narrow permissions and short expiry times are easy
to correct.
Offline participants. Not all participants have a persistent online presence. A device may be
offline at the time that it is granted permissions (e.g. during installation) and it must be able to
discover that it received permissions when it comes online. This is trivial to solve with a centralized
authorization system, but is not solved in existing decentralized systems (e.g SDSI/SPKI [95],
Macaroons [20] and [21, 84, 86, 55, 53, 85, 117, 31, 110, 98]).

While many existing systems meet some of these requirements, no existing work meets all of
the requirements concurrently.

2.2 Trust Management
The problem we are addressing is a subset of Trust Management (TM). Trust Management is an
area of research that studies systems for negotiating trust between parties on the Internet through
the exchange of credentials that encode both aspects of identity and aspects of authorization. Al-
though individual credentials may have issuing authorities, the negotiation is typically conducted
without an authority. Overviews of TM systems are provided in [22, 99, 18, 3].

TM literature acknowledges both the importance of transitive delegation, as well as cross-
administrative-domain interactions, but the existing systems do not meet our goals either because
the desired functionality is different or because the constraints are different. Table 2.1 summarizes
related systems, including TM systems, and categorizes them into authorization languages, hidden
credential systems, centralized authorization systems and distributed authorization systems.
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Work
Transitive
delegation

Discov-
erability

No order
constraints

Offline
participants

No trusted
central storage

Protected
permissions

Auth. languages
[20, 95, 21, 84, 86, 55, 53] Yes No Unknown: no mechanism given

Hidden credentials
[113, 73, 58, 89] Yes No Unknown: no mechanism given

Centralized authorization
[33, 23, 108, 54] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Distributed authorization
[85, 117, 31, 110, 98] Yes Some Yes No Yes No

WAVE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 2.1: Related work on decentralized authorization compared to WAVE.

Authorization language work concerns itself with how complex authorization (and identity)
policy is expressed [20, 21, 84, 14, 53]. While this is a piece of the problem and that work
is complementary to WAVE, it does not aim to solve the problems we address. For example
Macaroons [20] provides a mechanism for expressing authorization policy with delegation and
context-specific third-party caveats, but the authorization is verifiable by the authority only and
permissions can only be granted in-order. The system does not specify how cookies are stored and
discovered or how it would work with offline participants.

In general, authorization language work is complementary to WAVE, as we focus on the layers
of the system that lie below the language (how the pieces of policy are stored, disseminated, and
discovered). In our deployments we use RTree, based on SPKI’s pkpfs [45], as an authorization
language, but mechanisms like third-party caveats could be introduced with no changes to the
underlying layers and are a natural extension to this work.

Hidden credentials work [113, 73, 58, 89] addresses a different privacy problem: allowing a
prover and verifier to hide their credentials and required policy from each other. This is valuable,
and WAVE provides a simplified form of this functionality (see §5.10), but in general WAVE
focuses on an orthogonal problem: the privacy of credentials in storage and during discovery.
Credential dissemination and discovery is largely out of scope in hidden credentials work.

The remaining literature can be categorized as relying on a centralized credential store for
discovery [33, 23, 108], or a distributed credential store [85, 117, 31, 110, 98].

Centralized discovery mechanisms put all credentials in one place which makes discovery sim-
ple but, as constructed in work thus far, requires this central storage to be trusted. Blockchain
work [107, 50] avoids this problem by constructing the “centralized” store using distributed con-
sensus, but does not scale and thus far has focused on identity, not authorization. Work, such as
[54], decreases centralization by reducing the trust in cross-administrative-domain applications,
such as IFTTT, but still places trust in the central authorization servers belonging to each vendor.

In contrast, distributed discovery mechanisms store each credential with its issuer and/or sub-
ject, avoiding the need to trust a central storage system. The resulting discovery mechanisms are
more complex and cannot operate if credential holders are offline and cannot communicate creden-
tials. Both the centralized and decentralized credential discovery work thus far have overlooked
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the privacy of credentials in storage (in the centralized case) or during discovery (in the distributed
case); in both cases, there are parties who can read credentials that do not grant them permissions
even indirectly.

WAVE does not attempt to provide the functionality found in seminal authorization language
and hidden credential work. Rather we are motivated to develop a middle ground that solves
problems that TM work identified as important, while realizing a practical system that can replace
widely used authorization systems, such as LDAP or OAuth.

2.3 SDSI & SPKI
To develop a decentralized authorization system, it is first necessary to identify a model for rep-
resenting authorization that is compatible with the system goals. Most of the systems that we
surveyed [20, 95, 45, 21, 84, 86, 55, 53, 113, 73, 58, 89, 33, 23, 108, 85, 117, 31, 110, 98] are
incapable of operating without a central authority or require that participants are on-line.

SDSI [95], which solves problems of naming, and SPKI [45], which provides mechanisms for
permission delegation were invented separately but joined forces to provide a comprehensive dis-
tributed authorization system. The system as implemented does not meet our goals, but it proposes
a graph-based pattern of authorization that could potentially meet the requirements, with careful
system engineering. We give a brief summary of the work here, as it is the first to introduce a
comprehensive graph based authorization model.

In SDSI/SPKI, permissions begin at an ACL, which they also refer to as the list of root keys.
This is similar to the ACL that is present in systems such as LDAP, but the entries in this ACL
are public keys rather than username/password pairs. This allows a person (represented by a key)
to delegate some of the permissions they possess by creating a signed certificate. The certificate
identifies the recipient of the permissions by their public key, as well as which permissions are be-
ing delegated. This recipient in turn can delegate a portion of their permissions further by creating
another signed certificate.

As an example, a photo sharing service would have an ACL with a list of all the users. A user
A, present in the ACL, can delegate the ability to view some of their photographs to another userB
by creating a certificate containing B’s public key, a description of the permissions being granted
and a signature made by A. When B wants to retrieve a photograph, it presents this certificate to
the server and that server validates that A appears in the ACL and the certificate extending this
permission to B is valid. B can also delegate to another user C in which case C would present
both the A→ B certificate and the B → C certificate.

In this sense, this is a prototypical graph-based decentralized authorization system as a given
user can delegate a portion of their permissions with autonomy. That is to say the creation of the
certificate did not involve the authority server holding the ACL. It is not a complete decentralized
authorization system, however, as there are a few omissions from the design of the system:

1. There is a central ACL that contains the “first hop”. Consequently, only the holder of the
ACL (the service provider, or authority) is capable of verifying a proof of authorization (a
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concatenation of a chain of certificates with an ACL entry). While the pattern of verification
being done by the authority is common, it is not sufficient for use cases such as IoT where
a device needs to verify that a command is authorized. In this case, the authority would
likely be the building manager or company, not a single device within the building. This
characteristic is not unique to SDSI/SPKI: Macaroons [20], a far more recent delegable
authorization system, has the same problem. There is a secret used as the root of an HMAC
chain that is held by the authority. As a result, only the authority can verify a given HMAC.

2. There is no mechanism for distributing or discovering certificates. This is out of scope
in SDSI/SPKI but it is a challenging problem that has no obvious solution. Exchanging
certificates in a peer-to-peer fashion requires participants to remain on-line in order to receive
permissions. Storing certificates in a central repository introduces a central authority.

3. There is no mechanism for encrypting certificates in SDSI/SPKI. If storage is used as part of
the solution for disseminating or discovering certificates, then there needs to be a mechanism
for encrypting the certificates. This is considered out of scope for SDSI/SPKI but, as we
discuss in Chapter 5, is a challenging problem.

We developed WAVE as a decentralized authorization framework that uses the graph based
authorization model while solving these problems. It meets the above six requirements by intro-
ducing new storage and encryption techniques, as discussed in subsequent chapters. In doing so,
we also answer the first thesis question:

How can we construct an authorization system that supports first-class transitive del-
egation across administrative domains without trusting a central authority or compro-
mising on privacy?

We will address the second thesis question, securing IoT systems, later in the dissertation
(Chapter 7 and Chapter 8).
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Chapter 3

Decentralized Graph Based Authorization

This chapter presents a model for capturing delegable authorization in a manner that is amenable
to decentralization. While this has its roots in SDSI/SPKI as discussed in the previous chapter, we
will present it using the terminology established by WAVE so as to maintain consistency as we
discuss the mechanisms that permit its construction in subsequent chapters.

3.1 Concepts
Each of the components in Graph Based Authorization (GBA) are discussed in detail below. We
begin with a high level overview.

GBA, as the name would suggest, represents authorization as a single global graph. Rather
than more mainstream methods which have distinct data structures per domain of authority (such
as ACL or role tables), GBA is logically a single graph that spans all domains of authority.

The vertices of this graph, called entities, represent anything that is capable of receiving or
granting permissions. This could be something tangible, such as an individual person or device, but
it can also represent digital participants, such as a computational service, and symbolic participants
such as a group of people. Entities are identified by the hash of their public representation.

The edges of the authorization graph, called attestations represent delegations of permissions
between entities. They contain identifiers for the granting and receiving entity, called the issuer
and subject, as well as a description of the permissions being granted.

Permissions are granted on resources. Any given resource has, as part of its construction, an
identifier for the namespace that the resource is a part of. The namespace is the authority entity
that created the resource and therefore has full permissions on the resource without receiving them
from any other entity.

An entity can form a proof of authorization for a given action on a resource by assembling
a path of attestations that leads from the namespace entity for that resource to the entity forming
the proof. The permissions granted by the proof are the intersection of the permissions granted by
each attestation in the path through the graph.
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3.2 Entities
An entity is a vertex in the global authorization graph that represents a participant in the system.
Specifically, an entity is a collection of public keys that is referred to by its hash. Using techniques
we will discuss later, an entity is a public object that can be looked up using its hash.

The secrets corresponding to an entity’s public keys form the entity secret that is held by
whichever party the entity represents. These key pairs allow for an entity to

• Create an attestation granting permissions to another entity

• Encrypt that attestation following the protocol described in Chapter 5

• Decrypt attestations that the entity can use to form a proof, also following Chapter 5

• Encrypt a message associated with a specific resource in a namespace

• Decrypt messages associated with resources the entity has permissions on

Concretely, an entity is an ASN.1 serialization of the following:

• An Ed25519 [17] key used for signing

• A Curve25519 [16] key used for encryption

• WKD-IBE [1] public parameters on curve BLS12-381 [26] used for Reverse Discoverable
Encryption in Chapter 5

• IBE [24] public parameters on curve BLS12-381 used for Reverse Discoverable Encryption
in Chapter 5

• A revocation commitment, as described in §3.5

• An expiry date

• A signature, using the Ed25519 key

• A random seed used for generating revocations

The IBE and WKD-IBE implementations on BLS12-381 are from [78]. An entity secret is the
ASN.1 serialization of the corresponding secret keys, and is kept by the party that controls the
entity.
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3.3 Attestations
An attestation is primarily a policy that describes the permissions being granted. We begin by
describing RTree, the policy mechanism used in WAVE. Additionally, to facilitate the privacy
mechanisms in Chapter 5, the attestation must be partitioned into compartments that will later be
encrypted. We present the attestation as it appears decrypted here and describe the encryption
process in Chapter 5.

Resource Tree Auth Policy
Although WAVE is agnostic to the specific mechanism used for expressing authorization policy
(i.e. allowing the use of existing policy languages such as [14, 20]), we use a simple yet common
model throughout this work, for clarity. The resource tree policy mechanism, or RTree, is used for
managing permissions on a hierarchically organized set of resources. It is a modification of SPKI’s
pkpfs tags [45].

A resource is denoted by a URI pattern such as company-entity/project/folder/file
or user-entity/albums/holidaypics/*. The first element of an RTree URI (which would
be company-entity) is called the namespace and it identifies the authority for the set of re-
sources that has full permissions. The exact mapping from a resource URI to the artifact the
resource represents is not proscribed by WAVE. For example, resources could be used to represent
HTTP URIs or RPC methods when managing authorization for a service, but they can also be used
to represent physical devices or symbolically to represent roles, as we discuss below. The * indi-
cates a wildcard that can match anything, allowing a URI pattern to reference a resource subtree.
Depending on the structure of a given resource hierarchy, there may be a minimum length for the
resource URI. This often occurs where the first few elements are used to capture boundaries that
exist naturally, such as a department, building or project. These elements that can be relied upon
to exist, if present for a given RTree, are called the resource prefix.

Alongside the resource pattern, an RTree statement includes a set of permissions. The per-
missions are strings, such as “read” or “write”, along with a unique permission set reference that
identifies the permission schema. The introduction of the permission set is to prevent a permission
granted by an entity in one context (for example “read“ on archived sensor data) from being inter-
preted in a different context (a “read” command sent to a BACNET controller). Each application
defines its own schema for what the permissions mean in their context and will ignore permissions
granted in a different schema.

Finally, RTree has an indirections field, which limits delegation depth. An entity can grant
access to another entity with zero indirections, preventing the recipient from further delegating the
permission. This is similar to propagate in SPKI’s pkpfs tags.

Thus, an RTree policy consists of:
• A set of permissions (strings such as “schema::read”)
• A URI pattern describing a set of resources
• A time range describing when the grant is valid
• An indirections field, which limits re-delegation
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Attestation Structure
An attestation contains three compartments. The first is the plaintext compartment, which is visible
to all without performing any decryption. This contains

• The hash of the subject (recipient) entity

• The location identifier of the storage server the recipient entity is located on

• A revocation commitment (§3.5)

• An Ed25519 signature made by an ephemeral outer key (§5.4)

Then there is the verifier compartment which is visible to participants with the capacity to
decrypt the attestation (both the entity forming the proof and the verifier who has received a proof
and is checking that it is valid):

• The issuing (granting) entity hash

• The location identifier of the issuing entity

• The expiry of the attestation

• The policy, e.g. RTree statements

• A signature made with the issuer’s Ed25519 key of the outer ephemeral key

Finally there is the prover compartment, visible only to the entity forming the proof, which
contains cryptographic material specifically for implementing Reverse Discoverable Encryption
(Chapter 5) which we will discuss in that section.

3.4 Underlying System Requirements
To meet the requirements established in §2.1, we need two components of the system that will be
developed in subsequent chapters.

The first is a global storage system, called an Unequivocable Log Derived Map (ULDM), that
allows us to place arbitrary objects in storage and identify/retrieve them by hash. WAVE provides
this in a manner that, by construction, does not introduce a central authority. This is developed in
Chapter 4.

The second is Reverse Discoverable Encryption (RDE), which ensures that the attestations
placed in the above storage are only visible to entities that are capable of using those attestations
in a proof. This means that despite the storage being public with no access control, we can assume
that attestations that do not concern a given entity either directly or indirectly, remain invisible to
that entity. This technique is developed in Chapter 5.
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3.5 Revocation
When a user creates an attestation, it derives a random revocation secret s from a seed stored with
the entity secret and includes a cryptographic hash of s, hash(s), called the revocation commitment,
in the attestation. The attestation is then published in the ULDM storage tier. Later on, the user
can revoke the attestation by publishing the revocation secret s to the same ULDM storage tier.
Revocation of entities works similarly. An entity must have their private key to perform revocation;
mechanisms such as [100] can be used to ensure this.

When verifying a proof, the WAVE service ensures that no attestations in the proof have been
revoked. To do so, it queries the storage tier for an object matching the revocation commitment
hash(s) in the attestation. If such an object exists, the verifier knows that the attestation has been
revoked. If such an object does not exist, the verifier receives a proof of nonexistence for that hash
from the storage tier. As the storage permits retrieving object by hash, checking if the revocation
commitment exists in storage is equivalent to checking if the attestation has been revoked. The
integrity guarantees of the storage tier, described in Chapter 4 carry through to the revocation
scheme.

Alternatively, the entity forming the WAVE proof can include the assertion returned by the
ULDM storage tier that states that the revocation does not exist. Including this with the attestations
in the WAVE proof means that the verifier does not have to look up the revocation itself.

3.6 Proofs
A WAVE proof is a self-standing object that can be verified to yield an authorization policy. Con-
cretely, it is a list of attestation edges in the global authorization graph leading from the authority
entity for the resources in question to the proving entity. Each policy mechanism has a way of
identifying the authority entity. For RTree it is the namespace, so an RTree proof is a list of at-
testations assembled end-to-end forming a path from the namespace authority to the prover. The
authorization policy yielded by the proof is the intersection of the policy granted in each attesta-
tion. The indirections field is checked (much like a TTL in IP networking) to ensure the maximum
indirections of any given attestation is not exceeded. The proof does not require any additional
resolution to verify and it cannot be tampered with or modified (as each attestation is signed by its
issuer). As we examine privacy concerns, the proof will be extended to contain the necessary keys
to decrypt its constituent attestations.

In systems using WAVE, a proof is typically attached to each message so that the actions within
that message can be compared against the proof policy and the message recipients can determine
if the message is valid and should be acted upon, or if the message is invalid. To verify that the
proof concerns the message creator, the message is typically signed by the same entity that appears
in the proof as subject.

For performance reasons, a proof may also be used to establish the authorization policy for a
session and subsequent messages identify themselves as part of that session either by being part of
the same TCP flow or by using a simple mechanism, like a shared secret.
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Advanced Proof Patterns
Thus far, we have discussed the proof as being a single path through the authorization graph.
While many proofs are in fact of this form, it is sometimes necessary to construct a proof that is
a subgraph, rather than a linear path. As an example, consider a case where an entity A grants an
entity B multiple different permissions contained within different attestations over a span of time,
and B grants all of these permissions to an entity C in a single attestation. It would be convenient
for C to be able to form a single proof that proves multiple permissions, yet there is no singular
path that proves these permissions. Rather, for the link from A to B, C needs to be able to include
multiple attestations in parallel.

The combined subgraph proof is faster to build, more concisely representable and faster to
verify than a concatenation of the individual paths that would prove the same permissions. We
discuss this more in §6.9.

3.7 Common Authorization Modes
While RTree is formulated around managing permissions on resources, creative construction of the
resource trees allows for RTree to be used for a variety of authorization tasks. This section gives
patterns for using graph based authorization and RTree to achieve common authorization modes.

The two most common types of authorization are Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and
Role Based Access Control (RBAC). Both of these can be achieved using a graph based authoriza-
tion pattern.

Many subtly-different authorization patterns fall under the banner of DAC. In general, if the
pattern is built around a table that lists users or groups with the permissions that they have, or a
table that lists resources with the users or groups that can access them, then it is likely classified as
DAC.

In contrast, RBAC does not maintain permissions for a given user but rather maintains a list of
roles that a user may assume (or a policy that dictates under which conditions a user may assume
a role). Depending on the system, access control policy may be expressed directly as roles (there
is no notion of resources, only that a certain role may interact with the service the resources are
associated with) or there may be a distinct table mapping roles onto the resources the role may
interact with.

Discretionary Access Control
Examples of DAC include POSIX file permissions, which states which groups have which permis-
sions on each file, and most online document and file sharing suites such as Google Docs, Dropbox,
etc. GBA and the RTree policy type are very well suited for implementing DAC.

In a resource-oriented DAC system where the table records with users have which permissions
on which resources, the operations that a DAC system must offer are:

1. Grant a user permissions on a resource
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2. Remove a user’s permissions on a resource

3. Determine if a user has permissions on a resource

In DAC, there is not always a clear analogue to the GBA namespace authority. There is usually
a user that has permissions on a resource without obtaining them from another user (root in POSIX,
the creator of the document in Google Docs) but there is sometimes more than one user that can
give permissions to another user without having them themselves. For example if the owner of a
POSIX file does not have any permissions on a file, that does not prevent them from changing the
permissions and granting themselves (or other users) access to the file that they did not have. In
systems like Google Docs or Dropbox this is not a meaningful distinction because the ability to
edit the DAC table is bundled with the ability to read and write the document.

Let us consider a file server as an example. Imagine there is a directory /home/bob/photos

that is owned by Bob and he wishes to grant read access to Alice. We have two ways of formulating
the resource hierarchy when we map this to WAVE. The first places the server operator as the
namespace authority (i.e. the URI would be server-entity/bob/photos). This is closer to
the traditional authorization pattern used by most file servers, and would work, but it is not ideal as
it makes the server operator an authority over all the users. Alternatively, we can allow each user
to be their own namespace, which removes the server operator from a given user’s authorization
graph. This is preferred as we have now removed a central authority. In this case, the WAVE
URI would be bob-entity/photos and the server operator does not have the ability to grant
permissions on the resource. Only Bob, and those to which Bob has delegated this right to, are
capable of granting permissions on the resource.

The DAC functionality then maps onto WAVE operations as:

1. Granting a user permission on a resource is done by creating an attestation. If the ability to
re-delegate is desired, the attestation is created with a nonzero indirections field.

2. Removing a user’s permissions is done by revoking a created attestation.

3. Users interacting with a resource on the server must attach a WAVE proof to each request
and determining if the user has legitimate permissions is done by validating the WAVE proof.

Role Based Access Control
It is more complex to implement RBAC using WAVE and the exact pattern depends on the manner
in which the RBAC itself is formulated. We consider two different types of RBAC here and give a
mapping for each.

Role-Oriented RBAC

The first RBAC type treats roles as a first-class, meaning that it does not perform a subsequent
mapping from roles onto permissions and resources, but rather expresses all authorization policy
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in terms of roles. In this formulation, a service has a local configuration that lists which roles
are permitted to perform which actions and the external authorization system only manages which
users are permitted to assume which roles.

The functionality required by the RBAC system is therefore:

1. Record that a user is allowed to assume a role

2. Remove the ability for a user to assume a role

3. Allow a user to assume a role and prove they are allowed to do so

Traditionally (3) above is done by having the service provider contact the authorization server
to verify the user can assume the given role, but there are also bearer-token systems that allow the
user to prove it has assumed a role without requiring communication with the authorization server,
such as RBAC using OAuth [91].

We can map this onto WAVE as follows: the resource tree becomes a hierarchy of roles.
For example namespace/role/auditor/logs for a log-auditor role and namespace/role/

auditor/* for an anything-auditor role that is a strict superset of the log-auditor role. The oper-
ations then become:

1. To allow a user to assume a role, the namespace entity grants an attestation with the permis-
sion
rbac::assume-role and a resource pattern that indicates the roles that can be assumed.

2. To remove a user’s ability to assume a role, the attestation is revoked.

3. To prove it can assume a role, the entity forms a GBA proof that it has the rbac:assume-
role permission on the role it is trying to assume.

This formulation has the advantage that if a user is allowed to assume a role but also allowed
to grant other users the ability to assume that role, that can be captured by creating the attestation
with a nonzero indirections field.

Permission-Oriented RBAC

There is another pattern of RBAC where roles are just an intermediary and the role maps onto a
set of permissions on resources as in DAC. This is, for example, the pattern used in Amazon Web
Services Identity and Access Management RBAC. It is not clear if this particular pattern should be
preserved when moving towards delegable authorization, but it is possible to do so.

In this formulation, a role is represented by an entity (R1 and R2 in Fig. 3.1), and permissions
and resources are represented in RTree policies as with DAC. To assign permissions to a role, one
grants an attestation to the role entity. To allow another entity to assume a role, one creates an
attestation from the role entity to the assuming entity with a wildcard permission and resource,
as shown in Fig. 3.1. This also allows a role to assume another role. Essentially all permissions
granted to the role entity will transfer to the assuming entity. The assuming entity does not form
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NS

R1

E

ns/a/* ns/*

R2

ns/b/*
ns/*

Figure 3.1: Permission-Oriented RBAC: Two roles R1, R2 where R1 is a superset of R2. E has been
granted the ability to assume R1 and, transitively, R2. The namespace has granted permissions to
the roles directly, but they can also be granted transitively

a proof that it can assume the role, but rather skips the intermediate step and forms a proof of the
desired permissions, which will be a path that flows through the role it is assuming to obtain those
permissions.

While this may not be RBAC in the strictest sense, it preserves the ability to do transitive
delegation and allows entities to act with autonomy, which a centralized RBAC system does not.

Identity Claims
A common task in Trust Management literature is providing identity claims to a peer in order to
establish trust, such as proving that you are an employee of a company. While a focus of WAVE is
proving authorization without bootstrapping trust through authentication, it is possible to perform
rudimentary identity management using GBA and RTree.

To do so, we model identity factors (such as membership of an organization or possession
of a license) as resources in RTree, and what would typically be the certificate authority as the
namespace.

For example, to prove membership of an organization where existing members are permitted
to recruit new ones, one might grant org::ismember on organization/chapter. A new
member or employee might not have the authority to add new members, so the attestation would
be created with no indirections. A more established member might be given the ability to recruit
members, and therefore their grant would have nonzero indirections.

This pattern can be used for arbitrary identity claims such as dmv/licensedDriver or dmv/
over21 but the notion of delegation is often not meaningful in these cases as, for example, being
able to prove you are a licensed driver does not usually mean the DMV trusts you to certify that
another person is a licensed driver.

We mention these because by combining these identity claims with the anonymous proof mech-
anism in §5.10, it is possible to prove aspects of your identity without revealing who you are. This
is a common goal in TM literature.
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3.8 Graph Based Authorization Evaluation
WAVE’s performance characteristics are largely determined by the cost of the mechanisms associ-
ated with preserving privacy. We characterize the performance of these mechanisms in Chapter 5
and the performance of the implementation as a whole in §6.10.

This section focuses on evaluating the efficacy of graph based authorization as an authorization
pattern, and the intrinsic performance characteristics that the pattern implies, rather than on side-
effects of implementation choices.

Advantages of Graph Based Authorization
We discussed how GBA is capable of implementing patterns such as Discretionary Access Control
and Role Based Access Control, but this does not fully convey why one would choose GBA over
other, simpler, mechanisms for realizing DAC or RBAC.

The primary reason that we chose GBA is, of course, that it is possible to realize a decentralized
GBA system with desirable security characteristics whereas we were not able to achieve those
characteristics with other patterns. This is not the only benefit, however. When using GBA in
practice we discovered that it improved workflow and is a desirable pattern even if one did not care
about the improvements to security.

Traditional systems protected by DAC have a fairly monolithic architecture: there is a cluster
of servers administered by one logical entity, so a single authorization list is not incongruous. The
same is not true of IoT or the built environment as a whole. There are far more parties involved
in a typical IoT scenario, and this places strain on the central pattern, leading to fragmentation of
authority. Consider that many IoT devices are associated with a service: a smart doorbell requires
the vendor’s cloud and would not function without it. Similarly a digital assistant like Google
Home or Amazon Alexa is intricately tied to a continuously evolving backend hosted by Google or
Amazon. Ownership of such a device is a murky concept: for better or for worse, the device does
not completely fall under the authority of the customer when they purchase it. As a consequence, a
typical smart building is an assemblage of devices interwoven with vendor and customer services,
each with their own authorization mechanisms. This in turn has led to the development of services
that attempt to abstract away some of this complexity, such as AllJoyn [5]. Unfortunately, AllJoyn
makes use of a centralized “Security Manager”, which does not meet our requirements.

The decentralized management of such a collection of devices is extremely challenging. In
Chapter 7 we discuss how an abstraction layer can permit us to unify these devices and services.
Given that this affords us the opportunity to present a different authorization interface, we can
consider alternate patterns and their merits. Taming this heterogeneity would typically require the
construction of a single unifying authorization policy hosted on a central system within a single
domain of authority, which has thus far proven difficult to achieve. Graph based authorization
allows for the problem to be broken down into smaller, more manageable pieces. Authority is
delegated to parties that can then act with autonomy, determining their own authorization policies
that best fit within their context. This gives us flexibility to deal with the heterogeneous landscape
of IoT devices and control services. As a concrete example, when a new set of sensors and their
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associated control services is installed within a building, the team heading that install is granted the
authority to associate the sensing and control points with a subtree of the resource hierarchy in the
building. The installing team is free to determine which devices and services have which access
within this subtree, and they can do so with full autonomy—the authority for the building is not
involved in this process. After the installation process is done, the authorization subgraph built by
the installing team is re-rooted into a permanent position within the building’s authorization graph
by revoking access to the installing team’s entities and granting direct access to the persistent
entities representing the collection of devices and services that have been installed.

The introduction of autonomy is a key benefit of graph based authorization. In practice it
obviates coordination between multiple parties that would typically slow down any changes to
authorization. Consequently, it allows users to develop very specific, narrow authorization policies
that evolve over time as the needs of a service or device change. Historically, one would obtain
a very permissive grant for a service or device in an attempt to avoid going through the painful
process of changing permissions, which results in decreased security. Overly permissive policies
increase the severity of a compromise as a device or service is able to affect systems outside of its
immediate context. This aversion to changing policy is especially true if the authorization crosses
administrative domains, where changes may manifest as changes to business contracts. The Target
hack [77] was a good example of this where the HVAC company did not expend the effort to get
Target to configure narrow network policies for their systems but rather obtained broad access, as
it was easier and required less negotiation between the companies. Consequently, compromise of
the HVAC system cascaded throughout Target’s systems and resulted in large scale data breach
that could have been avoided had appropriately narrow policies been put in place.

Performance of Graph Based Authorization
The key operations in an authorization system are modifying a party’s permissions and determining
the permissions that a party has. In graph based authorization, both of those are split into two, so
there are four operations:

1. Granting permissions

2. Discovering permissions

3. Forming a proof of authorization

4. Verifying a proof of authorization

We will consider the intrinsic costs of each of these operations here, but we additionally provide
real characterizations of these operations, as done by a full implementation, in subsequent chapters.
Granting permissions in GBA requires the construction of an attestation that represents the policy
being delegated. Once the attestation has been constructed, it must be published into global storage.
A traditional DAC system would require a sequence of network interactions with the authorization
server: first to establish that the granting party has access to the server and then to modify the
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permissions associated with the recipient party. GBA requires a single interaction with the global
storage to place the attestation in storage. There is not an initial authentication phase in GBA as
the global storage permits any party to store attestations. Verification is done when the attestation
is discovered, i.e. during proof construction. As a result, we expect the granting of permissions
in GBA to be of similar performance to that in a traditional authorization system. In WAVE, the
privacy mechanism introduced in Chapter 5 adds cryptographic operations to the formation of
attestations. This makes permission granting slower than in traditional systems, but still below the
latency that would be significant to a user.
Discovering permissions in GBA requires traversing the global graph to find the attestations that
concern you. This is intrinsically expensive compared to discovering permissions in a DAC sys-
tem. Traversing the global graph captures a sequence of granting events that must be processed to
determine the final permissions, and one does not know in advance if the path being traversed will
eventually end in the proving entity (making it relevant) or not. In contrast, an ACL has already
processed all granting events and only stores the results, indexed by principal. In WAVE, the per-
formance of graph traversal is further complicated by the global graph being encrypted, as each
attestation must be decrypted after it is discovered. The encryption has the advantage that less of
the graph is visible, so one does not need to traverse the whole graph looking for attestations that
are relevant. This privacy comes with a cost, however, as the decryption operations themselves are
computationally intensive. In WAVE, permission discovery is the most expensive operation, but
remains reasonable for normal use cases.
Forming a proof of authorization in GBA requires the discovery of a path through the decrypted
subgraph of relevant attestations assembled during permission discovery. This is a straightforward
shortest path discovery problem, so the run time will depend on the length of the path and the
topology of the decrypted subgraph. A traditional system often places this burden on the service
rather than the client (i.e. the client sends a username and password and the service performs the
lookup) but we can compare to systems such as OAuth where the client first obtains a proof of
authorization (a token). Given that OAuth requires a network round trip and GBA does not, it is
possible for GBA to be faster than OAuth. In addition, proofs can be cached until a constituent
attestation expires in GBA whereas tokens in OAuth typically have shorter lifetimes. Therefore we
expect forming a proof of authorization in GBA to be comparable or faster than similar operations
in existing systems.
Verifying a proof of authorization in GBA requires checking that the policies in the attestations
are compatible with each other. This can be done with no network round trips (depending on how
strict the revocation policy is). We expect that verification of a GBA proof would be substantially
faster than the authentication and subsequent authorization operations found in a system such as
LDAP which requires multiple network round trips. Verification of authorization scopes in OAuth
requires checking that a token is valid, which is a similar operation to checking a GBA proof, so
we expect those to have comparable performance. In general we expect that verifying a proof of
authorization in GBA will be fast enough to be imperceptible for all applications migrating from
traditional methods.
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Figure 3.2: An example name declaration subgraph. The dotted line indicates a local name. The
solid lines indicate global names.

3.9 Name Resolution
To facilitate looking up entity public keys (to be used as the subject in an attestation, and for RDE),
without relying on an external PKI, WAVE implements a naming scheme that extends the proposal
in SDSI [95]. The base functionality (shared by WAVE and SDSI) allows an entity to name another
entity by creating a signed name declaration. These name declarations form a web-of-trust global
graph, similar to that formed by attestations.

Consider Fig. 3.2. Here, a namespace entity NS has created a name declaration that calls A
“support”. A has independently created a name declaration naming C “john”. In addition NS has
named B “sales”. From the perspective of an entity P, who has named NS “acme”, one can traverse
this graph to resolve a name into an entity for example acme → support → john. To increase
similarity with DNS names that users are already familiar with, we reverse the names, placing the
first name declaration on the right, and we separate each name with a “.”. The above name would
then be john.support.acme.

The name declaration made by P that names NS “acme” need not be published and can be kept
local to just P. The other name declarations must be published by the entities creating them, if the
creators wish them to be resolvable by other parties.

The advantage of this system is that by verifying the identity of a single entity out of band
(e.g. the company namespace entity), an entity can resolve the names of all employees within the
company’s departments, such as john.support.acme, without having to manually establish the
validity of individual employee entities.

An additional advantage is that these names also express a flow of trust in identity. If P trusts
NS they are also implicitly trusting that the names that NS creates are also valid (that NS would
not name an attacker entity “marketing” for example). We achieve trustworthy names without
requiring a central authority to maintain names, unlike TLS Certificate Authorities and DNS. The
naming system has the same autonomy characteristics as the delegable authorization described
above: an entity can name a person, device or service without contacting an authority hosting a
central directory.

The concepts above, which are very similar to the functionality proposed by SDSI, do not pro-
vide a distribution mechanism for entities to discover the name declarations required to perform
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resolution, nor a mechanism to ensure the privacy of declarations so that only authorized parties
may read them. WAVE solves both of these problems. Firstly, WAVE stores name declarations
in the ULDM storage tier (Chapter 4) to ensure name declarations are discoverable without com-
promising on the goals of the system (especially without requiring on-line participants). Secondly,
WAVE uses the encryption scheme described in §5.11 to encrypt the name declarations in storage.
When creating a name declaration, it is associated with a resource in a namespace (for example,
acme/directory/marketing) and an entity must be explicitly granted permission on that
resource in order to gain the keys required to decrypt the name declaration. In other words, the
same attestations that are used to form a proof of authorization are also used to govern which
entities can read name declarations, without relying on a central directory server. Resolution of
names is done from each entity’s cache of decrypted name declarations, stored alongside decrypted
attestations.

3.10 Summary
Graph based authorization is a versatile technique built around a single global graph that represents
participants as entities which are vertices in the graph and the granting of permissions as attesta-
tions which are edges in the graph. A proof of authorization is a path through this graph. This proof
is typically attached with every action or message to demonstrate it is authorized. GBA is capable
of subsuming popular authorization patterns such as Discretionary Access Control and Role Based
Access control, and it is possible to build a GBA system with better security characteristics than
traditional DAC or RBAC systems. GBA allows for entities to act with autonomy, which simpli-
fies management of heterogeneous devices and services, especially across administrative domains.
Most operations in GBA are expected to have comparable or better performance characteristics
than their traditional counterparts with the exception of permission discovery which, while slower,
is expected to remain reasonable.

Realization of a GBA system requires the development of a secure global storage system where
attestations and entities can be kept, enabling permission discovery. In addition, GBA requires an
encryption mechanism to restrict the visibility of attestations in storage to just those parties that can
use them in a proof. These two components are developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively.
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Chapter 4

Secure Storage

WAVE allows for permissions to be granted to an entity without communicating with that entity,
which allows the receiving entity to be offline at the time of the grant. This functionality leads
to the requirement for a means by which WAVE objects, such as attestations, can be stored and
retrieved. This chapter describes the storage tier that fulfills this role.

Certain high level security goals of WAVE are achieved through the storage layer, and inherited
by other components. Hence, the requirements placed on the storage layer are more complex than
simply storing and retrieving would suggest. We outline these requirements in §4.1 and give a
standalone rationale for each. Some of them will become more clear when considered in the
context of mechanisms presented in subsequent chapters.

The storage requirements and corresponding solutions have evolved over the course of WAVE’s
history, but there are lessons to be learned from the earlier solutions, so we address all three stages
in the evolution of the storage subsystem.

4.1 Operational and Security Requirements
The storage system must support a set of operations required by WAVE, and it must be able to
produce four types of proofs that these operations have been carried out honestly.

Operations
The graph based authorization model relies upon the notion of objects that represent nodes (enti-
ties) and edges (attestations) in the global graph. To permit interaction with the graph, the storage
layer must allow participants to perform the following six operations.
1) Store/Retrieve Entities. Recall that entities have a public and private component. The public
component of an entity is a collection of public keys and an expiry. This collection is referenced by
the hash of the serialization of the keys and expiry. For many operations in WAVE, such as granting
an attestation or verifying a proof, an entity will need to retrieve the public entity objects given only
the hash. This public object is uploaded by the creator of the entity. From the perspective of the
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storage, the entity is an opaque blob. The storage does not index any parts of the entity other than
the hash of the object. Concretely, this requires the following actions on an abstract storage state:

Put(Entity) : state← state ∪ Entity
Get(Hash(Entity)) : Entity

2) Store/Retrieve Attestations. The succinct serialization of a proof only includes the hashes of
the constituent attestations. When verifying such a proof, a participant needs to be able to fetch
the attestations given their hash. After creating an attestation, the issuer uploads the encrypted
attestation to storage. Like entities, the attestations are treated as opaque blobs by the storage, only
accessed by hash:

Put(Attestation) : state← state ∪ Attestation
Get(Hash(Attestation)) : Attestation

3) Store/Retrieve Name Declarations. Much like attestations, participants need to retrieve and
decrypt name declarations in order to maintain their local index of human readable names to enti-
ties (§3.9). These are also only accessed by hash (not by the name they are binding).

Put(NameDecl) : state← state ∪NameDecl
Get(Hash(NameDecl)) : NameDecl

4) Notify Parties of Attestation. When creating an attestation, the issuer must associate the newly
created attestation with a list of attestations granted to the subject, so that it can be discovered by
entities that have keys from that subject. As the storage treats the attestation as an opaque blob,
the subject is provided by the clients with the request. The set of entities that are interested in
the attestation includes the subject of the attestation, but also entities that have been delegated
permissions (possibly indirectly) by the subject entity that intersect with the permissions of the
newly created attestation. Note that neither the issuing entity nor the storage knows the set of
entities that will find the new attestation useful. The mechanism relies on the fact that entities
that have discovered keys from the attestation subject (and therefore will find attestations granted
to that subject useful) will periodically check the storage for new attestations associated with the
subject.

Notify(attestation) : nstateattestation.subject ← nstateattestation.subject ∪ attestation
GetNotifications(attestation.subject) : nstateattestation.subject

5) Notify Parties of a Name Declaration. As with attestations, a newly created name declaration
must be discovered by the set of entities that could resolve the name. Unlike attestations, how-
ever, the entity that is interested in the name declaration is the issuer of the name declaration, not
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the subject. Briefly, this is because hierarchical names are discovered by traversing the graph for-
wards from namespace to named entity, whereas attestation paths are traversed backwards during
discovery. We discuss this more in §3.9. This requires the following operations:

Notify(NameDecl) : nstateNameDecl.issuer ← nstateNameDecl.issuer ∪NameDecl
GetNotifications(NameDecl.issuer) : nstateNameDecl.issuer

6) Store/Retrieve Revocations. The revocation scheme described in §3.5 works by having a re-
vocation object with a known hash in storage. If the object exists, then the entity or attestation
containing the corresponding revocation object hash is considered revoked. If the object does not
exist, then the corresponding entity or attestation is still valid. This requires the following opera-
tions:

Put(Revocation) : state← state ∪Revocation
Get(Hash(Revocation)) : Revocation

Proofs of honest operation
In addition to supporting the above operations, the storage tier must also be able to provide cryp-
tographically verifiable proofs that each operation has been performed honestly. This is required
so that the logically centralized storage tier does not become a central point of weakness (i.e. a
component that must be trusted in order for the whole system to remain trustworthy). We cannot
construct a proof that the storage provider is maintaining the privacy of the data, so we solve that
problem using the encryption mechanisms in Chapter 5. The following classes of proof let the
storage provider show that it is maintaining the integrity of the storage state:
1) Proof of Monotonicity. The storage must be able to prove that it is only adding objects to
the storage, never removing them or modifying existing objects. This is especially important for
revocations as an attacker would benefit from removing the revocation object for a compromised
key. This proof is necessary for the Put and Notify operations. Both of these operations yield
a state change state′ ← state ∪ (object). A proof of monotonicity shows that only the given
object has been added to the state and no other change been applied to yield state′. A proof
of monotonicity can also be formed between two states that are multiple changes apart, and this
is equivalent to a sequence of proofs of monotonicity showing that each individual change was
monotonic.
2) Proof of Inclusion. When an object is added to storage or retrieved from storage, the storage
must prove that the object really exists in the storage. A similar requirement exists for notifications:
when a notification is inserted or retrieved from storage, the storage must be able to prove that the
notification event exists. This is required for all six operations. A proof of inclusion shows that
state ⊃ object.
3) Proof of Non-Existence. When a user asks for an object that has not been stored, the storage
returns ⊥. A proof of non-existance shows that object 6⊂ state and hence that the ⊥ return value
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is correct. The proof of inclusion and proof of non-existence can usually be done with the same
mechanism.
4) Proof of Non-Equivocation. Equivocation is when a server presents different internally con-
sistent views to different users. The storage must be able to give some proof that every user is
seeing the same data structure. The nature of this proof varies depending on how the storage tier
is implemented.

These proofs ensure that the storage provider is maintaining the integrity of the global autho-
rization graph. In turn this allows us to treat the, potentially centralized, system as not being a
central authority.

4.2 Abstract Implementation of Operational Requirements
An abstract implementation of the six required operations can be realized with a key/value store
that permits chosen keys. This can be used to meet the functional requirements as follows:

Storage/Retrieval of Objects
Operations 1,2,3 and 6, rely on the ability to store on object and retrieve it by hash. This is quite
simple to achieve with a key/value store. The key is the hash of the object, and the value is the
object itself. No special handling of the different operations is required as the storage does not
distinguish between entities, attestations and name declarations. We need a special ⊥ exception
that can be returned when a client attempts to retrieve an object that does not exist. There are
numerous systems that offer a key/value store that is suitable, so the choice of implementation
will be driven by the requirements to form proofs. Given a key/value store, the operations can be
implemented as:

function PUT(object)
state[ Hash(object) ]← object

end function
function GET(Hash(object))

if ∃state[ Hash(object) ] then
return state[ Hash(object) ]

else
return ⊥

end if
end function
Note that the storage layer has no notion of access control; any participant can retrieve any

entity, name declaration, revocation or attestation from storage (if it knows the hash). The storage
is enumerable, so we also do not gain security from having a sparse key space where keys are hard
to guess. We rely on the privacy mechanism in Chapter 5 to ensure that entities cannot read the
objects they are not supposed to.
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Notification
Operations 4 and 5 require maintaining a set of notification events. Notification does not map onto
a key/value store as simply, but one approach is to maintain a list of notification events for each
entity. The list is constructed as a set of objects with their keys chosen to allow iteration. For
attestations, notifications are associated with the subject of the attestation. For name declarations,
notifications are associated with the issuer of the name declaration. The associated entity hash is
used as part of the key prefix and a monotonically increasing integer as the key suffix:

function NOTIFYATTESTATION(attestation)
sub← attestation.subjectHash
prefix←“notificationAttestation”
id← 0
while ∃ state[ prefix‖sub‖id ] do

id← id+ 1
end while
state[ prefix‖sub‖i ]← Hash(attestation)

end function
function GETNOTIFICATIONATTESTATION(subjectHash, id)

sub← subjectHash
prefix←“notificationAttestation”
if ∃state[ prefix‖sub‖id ] then

return state[ prefix‖sub‖id ]
else

return ⊥
end if

end function
function NOTIFYNAMEDECL(namedecl)

iss← namedecl.issuerHash
prefix←“notificationNameDecl”
i← 0
while ∃ state[ prefix‖iss‖i ] do

i← i+ 1
end while
state[ prefix‖iss‖i ]← Hash(namedecl)

end function
function GETNOTIFICATIONNAMEDECL(issuerHash, id)

iss← issuerHash
prefix←“notificationNameDecl”
if ∃state[ prefix‖iss‖id ] then

return state[ prefix‖iss‖id ]
else

return ⊥
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end if
end function
To obtain the entire set of notification events, the client will iterate through id values until it

obtains ⊥. To update the set of notification events, the client can resume iteration beginning with
the id that mapped to ⊥ on the last update. Portions of this procedure can appear on the client
side, for example, the storage provider can expose just put/get of arbitrary keys and the client can
perform the iteration.

Although implementation dependant, the proof requirements usually lead to the storage provider
linearizing operations applied on the storage state. If exposing just a put/get API, however, it is
possible that after a client A identifies an empty slot through iteration, another client B inserts into
that slot before a client A’s final insertion request hits the storage server. In this case, the storage
server responds with an error and an inclusion proof showing that the (previously empty) slot that
A attempted to assign to is occupied and A will try the next slot. As objects are inserted into the
storage infrequently, this simple retry mechanism is sufficient.

When an entity A receives permissions from another entity B, A will add B’s notification
queue to the set of queues that A needs to check when looking for new attestations. This allows
A to discover attestations that are not directly issued to them, but are useful because they grant
permissions to an entity like B that has already granted permissions to A.

For name declarations, if X names entity Y who names entity Z, then an entity A that chooses
to resolve hierarchical names under the namespace X will add X’s notification queue to the set
of queues that need to be checked, and iteratively add the queues for Y and Z as it discovers the
name declarations that point to those entities.

Implementing these protocols whilst dealing with concurrency and being able to provide the
integrity proofs is challenging. This led us to build on top of a system that already solves those
problems: blockchain.

4.3 Blockchain Storage
WAVE version 2 provides the first complete solution to these requirements in the form of blockchain
smart contracts. Ethereum’s smart contracts can execute complex logic and store state in a cryp-
tographically verifiable manner that allows us to very succinctly implement the abstract key/value
based scheme listed above. From a security perspective, Ethereum is physically and logically de-
centralized: it is spread over multiple servers owned by different parties. This lets Ethereum meet
the decentralization goal in §2.1, despite presenting a simple interface that appears like the contract
is being run on a single controlling node.

Minimal Contract Solution
While blockchains are typically associated with facilitating financial transactions, and smart con-
tracts are associated with autonomously managing tokens or funds of some sort, we use the
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blockchain in a different way. The contracts supporting WAVE store the global graph by using
the blockchain as a decentralized key/value store.

The clients that participate in the blockchain can interact with the smart contracts deployed on
it, and therefore can use the blockchain client to access the global authorization graph.

The following Ethereum Solidity contract implements the abstract key/value store scheme:
1 c o n t r a c t R e g i s t r y {
2 mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => b y t e s ) p u b l i c o b j e c t s ;
3 mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => b y t e s 3 2 [ ] ) p u b l i c l i s t s ;
4
5 f u n c t i o n p u t ( b y t e s d a t a ) p u b l i c {
6 o b j e c t s [ keccak256 ( d a t a ) ] = d a t a ;
7 }
8 f u n c t i o n append ( b y t e s 3 2 l s t , b y t e s 3 2 h ) p u b l i c {
9 l i s t s [ l s t ] . push ( h ) ;

10 }
11 }

In the above code, the objects and lists mapping declarations on line 2 and 3 declare
persistent global variables in the smart contract. Anything that is stored in these variables will be
stored in the blockchain state forever. Solidity will generate accessor functions that allow clients
and other contracts to read these variables.

In addition to meeting the functionality requirements, the use of Ethereum also makes this
approach fulfill the security requirements. In the typical configuration, every client interacting
with the blockchain maintains a full copy of the blockchain contents. When a new transaction is
applied to the blockchain, every client receives that transaction and applies it to their local copy.
The proof of monotonicity and proof of inclusion are obtained by comparing the root hash of the
Merkle Tree database storing contract state with the hash found in the block header announcement
that is broadcast. If a client’s local database was compromised, it would notice the hash mismatch.

The proof of non-existance is also simple: if a client does not find an object in its local database
and the hash of the database matches the latest block header, then it can believe that the object does
not exist. The problem is simpler because everyone has the full database. There are protocols that
allow a blockchain client to prove that some state exists or does not exist to another client that does
not possess the full database [48] but we don’t address those here.

Non-equivocation is one of the core problems that a blockchain solves. In the blockchain
context, equivocation is called forking, where there exists more than one internally consistent view
of the blockchain. This is solved in Ethereum by making blocks hard to create, through proof of
work. An attacker would need to have enormous computational power to be able to maintain an
alternate view of the blockchain without falling behind in block generation. A detailed explanation
of the GHOST protocol used by Ethereum to make forks harder to maintain can be found in [102].

Advanced Blockchain Functionality
Although the simple contract above can meet the six operational requirements, while providing the
four proof classes, blockchain smart contracts can provide additional functionality. At the time that
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the specifications of WAVE 2 were drafted, we assumed that the system would be implemented on
a blockchain, so we included functionality that improves system usability but would be difficult to
achieve without a blockchain.

Globally unique entity aliases

The blockchain-based storage provider offers globally unique immutable aliases in one flat names-
pace that are resolvable by all entities. This system can be used to bind human readable names to
entities, so that attestations can be granted to simple-to-remember names rather than long strings
encoding public keys.

This global immutable naming is useful, in that using an alias is as secure as using the full
public key. There is no way an attacker can re-bind an alias to trick a user into granting permissions
to a different entity, as the alias is immutable. This is different from, say, DNS where a domain
name can be changed by an attacker if they compromise the right accounts.

Evaluation of authorization within a smart contract

In WAVE version 2 the entity and attestation objects are not encrypted (Chapter 5 is not integrated).
This allows the system to perform additional verification of the objects it is storing. There are two
good reasons to do this. The first is that the blockchain state is kept clean: attackers cannot push
arbitrary data into the contract. The clients that are watching for new data in the contract, using the
Ethereum event system, only need to process valid objects rather than having to filter out bad data.
The second reason is that the validity of the objects (entities, attestations and proofs) is known
within the contract and can be used by other contracts. This allows the myriad of smart contract
use cases (escrow, tokens, autonomous organizations etc.) to interact with WAVE permissions.

For example, because the contract verified that, for each new attestation, the granting and re-
ceiving entities are both valid and unexpired, other contracts can take actions based on the validity
of that attestation. Further, as the contract supports verifying chains of attestations, we can create
logic that requires proof of permissions to execute changes in blockchain state (such as releasing
funds from escrow).

A typical scenario might be something like, “Alice will pay Bob 20 Ether in exchange for read
permissions on bob/creditdata”. To prevent either party cheating, one could put the 20 Ether
in escrow, and when the permissions are granted, the contract automatically transfers the funds.
This process has a little added complexity, however: transactions are broadcast in the network
so it is possible for an attacker to intercept the attestation-publish transaction and then submit
their own transaction containing the same attestation. If the replacement transaction is mined first,
the attacker would claim the money in the escrow. There are multiple solutions to this, but we
opted for a generic one we named patents. Bob will create a patent for the hash of the attestation
first, which binds the hash to his Ethereum account. Then when the escrow contract observes a
transaction posting the attestation that Alice is paying money for, it sends the money to whoever
holds the patent for the attestation, not the issuer of the transaction publishing the attestation. This
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mechanism can be used for any money-for-data scenario, not just attestations, but the buying of
permissions scenario above was the main motivation.

Blockchain Contracts
There are two contracts in WAVE 2. The first implements the alias infrastructure, and the second
stores the attestations and entities along with patents.

The alias contract is quite simple:
c o n t r a c t A l i a s {

/∗ The a l i a s d a t a b a s e ∗ /
mapping ( u i n t 2 5 6 => b y t e s 3 2 ) p u b l i c DB;
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => u i n t 2 5 6 ) p u b l i c A l i a s F o r ;

/∗ The c o s t o f r e g i s t e r i n g an a l i a s , m u l t i p l i e d by t h e gas p r i c e ∗ /
u i n t 2 5 6 p u b l i c A l i a s P r i c e ;

/∗ A l i a s c r e a t i o n e v e n t ∗ /
e v e n t A l i a s C r e a t e d ( u i n t 2 5 6 i n d e x e d key , b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d v a l u e ) ;

f u n c t i o n A l i a s ( u i n t 2 5 6 a l i a s P r i c e ) {
A l i a s P r i c e = a l i a s P r i c e ;

}

f u n c t i o n S e t A l i a s ( u i n t 2 5 6 k , b y t e s 3 2 v )
{

/∗ Need t o pay f o r a l i a s c r e a t i o n ∗ /
i f ( msg . v a l u e < A l i a s P r i c e ∗ t x . g a s p r i c e ) {

th row ;
}
/∗ Cannot r e a s s i g n a l i a s e s ∗ /
i f (DB[ k ] != 0x0 ) {

th row ;
}
/∗ Reve r se lookup ∗ /
i f ( A l i a s F o r [ v ] == 0x0 ) {

A l i a s F o r [ v ] = k ;
}
DB[ k ] = v ;
A l i a s C r e a t e d ( k , v ) ;

}
}

The contract allows for mapping a 32 byte human readable string to an arbitrary 32 byte value,
usually an entity public key. We introduce a cost to dissuade users from “squatting” on multiple
names. To deal with changes in the value of Ether over time, we express the cost of an alias as a
multiple of the gas price. The gas price will theoretically fluctuate with the value of Ether.

The first alias to bind a key also gets the reverse lookup stored so that you can resolve a key to
a name. This feature has some unfortunate security implications as, in our experience, users tend
to trust a key based on what it was named, even though names are arbitrary and can be bound by
anyone. This is one of the reasons that WAVE 3 uses hierarchical names (which do convey trust)
instead of a flat namespace.

The contract for storing entities and attestations in WAVE 2 is listed below. You will notice that
it uses functions in an external contract named bw. This contract is described in the next section.
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The contract begins with a declaration of the events that are emitted by the contract. These events
appear in the bloom filter in each block header, allowing clients to efficiently determine if a block
contains one of these events. The events are predominantly used for flushing caches, but are also
used by publishing entries to know that the transaction they posted has been successfully mined.
c o n t r a c t R e g i s t r y {

m o d i f i e r on lyadmin { i f ( msg . s e n d e r != admin ) throw ; }
a d d r e s s p u b l i c admin ;

/∗ Ev en t s so t h a t c l i e n t s can f o l l o w i n t e r a c t i o n s wi th t h e r e g i s t r y ∗ /
e v e n t N e w A t t e s t a t i o n ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d hash , b y t e s o b j e c t ) ;
e v e n t NewEnt i ty ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d vk , b y t e s o b j e c t ) ;
e v e n t NewChain ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d hash , b y t e s o b j e c t ) ;
e v e n t N e w A t t e s t a t i o n R e v o c a t i o n ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d hash , b y t e s o b j e c t ) ;
e v e n t Ne w En t i t yR ev o ca t i o n ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d vk , b y t e s o b j e c t ) ;
e v e n t NewRevocat ionBounty ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d key , u i n t newValue ) ;

We then define the structs used for storing attestations and entities. In contrast with the simple
contract above, we also store the Validity of the attestations and entities which is accessible from a
contract.

enum V a l i d i t y { Unknown , Val id , Expi red , Revoked }

/∗ The s t a t e o f t h e r e g i s t r y ∗ /
s t r u c t E n t i t y E n t r y
{

b y t e s b lob ;
V a l i d i t y v a l i d i t y ;
u i n t e x p i r y ;

}
s t r u c t A t t e s t a t i o n E n t r y
{

b y t e s b lob ;
V a l i d i t y v a l i d i t y ;
u i n t e x p i r y ;

}
s t r u c t C h a i n E n t r y
{

b y t e s b lob ;
V a l i d i t y v a l i d i t y ;
u i n t s i n c e ;

}

Next we declare the actual variables that store state. These are global variables, but because trans-
actions are applied serially, there are no race conditions. We store full proofs in the contract as
well (ChainEntry). This allows contracts to reason about the permissions of entities rather than
just individual attestations. The AttFromVK stores the list of attestations granted from an entity
(entities are identitied by Verifying Key in WAVE 2). This plays a similar role to the queues in
the minimal contract listed earlier except that the edge is from issuer to subject as in WAVE 2 the
graph discovery is done by walking from the namespace to the proving entity (forwards).

mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => E n t i t y E n t r y ) p u b l i c E n t i t i e s ;
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => A t t e s t a t i o n E n t r y ) p u b l i c A t t e s t a t i o n s ;
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => C h a i n E n t r y ) p u b l i c Cha ins ;
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => u i n t ) p u b l i c R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s ;
/∗ fromVK −> [ ] a t t h a s h ∗ /
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => b y t e s 3 2 [ ] ) p u b l i c AttFromVK ;
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We envisioned a scenario where one might want to revoke an entity or attestation but no longer have
any Ether to pay for the transaction. To mitigate this, we allow entities to place a bounty in advance
that is paid to whoever revokes the given entity or attestation. If this bounty exceeds the transaction
costs, then an entity wanting to revoke an attestation could broadcast the revocation object and just
wait for a bounty hunter to publish it for them. These bounty hunters are incentivized to “help out”
because they make more money by publishing the revocation than they spend on the transaction.
This scheme is basically a way of pre-paying for the revocation of an entity or attestation so that
when it needs to be revoked you do not need to worry about transaction fees.

/∗ R e v o c a t i o n I n f r a s t r u c t u r e ∗ /
f u n c t i o n AddRevocat ionBounty ( b y t e s 3 2 hash )
{

/∗ Thi s would be s i l l y t o do i f t h e r e was a l r e a d y a r e v o c a t i o n . . . ∗ /
R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ hash ] += msg . v a l u e ;
NewRevocat ionBounty ( hash , R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ hash ] ) ;

}

Next we have support for adding attestations. Note that unlike the minimal contract, this checks in
detail that the attestation is valid, including both the source and destination entities:

/∗ A d d A t t e s t a t i o n w i l l add an a t t e s t a t i o n b u t on ly i f i t i s v a l i d ,
and t h e e n t i t i e s i t r e f e r s t o a r e a l s o v a l i d and i n t h e r e g i s t r y . ∗ /

f u n c t i o n A d d A t t e s t a t i o n ( b y t e s c o n t e n t )
{

v a r ( v a l i d , numrevokers , i s p e r m i s s i o n , e x p i r y , s r cvk , ds tvk , hash ) =
bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( c o n t e n t ) ;

/∗ Even i f A t t . i s i n v a l i d , we keep t h e i r money so may as w e l l r e c o r d ,
even i f we a r e a s s i g n i n g t o z e r o hash ∗ /

R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ hash ] += msg . v a l u e ;
NewRevocat ionBounty ( hash , R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ hash ] ) ;

/∗ Next , s t o p i f t h e A t t . was i n v a l i d ∗ /
i f ( ! v a l i d ) {

r e t u r n ;
}

/∗ Check t h e e n t i t y e x p i r i e s ∗ /
C h e c k E n t i t y ( s r c v k ) ;
C h e c k E n t i t y ( d s t v k ) ;

/∗ Stop i f t h e e n t i t i e s a r e n o t ok ∗ /
i f ( E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d | |

E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {
r e t u r n ;

}

/∗ Stop i f A t t . i s known ∗ /
i f ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . Unknown ) {

r e t u r n ;
}

/∗ Find t h e min e x p i r y f o r t h e A t t e s t a t i o n ∗ /
u i n t minExpi ry = e x p i r y ;
i f ( minExpi ry == 0 | | ( E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . e x p i r y != 0 && E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . e x p i r y < minExpi ry ) ) {

minExpi ry = E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . e x p i r y ;
}
i f ( minExpi ry == 0 | | ( E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . e x p i r y != 0 && E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . e x p i r y < minExpi ry ) ) {

minExpi ry = E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . e x p i r y ;
}
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/∗ Put i t i n ∗ /
i f ( minExpi ry == 0 | | minExpi ry > b l o c k . t imes t amp ) {

A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . b lob = c o n t e n t ;
A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . e x p i r y = minExpi ry ;
At t e s t a t i onFromVK [ s r c v k ] . push ( hash ) ;
A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ;
N e w A t t e s t a t i o n ( hash , c o n t e n t ) ;

}
}

Similarly we have the function for adding entities to the registry. This also makes use of the bw
contract to unpack the object and validate it.

f u n c t i o n AddEn t i t y ( b y t e s c o n t e n t )
{

v a r ( v a l i d , numrevokers , e x p i r y , vk ) = bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k E n t i t y ( c o n t e n t ) ;

/∗ Even i f E n t i t y i s i n v a l i d , we keep t h e i r money so may as w e l l r e c o r d ,
even i f we a r e a s s i g n i n g t o z e r o hash ∗ /

R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ vk ] += msg . v a l u e ;
NewRevocat ionBounty ( vk , R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ vk ] ) ;

/∗ Next , s t o p i f t h e E n t i t y was i n v a l i d ∗ /
i f ( ! v a l i d ) {

r e t u r n ;
}

/∗ Stop i f t h e E n t i t y i s known ∗ /
i f ( E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . Unknown ) {

r e t u r n ;
}

/∗ Put i t i n ∗ /
i f ( e x p i r y == 0 | | e x p i r y > b l o c k . t imes t amp ) {

E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . b lob = c o n t e n t ;
E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ;
E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . e x p i r y = e x p i r y ;
NewEnt i ty ( vk , c o n t e n t ) ;

}
}

There is no way to have a time triggered event run on the blockchain, so if an entity or attestation
expires, the validity associated with that object must be updated as part of a transaction. These
functions check that an attestation or entity is still valid and update the state. They are called as
part of in-contract verification.

/∗ Thi s w i l l u p d a t e t h e e n t i t y s t a t e t o e x p i r e d i f i t has e x p i r e d ∗ /
f u n c t i o n C h e c k E n t i t y ( b y t e s 3 2 vk ) {

i f ( E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {
r e t u r n ;

}
i f ( E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . e x p i r y != 0 && E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . e x p i r y < b l o c k . t imes t amp ) {

E n t i t i e s [ vk ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . E x p i r e d ;
}

}

/∗ Thi s w i l l u p d a t e t h e a t t . s t a t e t o e x p i r e d i f i t has e x p i r e d ∗ /
/∗ We don ’ t do r e v o c a t i o n b e c a u s e i t ’ s p r e t t y e x p e n s i v e and

t h e r e i s ample m o t i v a t i o n f o r i t t o happen e l s e w h e r e ∗ /
f u n c t i o n C h e c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( b y t e s 3 2 hash ) {

i f ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {
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r e t u r n ;
}
i f ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . e x p i r y != 0 && A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . e x p i r y < b l o c k . t imes t amp ) {

A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . E x p i r e d ;
}

}

In addition to the ability to store entities and attestations in the global storage tier (functionality that
is present in both WAVE 2 and WAVE 3), WAVE2 also has the ability to store proofs (chains) in
the registry. Validating a proof means validating all of its constituent attestations and entities. We
make use of the function ADCChainGrantswhich performs the actual check that the attestations
form a valid proof. Among other things this will also validate that the subject of each attestation is
the issuer of the subsequent attestation.

f u n c t i o n AddChain ( b y t e s c o n t e n t )
{

v a r ( v a l i d , numat t s , c h a i n h a s h ) = bw(0 x28589 ) . UnpackChain ( c o n t e n t ) ;

/∗ Even i f c h a i n i s i n v a l i d , we keep t h e i r money so may as w e l l r e c o r d ,
even i f we a r e a s s i g n i n g t o z e r o hash ∗ /

R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ c h a i n h a s h ] += msg . v a l u e ;
NewRevocat ionBounty ( c h a i n h a s h , R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ c h a i n h a s h ] ) ;

/∗ Stop i f i n v a l i d ∗ /
i f ( ! v a l i d ) {

r e t u r n ;
}

/∗ Stop i f t h e c h a i n i s known ∗ /
i f ( Cha ins [ c h a i n h a s h ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . Unknown ) {

r e t u r n ;
}

/∗ Now we a s s e m b l e t h e c h a i n i n t o s c r a t c h ∗ /
f o r ( u i n t 8 a t t i d x = 0 ; a t t i d x < n u m a t t s ; a t t i d x ++) {

b y t e s 3 2 a t t h a s h = bw(0 x28589 ) . G e t C h a i n A t t e s t a t i o n H a s h ( c h a i n h a s h , a t t i d x ) ;
C h e c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( a t t h a s h ) ;
i f ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ a t t h a s h ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
v a r ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , s r cvk , ds tvk , 5 ) =

bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ a t t h a s h ] . b lob ) ;
C h e c k E n t i t y ( s r c v k ) ;
C h e c k E n t i t y ( d s t v k ) ;
i f ( E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d | |

E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {
r e t u r n ;

}
bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k E n t i t y ( E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . b lob ) ;
bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k E n t i t y ( E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . b lob ) ;

}

/∗ Now v a l i d a t e t h e f u l l c h a i n ∗ /
u i n t 1 6 rv = bw(0 x28589 ) . ADChainGrants ( c h a i n h a s h , 0x0 , 0x0 , ” ” ) ;

/∗ And p u t i t i n ∗ /
i f ( rv == 200) {

Chains [ c h a i n h a s h ] . b lob = c o n t e n t ;
Cha ins [ c h a i n h a s h ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ;
NewChain ( c h a i n h a s h , c o n t e n t ) ;

}
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}

We also support revocations. Note that in WAVE 2 the revocation scheme is more complex than
the commitment revocation scheme in WAVE 3 (§3.5). An entity in WAVE 2 has a list of other
entities that are allowed to revoke it (called Delegated Revokers). The revocation of an entity A is
the hash of A signed by one of A’s delegated revokers. This means that the contract must check if
the revocation object is signed by one of these delegated revokers before processing it.

f u n c t i o n R e v o k e E n t i t y ( b y t e s 3 2 t a r g e t , b y t e s c o n t e n t )
{

/∗ t h i s w i l l be a nop i f i t ’ s n o t an e n t i t y ∗ /
C h e c k E n t i t y ( t a r g e t ) ;
i f ( E n t i t i e s [ t a r g e t ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
v a r ( 1 , numrevokers , 2 , 3 ) = bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k E n t i t y ( E n t i t i e s [ t a r g e t ] . b lob ) ;
v a r ( v a l i d s i g , r t a r g e t , rvk ) = bw(0 x28589 ) . UnpackRevoca t ion ( c o n t e n t ) ;
i f ( ! v a l i d s i g | | r t a r g e t != t a r g e t ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
boo l v a l i d r e v o k e r = ( rvk == r t a r g e t ) ;
i f ( ! v a l i d r e v o k e r ) {

f o r ( ; numrevokers > 0 ; numrevokers−−) {
b y t e s 3 2 a l l o w e d r v k = bw(0 x28589 ) . G e t E n t i t y D e l e g a t e d R e v o k e r ( r t a r g e t , numrevokers −1);
i f ( a l l o w e d r v k == rvk ) {

v a l i d r e v o k e r = t r u e ;
}

}
}
i f ( ! v a l i d r e v o k e r ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
E n t i t i e s [ t a r g e t ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . Revoked ;
N ew En t i t yR e vo ca t i o n ( t a r g e t , c o n t e n t ) ;
i f ( R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ t a r g e t ] != 0 && msg . s e n d e r . send ( R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ t a r g e t ] ) ) {

R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ t a r g e t ] = 0 ;
}
r e t u r n ;

}

The revocation of an attestation is similar, but we also take the opportunity to update the validity
of the issuer and subject entities in contract state.

f u n c t i o n R e v o k e A t t e s t a t i o n ( b y t e s 3 2 t a r g e t , b y t e s c o n t e n t )
{

C h e c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( t a r g e t ) ;
i f ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ t a r g e t ] . v a l i d i t y != V a l i d i t y . V a l i d ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
boo l v a l i d s i g ;
u i n t 8 numrevokers ;
boo l b o o l ;
u i n t 6 4 u64 ;
b y t e s 3 2 s r c v k ;
b y t e s 3 2 d s t v k ;
b y t e s 3 2 r t a r g e t ;
( v a l i d s i g , numrevokers , boo l , u64 , s rcvk , ds tvk , r t a r g e t ) =

bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ t a r g e t ] . b lob ) ;
C h e c k E n t i t y ( s r c v k ) ;
bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k E n t i t y ( E n t i t i e s [ s r c v k ] . b lob ) ;
C h e c k E n t i t y ( d s t v k ) ;
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bw(0 x28589 ) . U n p a c k E n t i t y ( E n t i t i e s [ d s t v k ] . b lob ) ;
/∗ d s t v k now means t h e vk t h a t s i g n e d t h e r e v o c a t i o n ∗ /
( v a l i d s i g , r t a r g e t , d s t v k ) = bw(0 x28589 ) . UnpackRevoca t ion ( c o n t e n t ) ;
i f ( ! v a l i d s i g | | r t a r g e t != t a r g e t ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
boo l v a l i d r e v o k e r = ( s r c v k == d s t v k ) ;
/∗ r t a r g e t now means a VK a l l o w e d t o r ev ok e ∗ /
i f ( ! v a l i d r e v o k e r ) {

f o r ( ; numrevokers >0; numrevokers−−) {
r t a r g e t = bw(0 x28589 ) . G e t A t t D e l e g a t e d R e v o k e r ( t a r g e t , numrevokers −1);
i f ( r t a r g e t == d s t v k ) {

v a l i d r e v o k e r = t r u e ;
}

}
}
i f ( ! v a l i d r e v o k e r ) {

r e t u r n ;
}
A t t e s t a t i o n s [ t a r g e t ] . v a l i d i t y = V a l i d i t y . Revoked ;
N e w A t t e s t a t i o n R e v o c a t i o n ( t a r g e t , c o n t e n t ) ;
i f ( R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ t a r g e t ] != 0 && msg . s e n d e r . send ( R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ t a r g e t ] ) ) {

R e v o c a t i o n B o u n t i e s [ t a r g e t ] = 0 ;
}

}

The above functions implement the core functionality of the WAVE 2 contracts. We now look at
the parts of the contracts that implement additional functionality. The following is the constructor
for the contract. It hardcodes the cost of patents and the duration (in blocks) that they remain valid
for:

f u n c t i o n R e g i s t r y ( ) {
P a t e n t P r i c e = 10 e t h e r ;
P a t e n t D u r a t i o n = 100 ;
admin = msg . s e n d e r ;

}

Finally, we have the patent infrastructure that allows escrow contracts to be constructed for the
exchange of permissions. This appears in the main registry contract because there needs to be one
“authority” for patents that is known to all parties in order for the mechanism to be effective.

/∗ P a t e n t i n f r a s t r u c t u r e ∗ /
u i n t p u b l i c P a t e n t P r i c e ;
u i n t p u b l i c P a t e n t D u r a t i o n ;
e v e n t P a t e n t ( b y t e s 3 2 i n d e x e d hash ) ;
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => a d d r e s s ) p u b l i c P a t e n t s ;
mapping ( b y t e s 3 2 => u i n t ) p u b l i c P a t e n t E x p i r y ;

/∗ Be c a r e f u l t o g i v e t h e c o n t r a c t e x t r a money i f t h e r e a r e
o u t s t a n d i n g p a t e n t s ∗ /

f u n c t i o n S e t P a t e n t P r o p e r t i e s ( u i n t p r i c e , u i n t d u r a t i o n )
onlyadmin

{
P a t e n t P r i c e = p r i c e ;
P a t e n t D u r a t i o n = d u r a t i o n ;

}

/∗ These a r e t h e R e g i s t r y f u n c t i o n s ∗ /
f u n c t i o n NewPatent ( b y t e s 3 2 hash )
{

/∗ Pay up ∗ /
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i f ( msg . v a l u e < P a t e n t P r i c e ) throw ;
/∗ S t i l l a v a l i d p a t e n t t h e r e bud ∗ /
i f ( P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] != 0x0 && b l o c k . number < P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] ) throw ;
P a t e n t s [ hash ] = msg . s e n d e r ;
P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] = b l o c k . number + P a t e n t D u r a t i o n ;
P a t e n t ( hash ) ;

}
f u n c t i o n WhoHoldsPaten tFor ( b y t e s 3 2 hash ) r e t u r n s ( a d d r e s s )
{

i f ( P a t e n t s [ hash ] == 0) r e t u r n 0 ;
i f ( b l o c k . number >= P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] ) {

P a t e n t s [ hash ] = 0 ;
P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] = 0 ;
r e t u r n 0 ;

}
r e t u r n P a t e n t s [ hash ] ;

}
f u n c t i o n C l o s e P a t e n t ( b y t e s 3 2 hash )
{

/∗ Can on ly c l a i m your own p a t e n t ∗ /
i f ( P a t e n t s [ hash ] != msg . s e n d e r ) throw ;
/∗ Can on ly c l a i m u n e x p i r e d p a t e n t s ∗ /
i f ( b l o c k . number >= P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] ) {

P a t e n t s [ hash ] = 0 ;
P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] = 0 ;
r e t u r n ;

}
/∗ Can on ly c l a i m a p a t e n t r e f u n d i f you p u t your

s t u f f i n p u b l i c domain ∗ /
i f ( A t t e s t a t i o n s [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y == V a l i d i t y . Unknown &&

E n t i t i e s [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y == V a l i d i t y . Unknown &&
Chains [ hash ] . v a l i d i t y == V a l i d i t y . Unknown )

{
/∗ Not i n p u b l i c domain ∗ /
r e t u r n ;

}
P a t e n t s [ hash ] = 0x0 ;
P a t e n t E x p i r y [ hash ] = 0x0 ;
/∗ What a good guy ! You s h a r e d your s t u f f ! Get some money ∗ /
i f ( ! msg . s e n d e r . send ( P a t e n t P r i c e ) )

throw ;

/∗ Note t h a t p a t e n t s do n o t c o v e r r e v o c a t i o n s b e c a u s e
you can use a boun ty f o r t h a t ∗ /

}
}

Pre-compiled Contracts
Although the attestations in WAVE 2 are not encrypted, validating within the contract requires
validating an Ed25519 signature, among other operations. Early experimentation revealed that
implementing Ed25519 in Solidity [49] directly would use too much gas (Ethereum’s mechanism
for limiting the run-time of contracts). To mitigate this, we extended the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) with a pre-compiled contract that enables contracts to call WAVE specific functions that
are implemented in native code. The precompiled contract chooses the gas cost for the operations
it exports, so is free to choose something affordable.

The contract begins with signature verification and a utility function:
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l i b r a r y bw {

/∗ r e t u r n s t r u e i f v a l i d , f a l s e o t h e r w i s e
∗ /
f u n c t i o n Ver i fyEd25519Packed ( b y t e s b lob ) r e t u r n s ( boo l ) {}

/∗ r e t u r n s t r u e i f v a l i d , f a l s e o t h e r w i s e
∗ /
f u n c t i o n Ver i fyEd25519 ( b y t e s 3 2 vk , b y t e s s i g , b y t e s body ) r e t u r n s ( boo l ) {}

/∗ R e t u r n s t h e 32 b y t e s l i c e from t h e g i v e n o f f s e t
∗ /
f u n c t i o n S l i c e B y t e 3 2 ( b y t e s blob , u i n t 3 2 o f f s e t )
r e t u r n s ( b y t e s 3 2 ) {}

In addition to the signature verification, the gas cost of manipulating the packed binary structures
of attestations, entities, and attestations also proved to be high. There was also the problem that
return values could not be variable size in Solidity. To mitigate this, the EVM was modified to
contain a scratch space. Whenever an entity or attestation was inspected, it was stored in this
scratch space. The scratch space only persists for the duration of a transaction, but it allows for
contracts to refer to the same attestation or entity multiple times using just the hash, rather than
passing the full serialization each time that would consume excess gas. These functions unpack
WAVE objects but also place the object in scratch:

/∗ r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , u i n t 8 numrevokers , boo l i s p e r m i s s i o n ,
∗ u i n t 6 4 e x p i r y , b y t e s 3 2 s rcvk , b y t e s 3 2 ds tvk , b y t e s 3 2 d o t h a s h )
∗ /
f u n c t i o n U n p a c k A t t e s t a t i o n ( b y t e s d o t )
r e t u r n s ( bool , u i n t 8 , bool , u i n t 6 4 , by te s32 , by te s32 , b y t e s 3 2 ) {}

/∗ r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , u i n t 8 numrevokers , u i n t 6 4 e x p i r y , b y t e s 3 2 vk )
∗ /
f u n c t i o n U n p a c k E n t i t y ( b y t e s e n t i t y )
r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , u i n t 8 numrevokers , u i n t 6 4 e x p i r y , b y t e s 3 2 vk ) {}

/∗ r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , u i n t 8 numdots , b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h )
∗ o b j l e n must be a m u l t i p l e o f 32
∗ Also p u t s t h e d c h a i n i n s c r a t c h
∗ /
f u n c t i o n UnpackAccessDChain ( b y t e s o b j )
r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , u i n t 8 numdots , b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h ) {}

/∗ r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , b y t e s 3 2 t a r g e t , b y t e s 3 2 vk )
∗ /
f u n c t i o n UnpackRevoca t ion ( b y t e s b lob )
r e t u r n s ( boo l v a l i d , b y t e s 3 2 t a r g e t , b y t e s 3 2 vk ) {}

These functions allow for extracting the variable-sized attributes of entities, attestations, and chains
that could not be returned from Unpack functions. They all take an index so the caller can iterate
over the variable sized data. The Unpack function must be called first to place the object in scratch.

/∗ r e t u r n s t h e d e l e g a t e d r e v o k e r a t t h e s p e c i f i c i n d e x
∗ The a t t must have been unpacked w i t h i n t h e c a l l i n g c o n t r a c t
∗ /
f u n c t i o n G e t A t t D e l e g a t e d R e v o k e r ( b y t e s 3 2 do thash , u i n t 8 i n d e x )
r e t u r n s ( b y t e s 3 2 ) {}

/∗ r e t u r n s t h e d e l e g a t e d r e v o k e r a t t h e s p e c i f i c i n d e x
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∗ The E n t i t y must have been unpacked w i t h i n t h e c a l l i n g c o n t r a c t
∗ /
f u n c t i o n G e t E n t i t y D e l e g a t e d R e v o k e r ( b y t e s 3 2 vk , u i n t 8 i n d e x )
r e t u r n s ( b y t e s 3 2 ) {}

/∗ r e t u r n s t h e hash of t h e a t t e s t a t i o n a t t h e g i v e i n d e x
∗ i n t h e d c h a i n . a t t must be i n s c r a t c h
∗ /
f u n c t i o n G e t D C h a i n A t t e s t a t i o n H a s h ( b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h , u i n t 8 i n d e x )
r e t u r n s ( b y t e s 3 2 a t t h a s h ) {}

/∗ GetAttNumRevokableHashes ( b y t e s 3 2 a t t h a s h )
∗ Gets t h e t o t a l number o f v u l n e r a b l e h a s h e s f o r t h e g i v e n a t t
∗ a t t must be i n s c r a t c h
∗ /
f u n c t i o n GetAttNumRevokableHashes ( b y t e s 3 2 d o t h a s h )
r e t u r n s ( u i n t 3 2 ) {}

/∗ GetAt tRevokab leHash ( b y t e s 3 2 a t t h a s h , u i n t 3 2 i n d e x )
∗ Gets t h e g i v e n r e v o k a b l e hash ( e n t i t y o r a t t ) t h a t a f f e c t s
∗ t h e a t t e s t a t i o n .
∗ /
f u n c t i o n GetAt tRevokab leHash ( b y t e s 3 2 a t t h a s h , u i n t 3 2 i n d e x )
r e t u r n s ( b y t e s 3 2 ) {}

/∗ GetChainNumRevokableHashes ( b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h )
∗ Gets t h e t o t a l number o f v u l n e r a b l e h a s h e s f o r t h e g i v e n
∗ c h a i n o f a t t e s t a t i o n s . The c h a i n and a l l a t t e s t a t i o n s must
∗ be i n s c r a t c h .
∗ /
f u n c t i o n GetChainNumRevokableHashes ( b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h )
r e t u r n s ( u i n t 3 2 ) {}

/∗ GetChainRevokableHash ( b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h , u i n t 3 2 i n d e x )
∗ Get a s p e c i f i c r e v o k a b l e hash f o r t h e c h a i n ( a t t , e n t i t y )
∗ /
f u n c t i o n GetChainRevokableHash ( b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h , u i n t 3 2 i n d e x )
r e t u r n s ( b y t e s 3 2 ) {}

Finally we have the function that validates an entire proof. This allows clients such as other
smart contracts to validate a proof without including their own copy of code to do so. The con-
stituent entities and attestations must have been unpacked in the same transaction in order for this
to fully verify, otherwise it just verifies what it can.

Permissions in WAVE 2 are simple: the adps field is a bitmask of the required permissions, in-
cluding publish, query, subscribe and subscribe with + or * fields. There are additional permissions
not covered here but they were never used.

/∗ rv = 200 i f c h a i n i s v a l i d , and a l l d o t s a r e v a l i d and u n e x p i r e d and
∗ i t g r a n t s a s u p e r s e t o f t h e p a s s e d adps , mvk and s u f f i x
∗ and a l l t h e e n t i t i e s a r e known t o be u n e x p i r e d
∗ rv = 201 same as above , b u t some e n t i t i e s were n o t p r e s e n t i n S c r a t c h
∗ e l s e a BWStatus code t h a t some th ing went wrong
∗ /
f u n c t i o n AChainGrants ( b y t e s 3 2 c h a i n h a s h , b y t e s 8 adps , b y t e s 3 2 namespace , b y t e s u r i s u f f i x )
r e t u r n s ( u i n t 1 6 b w s t a t u s ) {}

}

Normally, when a contract is accessed by another contract, it is referred to by its address, so
you might see OtherContract(address).function(). The WAVE precompiled contract
is accessed in the same way, except that when the EVM sees an address in its list of precompiled
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contracts, it executes the native code added to the EVM, rather than executing instructions from the
blockchain state. The address for our contract was 28589, as can be seen in the registry contract.

4.4 Blockchain Scalability Concerns
Although the blockchain is capable of implementing the fundamental storage requirements and
even adding functionality that is quite useful, blockchains at present have very limited throughput.
We spent a considerable amount of time evaluating a blockchain for storage of the authorization
objects before determining that it would not scale past a few tens of transactions per second. Even
though the blockchain is known to be expensive, the rationale for a blockchain in the first place was
that authorization changes are typically more rare than data operations, and we only need to put
authorization data on the blockchain. Ultimately, however, the scalability concerns proved onerous
enough to warrant consideration of alternate approaches. This section details the study that showed
blockchains would not scale sufficiently.

WAVE 2 has agents and miners. The agent handles the application API, such as forming
and verifying proofs. An agent incorporates an Ethereum blockchain client. The miner is just a
blockchain client and performs the tasks required to keep an Ethereum blockchain progressing,
e.g. mining transactions into blocks and solving proof of work problems.

A primary concern in using a blockchain is the cost of participating in the chain. We perform
a large scale test on over 100 WAVE nodes and emulate different levels of load on the blockchain
to observe the impact on CPU, memory, and network bandwidth consumption of these nodes.
We monitor the current “age” of the chain on each node. The age is a good indicator of general
health as any problems with the blockchain will cause it to fall behind in processing new blocks,
increasing the age. If an agent cannot keep up with chain updates, it must treat proofs as invalid as
it is potentially unaware of recent revocations.

Experimental Setup We run WAVE on three different platforms. Docker containers are used
to encapsulate 100 nodes, consisting of both miners and agents, on Amazon EC2. We ran seven
m4.16xlarge instances featuring Intel Xeon CPUs and SSD-backed storage that guarantee a
baseline performance of about 1000 IOPS. We randomly distribute the containers among these
hosts, such that each host has at least 4 CPU cores and 8 GB of memory per container. netem
shapes each container’s network latency and bandwidth. A container is assigned to one of four
networking classes based on a profile of wired Internet connections in North America [15]. The
breakdown of nodes among these different constraint classes is given in Table 4.1. In addition to
the AMD64 cloud nodes, three agents are run on Raspberry Pis with quad-core armv7l CPUs and 1
GB of RAM and three agents are run on i386 machines with Intel Atom CPUs and 2 GB of RAM.
Peers refers to how many connections are opened to other machines to transfer blockchain state.
More peers should theoretically allow a node to receive updates to the blockchain faster but also
requires more bandwidth.

We study the performance of the WAVE agents and miners during four phases of operation.
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Net class [speed Mbps/latency ms]
100/3 17.2/5 2/30 1/100

Role A B C D
Miner - 20 peers 10
Agent - 20 peers 12 11 11 11
Agent - 2 peers 12 11 11 11

Table 4.1: Breakdown of AMD64 cloud nodes in testbed.

1. Fast Sync [105] occurs when a new node is brought online. The node must synchronize with
the blockchain to reach a consensus on WAVE’s current state.

2. Idle is a period of minimal blockchain activity. Although blocks contain no transactions,
new blocks are mined. Agents must process these new blocks to remain synchronized with
the chain.

3. Attack is a period of intense activity, effectively at the level of a concerted attack on the chain
by a party with infinite funds. This is compounded by WAVE’s blocks becoming temporarily
enlarged, accommodating more than 130 attestation objects per block, meaning each block
consumes 25M gas, an order of magnitude more than the gas limit of Ethereum’s main chain
(roughly 4M).

4. Normal is a period of typical city-scale load on the blockchain. The load was constructed
to mirror the expected authorization load associated with IoT devices arising from a city
the size of San Francisco. The rationale for the exact parameters of this load is omitted
here, because it is not particularly contentious to state that the load on a global authorization
system would eventually surpass hundreds of transactions per second. This particular load
is sized large enough to demonstrate the scaling characteristics of a blockchain.

Table 4.2 summarizes the CPU measurements collected for all platforms. No WAVE node was
CPU-bound at any point. Miners use multiple CPU cores regardless of the load on the chain, as
expected. CPU consumption for regular agents was higher when the blockchain was under attack,
but never exceeded roughly half a core.

WAVE agents and miners opportunistically take advantage of extra memory available to them
for caching, but do not require this to function. We observe no issues on machines with at least
2 GB of memory. With the Raspberry Pi’s 1 GB of memory, we observed several out-of-memory
conditions on their WAVE agents when the blockchain load was at attack levels. The Raspberry Pi
agents had sufficient memory to participate whenever the chain was idle or under normal city-scale
load.

The bandwidth differences across Internet speeds are not statistically significant when the
agent is caught up on the chain. UDP bandwidth used for peer discovery is not significant compared
to the bandwidth used for transferring state and is omitted. Table 4.3 shows the average bandwidth
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Type Peers
Idle Normal Attack
(1h) (30h) (4h)

M,x10,x64 20 3.80±0.72 3.96±0.26 4.84±0.75
A,x45,x64 20 0.04±0.01 0.03±0.01 0.59±0.30
A,x45,x64 2 0.05±0.01 0.03±0.01 0.48±0.32

A,x1,armv7 20 0.46±0.08 1.39±0.10
A,x2,armv7 2 0.15±0.01 1.58±0.11
A,x1,atom 20 1.22±0.14 1.37±0.09
A,x1,atom 2 0.47±0.06 0.61±0.10

Table 4.2: CPU utilization as [number of cores] for blockchain participation. The first column
indicates the role (Agent or Miner), number of nodes and architecture for each node type.

Type ��
Attack Idle Normal
(1h) (30h) (4h)

M,10,20
in 103±6 2.74±1.10 2.19±0.15
out 139±17 5.66±17.7 2.53±0.46

A,45,20
in 114±12 2.89±0.52 2.69±0.93
out 140±22 2.93±1.33 11.85±35.2

A,45,2
in 15.4±1.9 0.85±0.36 0.54±0.16
out 9.7±2.1 0.79±1.14 1.24±2.52

Table 4.3: Bandwidth [KiB/s] for blockchain participation. The first column indicates the role
(Agent or Miner), quantity, and peer count for each node type.

used by agents at different levels of chain activity. The bandwidth used to participate in the chain
is reasonable even during periods of excessive load.

The bandwidth is impacted by the number of peers (connections to other machines to receive/-
transmit blockchain state), which is likely indicative of an implementation flaw in the Ethereum
golang client, as having more peers should not cause a participant to download significantly more
data. All additional downstream traffic at attack load in the 20-peer case is redundant, so at least
100KiB/s of 114KiB/s is data that need not be fetched from peers. Nevertheless, participation in a
chain that is under a DoS attack only requires a modest amount of bandwidth.

Chain age is the number of blocks separating the head of the blockchain from the latest block
known to a node. Nodes stay up to date on the chain during idle and normal period, independent
of peer count and available network bandwidth. We never observe a node falling behind by more
than nine blocks during idle and normal periods, equivalent to maximum staleness of about two
minutes.

Figure 4.1 shows the age of the chain for each of the 100 EC2-based WAVE nodes across
our emulated attack. All nodes are caught up to the head of the chain until activity dramatically
increases at 04:30 UTC. At that point most nodes fall one or two blocks behind, but quickly recover.
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Figure 4.1: Number of blocks behind the head of the chain over time (x) for each node. The y axis
breaks nodes down by role: miner (m), agent with a full set of 20 peers (f), and agent restricted to
two peers (r) as well as by the net classes defined in Table 4.1.

A handful fall more behind and require about 30 minutes to recover. Upon further investigation,
these nodes were found to be running on the same EC2 host, and we concluded that the instance
was suffering from disk IOPS saturation. 45 minutes into the attack, however, nearly all agents are
again caught up to the head of the blockchain.

Conclusion At the time these experiments were performed, the goal was to construct a system
that operated at the scale of a city. As our goals became more ambitious, targeting a system
that could handle authorization for the world, it became evident that an Ethereum blockchain as
currently implemented could not support a load greater than our attack stimulus of 130 created
attestations per block (less than 10 per second), far below realistic estimates of the load generated
by a global system. While there are ongoing attempts to scale blockchains through sharding [116]
or off-chain transactions [94], none of these have made significant progress over the course of the
WAVE research ( 3 years). This is what led us to construct the ULDM storage tier presented below.
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4.5 Unequivocable Log Derived Map
Whilst the blockchain storage tier provides useful features. We do not need all the features of a
blockchain. The minimal feature that is required is the ability to maintain a key value store that
can prove its integrity. This section discusses the design of system that builds on this idea.

WAVE version 3 implements the scheme in §4.2 without the additional functionality of aliases
or patents as implemented in WAVE 2. We implement this key-value based storage scheme while
meeting the security requirements by utilizing a cryptographically verifiable data structure that can
issue the required integrity proofs.

The ULDM API consists of four functions: Get and Put are used for placing/retrieving entities,
attestations, name declarations (§3.9) and revocation secrets (§3.5) in storage; Enqueue places an
object hash at the end of a named queue, and IterQueue allows retrieval from a queue. The queue
functions implement the Notify functions above that facilitate discovery, allowing an entity to notify
another entity that a new attestation has been granted to them or a new name declaration has been
published.

Removing trust in the server operator through the use of cryptographically verifiable data struc-
tures is not new, there are several projects that have similar goals, such as Certificate Transparency
(CT) [82] or Key Transparency (KT) [64]. Although it seems like the requirements could be met
by using CT or KT, neither of those are appropriate. CT provides a log which is capable of inclu-
sion proofs, but cannot form a proof of non-existence so does not allow for WAVE’s revocation
scheme. KT provides the necessary proofs, but the security of the datastructure relies on a very
heavy-weight auditing scheme that would perform poorly in our context. Briefly, KT requires
that every time the map changes (an epoch) every user checks that all the objects they have ever
placed in storage are still there and have not been modified. KT was designed for a small number
of objects per user (≈ 1) and infrequent epochs. WAVE expects thousands of objects per user,
frequent epochs, and additionally that entities do not have a persistent online presence capable of
performing this kind of auditing.

Instead, we propose an Unequivocable Log Derived Map (ULDM), a transparency log based
on the Verifiable Log Backed Map (VLBM) [44]. A VLBM allows the storage server to form
proofs of integrity. The VLBM whitepaper is brief and incomplete: it does not discuss auditing,
such as which proofs are exchanged or how they are published, so it is unclear how the VLBM
prevents equivocation (i.e., presenting different internally consistent views to different clients). To
our knowledge, there is no complete open-source VLBM implementation (the code in the reposi-
tory [68] only implements a subset of the paper, omitting the log of map roots), so we could not
build upon the VLBM or infer its scheme from the code. The ULDM is our approach to filling
in the missing pieces, such as an auditing scheme to prevent equivocation and secure batching to
increase performance.

A ULDM is constructed using three Merkle trees, each serving a different purpose, as shown
in Fig. 4.2. The first tree is the Operation Log, which stores every Put and Enqueue operation and
can prove the log is append-only. These operations are then processed in batches into the second
tree, the Object Map. This is used to satisfy queries and prove that objects exist or do not exist
within the map. The ULDM Object Map is different from [44] as it only stores the hashes of the
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Figure 4.2: An Unequivocable Log Derived Map (ULDM) built from two Merkle tree logs and a
Merkle tree map

objects. Finally, every map root created when a batch is processed is inserted into the third Merkle
tree, the Map Root Log. This makes the data structure efficiently auditable, as we discuss in §4.5.

Inserting Values
To insert a value, the ULDM server: (1) Inserts the value into the Operation Log. (2) Creates a
new version of the Object Map with the new entries from the Operation Log. (3) Inserts the new
map root into the Map Root Log. Step 1 is batched (multiple values are inserted into the Operation
Log together) as is step 2 (multiple values are inserted into the Object Map together). Step 3 is
synchronous with step 2.

Merge Promises
Inserts would ideally be performed synchronously, allowing the server to return inclusion proofs
for all three trees in response to the insert. Unfortunately, this results in a severe performance
penalty as the ratio of new data to overhead (internal nodes in the trees) is poor. This is the same
conclusion that Certificate Transparency reaches, and we use a similar solution: batching with
promises. When inserting a value, a client receives a merge promise (called Signed Certificate
Timestamp in CT) which states that the inserted value will be present by a certain point in time. In
addition to the absolute timestamp used in CT, ULDM merge promises include the version of the
root log as this allows a proof of misbehavior without a trusted source of time. Uncompromised
clients must check the value has been merged later. To prove misbehavior when a value is not
inserted on time, a client can present a merge promise along with a signed Map Root Log head
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where the corresponding Object Map does not contain the value and where the version of the head
is greater than that in the promise; i.e., a server would need to stop operating completely if it wishes
to both avoid merging an object and revealing it is compromised.

Retrieving Values
To retrieve a value, the client sends the storage server the Map Root Log version that it received in
a previous request, along with the object identifier it is retrieving (e.g., the hash of an attestation
or revocation commitment). If the object exists but has not yet been merged, the merge promise
will be returned. There is no guarantee that the storage server will return a value before its merge
promise deadline. If the object has been merged or does not exist, the server responds with: (1) the
object or nil, (2) a proof that the object existed or did not exist in the Object Map at the latest map
root, (3) a proof that the latest map root exists in the Map Root Log at the current Map Root Log
head, and (4) a consistency proof that the current Map Root Log head is an append-only extension
of the version the client passed in its request. This mechanism allows the client to verify that
every map satisfying their queries is contained in the Map Root Log, and that the Map Root Log is
consistent. Notably, it does not allow the client to verify that the map was correctly derived from
the Operation Log. This task is performed by the auditors.

Auditing
An auditor is a party that connects to a storage server and replays the Operation Log to construct
replicas of the Object Map and check the Map Root Log. Each client reports the latest Map
Root Log head it obtains from the server (signed by the server along with a version number) to
the auditors with some frequency. As the entries in the ULDM object map are the hashes of
the objects, not the objects themselves, the map constructed by the auditor is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the sum of stored objects. For every entry in the Map Root Log, the
auditor will read the incremental additions to the map from the Operation Log and apply them to
its own copy. It then ensures the hash of the replica Object Map root matches the hash stored in the
Map Root Log, proving that the map is correctly derived from the operation log (no objects were
modified or removed).

The strength of the ULDM auditing scheme is that a client can report a single value to an
auditor (the client’s Map Root Log head) and this is sufficient to catch any dishonesty that might
have occurred at any point in the client’s history. Without the Map Root Log (such as in [68]), any
auditing scheme would need to make the client report every Object Map root to the auditor or take
the risk that some dishonesty might remain undiscovered. To see how this might occur, imagine
that a storage server removes a revocation from the map, answers a query and then re-adds the
revocation. Without the Map Root Log, if the client only reports the final map root to an auditor,
it would conclude it is valid. In the ULDM case, the client would report the Map Root Log head
which covers all prior map versions, enabling the auditor to discover that the previous query was
satisfied from an invalid map.
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Detecting dishonesty with a single infrequently-reported value has important scalability im-
plications: as we expect there to be many clients, it is important that the load placed on auditors
is much less than the query load generated by the clients, otherwise, only large companies could
afford to be auditors. In the ULDM model, it is sufficient for a client to contact an auditor rarely
(perhaps once a day) to ensure any prior equivocation is discovered.

We expect clients to periodically check in with a random auditor from a public list of auditors.
This ensures that the storage server cannot maintain different states for different auditors as it will
be discovered when auditor receives a Map Root Log head from a client that is inconsistent with
the one received from the storage server directly.

Security Guarantee
We formalize the security guarantee of a ULDM, as follows. By honest client, we denote a client
that is neither faulty nor compromised.

Guarantee 1 (ULDM). Let C be a set of honest clients and S be a ULDM server. Observe that
the Merge Promises following insert requests by these clients and Map Root Log heads sent with
retrieval requests by these clients define a partial ordering L over all requests received by S.
Suppose that there exists a nonempty set R of requests made by clients in C, such that there exists
no possible history of requests made to S that is consistent with both L and all of S’s responses to
requests in R. If there exists an auditor A such that each client in C has sent A a Map Root Log
head it received from S at least as recent as the one it received for its latest request in R, then one
of the following holds:

1. One or more clients in C will be able to detect the inconsistency by inspecting the responses
it received to requests that it made to S.

2. The auditor A will be able to detect the inconsistency by inspecting the Map Root Log heads
it received from clients in C and from S.

A proof sketch for Guarantee 1 that captures the main points behind a more formal proof is as
follows:

Proof Sketch for Guarantee 1. We show that if neither clients in C nor the auditor A detect an
attack, then there exists a possible history H of requests consistent with L and all responses to
requests in R. Concretely, we show that the Operation Log that the storage server tells the auditor
A is such a valid history H . Because A did not detect an inconsistency, we know that, for each
client c ∈ C, (1) its Map Root Log head, at some point after its last request in R, is consistent
with H . Because c did not detect an inconsistency, we know that (2) c’s sequence of Map Root
Log heads is append-only, (3) for each request, the returned object did (or did not, if no object was
returned) exist in the Object Map, and (4) for each request, the Map Root Log at the time of the
request contains the object map used in (3).

Together, (1) and (2) indicate that (5) the client’s entire sequence of Map Root Log heads is
consistent with H . Together, (3) and (4) indicate that (6) the response received for each request in
R is consistent with the current Map Root Log head at the time of the request. Putting together
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(5) and (6), we can conclude that the response that each client receives to each request in R is
consistent with H . Putting together (2) and (6), we can conclude that H is consistent with the
partial ordering imposed by Map Root Log heads for each client c. Because clients make requests
to the server to validate every Merge Promise, this also guarantees that H is consistent with the
partial ordering imposed by Merge Promises. Thus, H fulfills all desired properties.

4.6 ULDM Storage Evaluation
Since an entity in WAVE does not communicate with any other entity, except via the storage, the
scalability of the solution depends on the performance of the global storage.

The ULDM-based system is shared-nothing and horizontally scalable: the performance of one
node does not limit the performance of the overall system. Consequently, we do not need quanti-
tative evaluation to demonstrate that the system could handle an arbitrary load. Nevertheless, we
evaluate the performance of a single node to emphasize the increase in performance compared to
a blockchain, as a single ULDM node outperforms our characterization of the 100-node Ethereum
blockchain-based solution

PUT 2KB GET 2KB Enqueue Iter Queue
Latency [ms] 10.7 10.4 10.1 10.0

Table 4.4: Average storage operation time (ms/op) under 4 uniform loads (≈ 100 requests per
second), measured over 30 seconds (≈ 3k requests per type).

Table 4.4 shows the average latency of the ULDM storage performing single operations at
a time (i.e. just GETs or just PUTs). The times for the ULDM-based storage include both the
generation of the proofs server-side and the verification of the proofs client-side. Every operation
concerns a unique object, so there is no caching.

This ULDM storage was constructed using Trillian [67] backed by MySQL. Fig. 4.3 shows the
limits of a single node, where performance for PUTs degrades at approximately 110 requests per
second and performance for GETs degrades at approximately 200 requests per second. We expect
that performance could be increased if Trillian were deployed on Spanner [35] as the designers
intended, but defer this to future work. Note that in this evaluation, every operation concerns a
unique object, so as to benchmark the underlying cost of forming proofs, rather than the cache.
Real workloads would likely have more cache hits.

Although our storage implementation is unoptimized and built using an off-the-shelf Merkle
tree database, single nodes handle insert loads an order of magnitude higher than possible on a
blockchain system [37]. In addition, every added node scales the capacity of the system linearly.
We envision that multiple storage providers, potentially operated by distinct parties, would operate
in parallel, similar to Certificate Transparency [82].
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4.7 Storage Through DNS
The blockchain based system in §4.3 and the ULDM system in §4.5 both implement the scheme
described in §4.2. Before the development of the requirements in §4.1, WAVE 1 used a simpler
storage mechanism based on an existing highly-available small-object store: the Domain Name
System.

TXT records in DNS are designed for allowing a name to resolve to a small text field. We
can use this to allow for an object hash to be resolved to the contents of the object, for example:
764efa883dda1e11d.wave.io could resolve to a TXT record containing an Entity object.

There are a few advantages to this system:
Availability: DNS already exists and offers high-availability with replication and local caching.

Resolution typically occurs from a server that is close by (with some operating systems performing
caching on the end device).

Integrity: DNSSEC provides a means for DNS records to be signed by a chain leading up to a
root of trust. This prevents attacks where a compromised intermediate server returns invalid results
for a DNS query. This is important for revocations, where an attacker would benefit from claiming
a revocation object does not exist.

Unfortunately there are disadvantages to DNS and DNSSEC that led subsequent versions of
WAVE to adopt alternate mechanisms:

Reliance on a central authority: DNSSEC relies on a signature chain leading to a central root
of trust. If this root, or the intermediate domain key, were to be compromised it would enable an
attacker to pretend revocations or attestations do not exist.

Not suited for large objects: TXT records are limited to 255 characters, and while mecha-
nisms exist for stitching together multiple records to form larger objects, stretching this to hundreds
of KB does not seem appropriate.

In summary, DNS crudely supports the functional requirements of our storage system (it can
implement the key-value scheme in §4.2) but does not meet the security requirements.

4.8 Storage Conclusions
WAVE requires a fairly narrow set of requirements from the storage tier. Effectively GET and PUT
with some guarantees about the integrity of the state.

While this is possible to achieve with a blockchain, as demonstrated above, we realized that
WAVE does not require the full functionality that a blockchain provides. The key difference is
that blockchains have their origins in financial transactions where a set of transactions requires
at best causal consistency with a partial ordering and at worst strong consistency with a total
ordering. This makes sharding (splitting the blockchain into multiple independent segments) quite
challenging. For example, if accounts are hosted on two different shards and a transaction that
concerns both accounts takes place, we must ensure that either both shards execute the transaction,
or neither of them do, and that the transaction happens in a particular order with respect to other
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transactions concerning the same accounts. This requires a degree of consensus between all shards,
and this consensus is usually the bottleneck.

WAVE does not have the same requirements. The creation of an entity or attestation does not
have an ordering requirement with respect to any other entity or attestation. The only ordering
requirement introduced is during notifications where there is a total ordering of all notifications for
a given entity. This is within a single server, however, so there is no requirement for distributed
consensus.

As a result, engineering an arbitrarily horizontally scalable system that meets WAVE’s require-
ments is much easier than engineering an arbitrarily horizontally scalable blockchain. The ULDM
storage tier described above has no mechanism for performing consensus between servers. In fact
one server need not even know about the existence of other servers.

The ULDM can provide more functionality than we use in WAVE. Smart contracts on Ethereum
can be viewed as a mapping of an input transaction onto a sequence of state transitions in the
Merkle tree. Such functionality could also exist in a ULDM server, with some restrictions. The
ULDM as implemented performs a minimal mapping of “transactions”—it only hashes the object
to determine the key or ensures that there has not already been an object stored with a given
key. This is not intrinsic, however. We could introduce more feature-rich smart-contract like
functionality into the ULDM which would make it useful for a variety of use cases, as long as we
preserve the property that a state transition on one server does not have any dependencies on any
state transitions on other servers.

Use cases for this functionality would include ensuring that stored objects meet some require-
ments, such as being well formed or signed by a specific party. Complex schema could be enforced,
including relations between objects like foreign key constraints. In the most general case, objects
could be treated as parameters to arbitrary turing-complete functions that manipulate state in the
local ULDM Merkle tree, as in Ethereum. The only requirement is that all the state that is refer-
enced or manipulated must be local to the ULDM. It is worth noting that this requirement precludes
applying the ULDM model to the financial transaction use cases that dominate blockchain research
at the moment.
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Figure 4.3: Latencies for ULDM PUT/GET as the throughput is ramped up to the single-node
maximum.
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Chapter 5

Private Delegation

By building on top of a publicly accessibly storage tier, such as a blockchain or a ULDM, we intro-
duce the requirement for a cryptographic mechanism to maintain the data privacy of the particular
objects involved. While the global authorization graph does not contain any sensitive application
data itself, the permissions granted between entities are a form of metadata that can reveal more
about a person or organization than we would like. For example, when observing the graph, an
attacker can infer which devices and services are running within an organization by inspecting
the resources that permissions are granted on. Furthermore, the structure of the graph allows an
attacker to infer organizational structure by inspecting the delegations between entities.

Our solution to this is to encrypt attestations and name declarations. Unfortunately standard
methods of encryption, such as PGP, are insufficient due to one or more of the system require-
ments. In particular the desire to avoid ordering constraints and to permit functioning with offline
participants adds complexity to the encryption solution. For example, if an attestation is granted
by B to C and then later, entity B is granted an attestation by A, then C needs to be able to decrypt
the new attestation A → B. Traditional mechanisms, such as B re-encrypting the new attestation
under C’s key are not appropriate as B may be offline.

To solve these problems, we introduce a new scheme based upon the principle of reverse dis-
covery. The premise is that an entity can traverse the global authorization graph backwards from
itself, through paths of authorization, to the namespace authorities. With each edge in that graph
that is traversed, the entity learns secrets that lets it decrypt further edges, needed to continue the
search. That is to say, the secrets that an entity must obtain to decrypt an attestation granted to
B are contained within attestations granted from B. These secrets are collected by the entity per-
forming the discovery procedure (also referred to as the proving entity) and the process does not
require any other entities to perform additional actions or participate in the procedure in any way,
other during the initial attestation grant.

This method allows us to encrypt attestations such that the entities that can use the attestation
in a valid proof are capable of decrypting the attestation. If an attestation could not be used in
a proof by the proving entity because there is no path from the subject of the attestation to the
proving entity, or if the path grants different permissions, then the proving entity cannot learn the
policy (i.e., what permissions are granted) nor the issuer (i.e., who created the attestation) of the
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Figure 5.1: The number to the left of each colon indicates when the attestation was created. The
string to the right denotes the resource on which it grants permission.

attestation. We name this encryption mechanism reverse-discoverable encryption (RDE). It does
not require out-of-band communication between entities, and works even if attestations are created
out of order.

We present our solution incrementally: §5.1 formalizes the problem that RDE solves. §5.2
presents a simplified design of RDE, based on traditional public-key encryption, that provides a
weak but useful security guarantee called “structural security.” §5.3 augments the simplified RDE
with policy-aware encryption to provide a significantly stronger notion of security, at the expense
of making discoverability of attestations inefficient. §5.4 presents our final protocol, which pro-
vides both efficient discovery of attestations and a significantly stronger guarantee than structural
security.

For all the security guarantees stated in this section, and in the appendix, we assume that the
attacker Adv is computationally-bounded, and that standard cryptographic assumptions hold.

5.1 Private Delegation Requirements
We formalize the problem in terms of the global authorization graph; an example is shown in
Fig. 5.1. For correctness, we require that each entity can decrypt all attestations that it can use to
form a valid proof where it is the subject. In Fig. 5.1, entity D should be able to see attestations
#1, #4, and #3. Correctness does not require D to be able to see attestation #2, as there is no path
from B to D granting access to file1. Similarly, correctness does not require D to be able to see
attestation #5, as there is no path from C to D granting access to file2. For security, we would
like each entity to see as few additional attestations as possible.

5.2 Structural Reverse Discoverable Encryption
This section explains a simplified (and weaker) version of RDE that is helpful to understand the
main idea behind our technique. For this version alone, assume there are no revoked/expired
attestations.

Each entity has an additional public-private keypair used only for encrypting/decrypting attes-
tations, separate from the keys used to sign attestations. This keypair is governed by two rules:
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when an entity grants an attestation, it (1) attaches the decryption private key to the attestation, and
(2) encrypts the attestation, including the attached private key, using the public key of the attesta-
tion’s subject (recipient). For example, in Fig. 5.1, #3 contains skC and is encrypted under pkD

(i.e., Enc(pkD;#3||skC)).
The included private key in an attestation, say α, when decrypted by a proving entity, allows for

the decryption of other attestations granted to the issuer of α. We are simultaneously granting the
permissions in α and the ability to decrypt attestations that can be joined with α in the formation
of a proof.

This meets the correctness goal; D can decrypt #3 as #3 is encrypted under pkD. In decrypting
#3, it obtains skC , which it can use to decrypt #4. This works even though attestation #4 was
issued after #3. In decrypting #4, it obtains skA, which it can use to decrypt #1. Essentially, each
entity can see the attestations it can use in a proof by decrypting them in the reverse order as they
would appear in a proof.

This achieves a simple security guarantee called structural security, which allows an entity e
to see any attestation α for which there exists a path from α.subject to e. We call it “structural”
security because only the structure of the graph, not the policies in attestations, affects whether α
is visible to e.

While structural RDE uses traditional public-key encryption, it is quite distinct from systems
like PGP. PGP allows a party to encrypt a message that can be decrypted by another party, but
it does not include long-lived private keys in the messages for the purposes of enabling future
decryption operations. In the PGP world, message re-encryption is typically used when a message
needs to be read by a new party. This method does not work in our paradigm because it introduces
an ordering constraint (so that upstream attestations are available for inclusion during attestation
creation) or requires parties to be on-line to perform re-encryption of upstream attestations created
after a given downstream attestation.

Over the next few sections we develop a specific implementation of RDE with improved pri-
vacy and performance properties by altering the cryptography and altering the structure of the
encrypted objects, but the general principle remains identical: a proving entity obtains secrets
contained in an attestation that allows it to decrypt other attestations granted to the issuer.

5.3 Policy-Aware Reverse Discoverable Encryption
Structural security only takes into account the structure of the graph, not the policy of each attes-
tation (i.e., the resources and the expiry). For example, structural RDE allows D to decrypt #5,
though this is not necessary to meet the correctness goal; D cannot form a valid proof containing #5
because its policy differs from #4’s (they delegate access to different files). Thus, D has visibility
beyond what is needed to form valid proofs. With policy-aware RDE, we achieve a stronger notion
of security that prevents D from decrypting #5 by making two high-level changes to structural
RDE.

First, whereas structural RDE encrypts each attestation A according to only A.subject, policy-
aware RDE encrypts each attestationA according to bothA.subject andA.policy. Second, whereas
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structural RDE includes a key in A that can decrypt all attestations immediately upstream of A,
policy-aware RDE includes a key in A that can only decrypt upstream attestations with policies
compatible with A.policy.
Choosing a suitable encryption scheme.

Because the policy of an attestation determines how it is encrypted, the encryption scheme must
be policy-aware. If one were to apply traditional public-key encryption, as used in structural RDE,
you would need to generate several keys, one for each policy. This scheme introduces an untenable
constraint: you can only grant an attestationA to entityE ifE has generated the key corresponding
to A.policy. This introduces a communication requirement between A.issuer and E which violates
the goal of operating with offline participants. The use of a more powerful encryption scheme,
however, can avoid this problem. We use the RTree policy type to explain our policy-aware RDE;
policy-aware RDE for general policies is relegated to Appendix A.

We use Wildcard Key Derivation Identity-Based Encryption (WKD-IBE) [1] as a suitable
policy-aware encryption scheme to implement RDE for the RTree policy type. Typically, IBE [25]
(or an IBE variant including WKD-IBE) is instantiated with a single centralized Private Key Gen-
erator (PKG) that issues private keys to all participants. This does not meet the goals of WAVE,
because the PKG is a central trusted party. In RDE, however, our insight is to instantiate a WKD-
IBE system for every entity— so there is no central PKG.

A WKD-IBE system consists of a master secret and public key pair (WKD-IBE.msk,
WKD-IBE.mpk). A message m is encrypted using the master public key WKD-IBE.mpk and a
fixed-length vector of strings, called an ID: WKD-IBE.Enc(WKD-IBE.mpk, ID;m). Using msk,
one can generate a secret key for a set of IDs. This set is expressed as an ID with some components
replaced by wildcards, denoted ID∗. The secret key skID∗ can decrypt an encrypted message,
WKD-IBE.Enc(WKD-IBE.mpk, ID;m), if ID∗ and ID match in all non-wildcard components.

The key thing to note here, is that given WKD-IBE.mpk, an entity can encrypt a message under
any ID they choose, such that a specific skID∗ is needed to decrypt it. This encryption process
happens without any communication with the holder of WKD-IBE.msk. Specifically, a message
can be encrypted under an ID before the corresponding secret key has even been generated. This
means we can avoid the communication problem presented by the standard public key encryption
approach.

In RDE, every policy p has an associated WKD-IBE ID called a partition. The partition cor-
responding to policy p is denoted P (p). P is essentially a mapping function from a complex
object with resources, permissions and expiry (p) to a vector of strings (ID). When issuing an
attestation A, an entity encrypts it using P (A.policy), in the WKD-IBE system of A.subject:
WKD-IBE.Enc(WKD-IBE.mpkA.subject, P (A.policy);A).

Furthermore, the issuing entity generates secret keys in its own WKD-IBE system, suitable
to decrypt messages encrypted under P (A.policy), and includes them in the attestation. Let
Q(A.policy) = {ID∗i}i represent the set of IDs suitable for decrypting attestations encrypted under
P (A.policy), thenA includesW = {WKD-IBE.KeyGen(WKD-IBE.mskIssuer; ID

∗
i)}ID∗

i∈Q(A.policy).
Due to the complex nature of a policy object, especially expiry, the functions P and Q which

are used to determine the encryption ID and decryption IDs from a policy are not straightforward.
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Feb 2019 April 2019

Overlapping attestations 
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Feb 2016 April 2019

Feb 2019 April 2022
Overlapping attestations 
possible end times

Figure 5.2: The possible ranges of time that the start and end time of an overlapping attestation
could lie in

We refer to this pair of functions as the partition map. Below we develop the partition map for the
RTree policy type.
Partition map for RTree.

To define P , consider that an RTree policy p1 consists of a resource prefix as defined in §3.3
(matching multiple resources) and a time range during which the permission is valid (the validity
range). A different RTree policy p2 is considered compatible with p1 if the resource prefix matches
and the validity ranges overlap. To express the start and end of the validity range as a WKD-IBE
ID, we define a time-partitioning tree of depth k over the entire supported time range; now any time
in the supported time range can be represented as a vector representing a path in the tree from root
to leaf. A WKD-IBE ID is a length-n vector: to represent attestations with a certain time range,
we choose k of those n components to encode the valid-after time, and another k components to
encode the valid-before time. The remaining n− 2k components are used for the resource prefix.
For example, an attestation policy that is valid from January 1st, 2019 to March 31st 2019 on a re-
source prefix of namespace/building/* might be encoded into a 14-component WKD-IBE
ID as: namespace,building,*,*,*,*,*,*,2019,January,1,2019,March,31.

When granting an attestation for an RTree policy, the issuer encrypts the attestation contents
under the resulting WKD-IBE ID = P (A.policy). Note that for a time tree of depth k, and a
resource prefix of length `, WKD-IBE must be instantiated with at least n = 2k + ` components.

The issuer must also include the policy-specific WKD-IBE keys from their own system in
the attestations, generated with ID∗s Q(A.policy), so that upstream attestations with compatible
policies can be discovered. We define Q for RTree as: let E be a set of subtrees, each represented
as a prefix of a time vector (i.e., a vector where unused components are wildcards), that covers
the time range from the earliest possible encryption start time to the end of the time range of the
attestation’s validity. Let S be a set of subtrees that covers the time range from the start of the
attestation’s time range to the latest possible encryption time. Attestations in this scheme have
a maximum validity of three years so this limits how long the start and end ranges need to be.
Q returns ID∗s corresponding to the Cartesian product S × E with each ID∗ also containing the
policy’s resource prefix. This allows any upstream attestation with an overlapping time range and
compatible resource prefix to be decrypted by one of the secret keys in this attestation.

The decryption key id generation (Q) is best understood from example. Consider Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: The key ID∗s that Q would generate for the end time of the example attestation

At the top is an example attestation A granted in February 2019 with an expiry in April 2019.
For the sake of this example, expiries have a granularity of a month and we use a k = 3 time
partitioning tree of year,quarter,month. The maximum validity period for an attestation is 3 years,
so an attestationB whose validity range overlaps withA’s must have a start time that is somewhere
between Feb 2016 (3 years before the start time of A) and April 2019 (the end time of A). If the
start lay before Feb 2016, then the end would have to lie before Feb 2019 due to the three year
limit, so it would not overlap. If the start lay after April 2019 then it would also not be overlapping.
Similarly, there is a limited range that B’s end time could fall in. If it lay before Feb 2019 then
it would not be overlapping and if it lay after April 2022 then the start time would be after April
2019 so it would not be overlapping.

Let us just consider the end time. As can be seen in Fig. 5.3, Q would generate a set of ID∗s
such that any end time in the allowed range would correspond to one of the ID∗s. We generate ID∗s
that go a bit past the possible end time (and a bit before in the possible start time case) because it
doesn’t really matter (decryption will be prevented by other portions of the complete ID∗) and it
allows us to use coarser-grained keys leading to fewer generated keys overall.

The process is similar for the start range, leading to 5 generated ID∗s for 2016 to Feb 2019.
The final ID∗s generated by Q is then the concatenation of the resource prefix onto the Cartesian
product of the set of start range ID∗s and the set of end range ID∗s leaving to a total of 7 · 5 = 35
keys that must be generated to allow for the decryption of any overlapping attestation. With the
week-level granularity used in WAVE, the total number of keys is usually near 120, but varies
depending on exactly how many keys need to be generated to represent a given start/end range.

The use of WKD-IBE leads to this Cartesian product where multiple “attributes” appear in
parallel. This can be avoided by using KP-ABE [70], where the size of the key material would
be proportional to the sum of these different attributes rather than the Cartesian product, but we
have not investigated this due to the belief that the attribute based encryption would be slower for
decryption. If the size of attestations becomes more important than the performance of decryption
operations, it would be worth investigating KP-ABE for RDE instead of WKD-IBE.
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5.4 Efficient Discoverability
In the scheme above, attestations are encrypted under the partition in the subject’s WKD-IBE
system. Unfortunately, it is subject to two shortcomings. First, a WKD-IBE ciphertext hides the
message that was encrypted, but not the ID used to encrypt it; an attacker who guesses the ID of a
ciphertext can efficiently verify that guess. Thus, every encrypted attestation leaks its partition. The
second and more serious problem is that attestations are not efficiently discoverable. To understand
this, suppose that Bob has issued many attestations A1, . . . , An for Alice, with different policies.
After this, an attestation B is granted to Bob. Alice might be able to form a proof using B and one
of the Ai, but she does not know which of the Ai has a policy that intersects with B.policy. As a
result, she does not know which private key to use to decrypt B, and has to try all of the private
keys conveyed by the Ai. This is infeasible if n is large, and becomes a vector for denial of service
attacks.

If Alice knows B’s partition, then the problem is solved—Alice can locally index the private
keys she has from Bob’s system, and efficiently look up a key that can decrypt B. However, B
cannot include its own partition in plaintext, because it may leak part of B.policy.

We solve this by encrypting the partition and storing it in the attestation along side the main
encrypted body. For this outer layer of encryption we use a more standard identity based encryption
(denoted IBE) that does not permit extracting the identity from the ciphertext [87, 83] because we
do not need wildcards. As with the WKD-IBE scheme, every entity has its own system, removing
the centralized PKG. The ID used to encrypt the partition is called the partition label, and is
denoted L(A.policy). For the RTree policy type, it is the RTree namespace of A.policy. We expect
users to have far fewer unique keys for this outer layer, so they can feasibly try all the keys they
have.

We also move the WKD-IBE ciphertext under this IBE encryption so that the partition cannot
be extracted (unlike the IBE scheme, the WKD-IBE ciphertext does not hide the ID). Finally, we
include an IBE key from the issuer’s IBE system, to allow the subject to discover the partition of
upstream attestations. Because the partition label is simpler in structure than the partition, a single
IBE secret key whose ID is L(A.policy) is sufficient. So far, what gets stored in the attestation is:

IBE.Enc(IBE.mpkA.subject, L(A.policy);P (A.policy)||
WKD-IBE.Enc(WKD-IBE.mpkA.subject, P (A.policy);W ||I))

(5.1)

where W is defined as above, and

I = IBE.KeyGen(IBE.mskIssuer;L(A.policy))

denotes the IBE secret key from the issuer’s system.

Security Guarantees
We explain here at a high level how the policy-aware RDE restricts the visibility of attestations
when used with RTree. Formal guarantees are given in Appendix A.

In summary, for each attestation A granting permission on a namespace: entities who have not
been granted permissions in that namespace in a path from A.subject can only see the subject and
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revocation commitment. Entities who have been granted some permissions in the namespace in
a path from A.subject can see the partition (in essence what key is required to decrypt it). An
entity e can decrypt an attestation A and use it in a proof if there exists a path, from A.subject to
e where adjacent attestations (including A) have intersecting partitions. Issuers can encrypt under
IDs before the corresponding private keys exist, so we introduce no ordering requirements and no
interactivity requirements.

Thus, even though policy-aware RDE permits some entities to see more attestations than strictly
needed to create a proof of authorization, it still provides a significant reduction in visibility when
compared to structural security. We formalize the security guarantees of RDE in Appendix A.

A number of potential side channels are out of scope for WAVE, and can be addressed via
complementary methods. Our storage layer does not provide any additional confidentiality, so
compromised storage servers can see the time of each operation (e.g., when encrypted attestations
are stored), which encrypted attestations are fetched, as well as networking information of the
packets arriving at the storage servers (which could be protected via Tor [41], a proxy, or other
anonymous/secure messaging methods [36]).
Revocation.

Although revoked attestations cannot be used in a proof due to the commitment revocation
scheme described in §3.5, they still confer the ability to decrypt upstream attestations. Therefore
we consider them part of the graph in the formal guarantees (Appendix A).

This can be mitigated by keeping expiry times short and reissuing the attestations. As there
are no ordering or interactivity requirements, short expiries are easy to implement. For example,
if attestation #1 in Fig. 5.1 were to expire and be reissued, it would not require the reissue of any
other attestation.
Integrity.

Finally, to maintain integrity, the issuer signs the attestation with a single-use ephemeral key
(pke, ske): s1 = Sign(ske;A \ s1), where A \ s1 denotes the entire attestation except for s1. Then,
the issuer includes s1 in the attestation in plaintext. The use of an ephemeral key ensures the
signature does not reveal the issuer’s public key. The issuer includes the outer signature in the
plaintext header of the attestation. The issuer signs the ephemeral key pke with their entity private
key, s2 = Sign(skIssuer; pke)), creating a short signature chain that ensures the attestation cannot
be modified or forged. The issuer includes s2 in the attestation encrypted, to avoid revealing the
issuer’s public key. In forming a proof, the verifier is allowed to decrypt s2, allowing the verifier
to verify s2 and then s1.

5.5 Reducing Leakage in Proofs
The methods discussed above ensure that a prover is able to decrypt all the attestations that it re-
quires to build a proof. However, if a participant simply assembles a list of decrypted attestations
into a proof and gives those attestations to a verifier, the verifier learns not only the attestations
in that proof, but also the WKD-IBE keys in those attestations, which it can use to decrypt other
attestations not in the proof. To solve this, we split the attestation information into two compart-
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Prover and 
Verifier information

Policy, Issuer, Expiry
Signed EphemeralKey     

Prover information Delegated keys

     IBE: Partition Label

Prover Keys:
AES_{PROVER,VERIFIER}      WIBE: Partition

Plaintext Header
Subject, revocation commitment
Signature by EphemeralKey
Public EphemeralKey

Partition

WAVE Attestation:

Outer layer

AES_VERIFIER

    AES_PROVER

Figure 5.4: WAVE private attestation structure. The locks indicate the key used to encrypt the
content.

ments, one for the prover (that includes keys it must learn for decrypting other attestations) and one
for both the prover and the verifier (that includes the policy, the issuer, expiry etc). We encrypt the
prover compartment with kprover and the prover/verifier compartment with kverifier, both symmetric
keys freshly sampled for each attestation. kprover and kverifier are encrypted using WKD-IBE. This
allows the prover to reveal to the verifier the necessary parts of an attestation by sending it the AES
verifier key kverifier, without allowing the verifier to decrypt other attestations.

The final structure of the attestation is shown in Fig. 5.4. The complete attestation contains (in
addition to the plaintext header):

Enc(kverifier;A.policy||s2) (Prover/Verifier Section)

Enc(kprover;W ||I) (Prover Section)

IBE.Enc(mpkA.subject, L(A.policy);P (A.policy)||
WKD-IBE.Enc(mpkA.subject, P (A.policy); kprover||kverifier))

(Outer Layer)

5.6 Discovering an Attestation
Each user’s WAVE client maintains a perspective subgraph with respect to the user’s entity, which
is the portion of the global authorization graph visible to it. For each vertex (entity) in the perspec-
tive subgraph, the client “listens” for new attestations whose subject is that vertex (entity), using
the Get and IterQueue API calls to the storage layer. For every attestation A received, the WAVE
client does the following:
1. The client adds edge A to the perspective subgraph.
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2. The client searches its local index for IBE keys received via attestations from A.subject, and
tries to decrypt A’s outer layer using each key. If none of the keys work, it marks A as inter-
esting and stops processing it.

3. Having decrypted the outer layer in the previous step, the client can see A.partition. It searches
its index for a WKD-IBE key received via attestations fromA.subject that are at least as general
as A.partition. Unlike the previous step, this lookup is indexed. If the client does not have a
suitable key, it marks A as partition-known and stops processing A.

4. Having completed the previous step, the client marks A as useful and can now see all fields in
A. The client adds WKD-IBE and IBE keys delegated via A to its index, as keys in the systems
of A.issuer.

5. If the vertex A.issuer is not part of the perspective subgraph, then the client adds it and requests
the storage layer for all attestations whose subject isA.issuer. They are processed by recursively
invoking this algorithm, starting at Step 1 above.

6. If A.issuer is already in the perspective subgraph:
• For each IBE key included in A, the client searches its local index for interesting attestations

whose subject is A.issuer, and processes them starting at Step 2 above.
• For each WKD-IBE key, the client searches its local index for matching partition-known

attestations whose subject is A.issuer, and processes them starting at Step 3.
This constitutes a depth-first traversal to discover newly visible parts of the authorization graph
revealed by A.

5.7 Extensions
Our RDE construction for RTree is performant but allows an entity to see attestations not required
for correctness (i.e. partition-compatible attestations that are not usable in a proof, as defined in
Appendix A). One reason for this is the use of a resource prefix as opposed to the full resource. If
the full resource were used, then we would have a problem with sequences of attestations that are
“narrowing”. For example if A grants a/* to B and then B grants a/b/c to C. C could use those
two attestations in a proof but the keys in the B → C attestation are not capable of decrypting
the a/* attestation because it is more general (less qualified) than the a/b/c key that C obtained
from B. With a resource prefix, although the full URI differs, both of these attestations would be
encrypted with a/ as the resource prefix so there are no correctness problems.

The resource prefix is a clean solution to the problem because it lets the end users reason
about the visibility of their attestations without understanding the cryptography: if the resource
prefix encompasses the department, then every attestation is potentially visible to people having
permissions to resources within that department. There is an alternative solution, however, which
is to include keys capable of decrypting less qualified ID∗s. The current number of keys that need
to be included is p · s · e where p is the number of resource prefix keys (always 1), s is the number
of keys encoding the validity start and e is the number of keys encoding the validity end. If we
included keys for decrypting less qualified ID∗s then p would encode the become equal to the
length of the resource URI as we would need a key for each level of qualification (i.e. a/b/c,
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Operation AMD64 ARMv8
Create attestation 43.7 445
Create entity 8.9 88.5
Decrypt attestation as verifier 0.48 4.44
Decrypt attestation as subject 3.87 44.0
Decrypt delegated attestation 6.22 67.9

Table 5.1: Object operation times [ms].

a/b*, a/* and * in the example above).
As mentioned before, the cross product can be avoided by using KP-ABE [70], which becomes

especially compelling in this scenario as the key material would be linear in the number of different
options, rather than having this multiplicative relationship.

The advantage of using the full resource prefix is that the number of attestations that are de-
cryptable but not required for correctness is lower. The disadvantage is that the visibility of an
attestation is no longer easy to reason about: there is no resource prefix that bounds the visibility.
Visibility could be wider or narrower than you expect, depending on which attestations other enti-
ties have granted. For example if A grants d/e/f to B, B grants * to C, and C grants a/b/c to
D then D is capable of decrypting the d/e/f attestation even though they cannot use it in a proof,
which may be counter intuitive to C as it is a consequence of B granting * which was not in C’s
control. With a resource prefix, you can always assume a worst case of “everything having this
prefix is visible” and know that if the prefix is not the same, there is no scenario that would cause
the attestation to become visible. For this reason, we have stayed with the resource prefix model,
although there are benefits to both.

5.8 Privacy Micro Benchmarks
The performance of WAVE is dominated by two main factors: the cost of the core cryptographic
operations required to perform RDE, and the cost of storing, indexing and retrieving the private
keys required to decrypt RDE-encrypted attestations. The indexing cost is more of a consequence
of the system implementation rather than RDE itself, so we relegate the evaluation of that to §6.10.
Here we characterize the cost of the cryptography that RDE uses by benchmarking each operation
in isolation.

Table 5.1 shows the operation times for the basic WAVE 3 operation. These are the times
measured by a client using the External API, but without message serialization and deserialization
times. The measurements are performed on an Intel i7-8650U AMD64 CPU with 4 cores (8 with
hyperthreading), representative of a standard modern laptop. Additionally they are performed on
a Raspberry Pi 3, indicative of a low-cost IoT-class ARMv8 platform. Both platforms are using
64-bit math.

The create attestation operation is predominantly the time taken to generate W which are
the decryption keys corresponding to Q(A.policy). Once Q yields the IDs, the keys are generated
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across multiple cores. This is the only operation in the table that uses more than one core.
The create entity operation is the generation of the keypairs present in an entity, namely the

IBE and WKD-IBE keys used for RDE, the Ed25519 key used for signing and the Curve25519 key
used for standard public key encryption. This time does not include the time taken to generate a
symmetric key using PBKDF2 if a passphrase is required. The passphrase key derivation is tuned
to take 500 microseconds so as to not significantly slow down normal use of entities while still
providing a barrier to brute forcing of entity passphrases.

The decrypt attestation as verifier operation is the time taken to decrypt the verifier compart-
ment of an attestation given the AES key kverifier. This time contributes to the time taken to verify
a proof, so it is essential that it is efficient.

The decrypt attestation as subject operation is the time taken to decrypt both the verifier and
prover compartments when the decrypting entity is the subject of the attestation. This is slightly
faster than decrypting a delegated attestation because the prover compartment can be decrypted
using the Curve25519 key of the subject instead of the IBE and WKD-IBE keys. This is achieved
by encrypting the symmetric keys that would typically be obtained from the WKD-IBE decryption
operation (AES PROVER and VERIFIER in Fig. 5.4) under the Curve25519 key of the subject
and including this additional ciphertext along-side the IBE ciphertext.

The decrypt delegated attestation operation is time taken to decrypt an attestation where the
full RDE protocol must be used. It requires decrypting the IBE ciphertext to obtain the WKD-IBE
ciphertext, which is then decrypted to obtain the AES PROVER and VERIFIER keys. This is the
common case when building the perspective graph.

Although the cryptography used here is more complex than, say, the RSA signature in a JSON
Web Token found in OAuth2, it is still fast enough to not significantly impact the latency of
application-level operations. In particular, creating an entity or attestation is typically done in
response to a human typing a command or clicking a button in a user interface. Any delay of less
than 50ms is imperceptible in a user interface context [12, 29], so the creation operations are fast
enough. We show that the decryption operations are fast enough in §6.10.

5.9 Generalization to Other Policy Types
The RDE technique generalizes beyond the RTree policy described above. This section provides a
more formal and general description of WAVE’s mechanism for encrypting and decrypting attes-
tations, agnostic to the policy type.

Definitions and Notation
We begin by establishing definitions and notation.

Notation 1 (ID). With respect to IBE (identity-based encryption) or an IBE variant, we use ID to
denote an ID that can be used for encryption, and ID∗ to denote an ID that can be used for key
generation.
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The distinction between ID and ID∗ is important for expressive IBE variants, as the two types
of IDs may have different forms. In WKD-IBE for example, an ID∗ may contain wildcards in some
components, whereas ID may not. Similarly, for key-policy attribute-based encryption schemes,
ID corresponds to a set of attributes, and ID∗ corresponds to an access tree.

Definition 1 (Policy Type). A policy type C is a tuple C = (E,P,Q, F, L,M).
E = (Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec) must be an IBE variant (or ABE variant) in that a message
can be encrypted using an ID, without any public-key generation process. The same applies to
F = (Setup,KeyGen,Enc,Dec), with the additional stipulation that F must be anonymous, i.e.,
ciphertexts in F must hide both the message contents and the ID used to encrypt the message. P is
a map from policies to IDs in E, and L is a map from policies to IDs in F . Q is a map from policy
to a set of ID∗s in E, and M is a map from policy to a set of ID∗s in F .

Definition 2 (Partition). Let C be a policy type C = (E,P,Q, F, L,M). A partition is an ID in the
encryption scheme E. The partition of an attestation A with respect to C, denoted as A.partition
(C is understood from context), is defined as A.partition = P (A.policy).

Definition 3 (Partition Label). Let C be a policy type C = (E,P,Q, F, L,M). A partition label is
an ID in the encryption scheme F . The partition label of an attestationAwith respect toC, denoted
as A.partition label (C is understood from context), is defined as A.partition label = L(A.policy).

Definition 4 (Precedes/Follows/Adjacent). Let A and B be two attestations in the same WAVE
system. We write A → B and say “B follows A” (or equivalently, we write “B ← A” and say
“A precedes B”) if A.subject = B.issuer. A and B are adjacent if A→ B or B → A.

Definition 5 (Path). Let x and y be entities. (A1, . . . , An) is a path from x to y if either n > 0 and
A1.issuer = x, An.subject = y, and Ai.subject = Ai+1.issuer for all i ∈ {1, . . . n − 1}, or n = 0
and x = y.

For each policy type C = (E,P,Q, F, L,M) supported, each WAVE entity e instantiates E-
type and F -type cryptosystem. The public parameters, needed for encryption, are publicly avail-
able and are denoted e.ppE and e.ppF. The master keys, needed for key generation, are stored
privately on the WAVE client that generated e and are denoted e.mskE and e.mskF.

5.10 Anonymous Proof Of Authorization
In addition to encrypting the attestations, the WKD-IBE keys can be used for anonymous proofs.
Anonymous proofs offer a way for entities to give a coarse grained proof of authorization without
revealing their identity or how they obtained the permissions, which is especially useful if the ver-
ifier is not a trusted party. The proof is described as coarse grained, because the anonymous proof
does not specify an exact policy the way a standard proof does, but rather a partition P (policy).
As the mapping function P discards some information from the policy, there could be numerous
policies corresponding to a given partition. Nevertheless, an anonymous proof remains a useful
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NS A B Ca/* a/b/* a/b/c

NS A B Ca/b/c a/b/* a/*

Ex. 1

Ex. 2

Figure 5.5: Two examples of delegation. Ex 1 is narrowing and Ex 2 is broadening.

tool where the fine-grained nature of a full proof is not critical. As an example, in Chapter 8 we
describe WAVEMQ which uses anonymous proofs so that message routers can opportunistically
discard messages from clients that definitely do not have permissions. It is acceptable if some
messages slip through, however, because the final message recipient verifies the full proof.

To explain how anonymous proofs are formed, it is worth describing a simple (but insecure)
baseline protocol. Consider Fig. 5.5, Example 1. In this example, the resource prefix used in P
is the first element of the URI, so a/*. C has received permissions on a/b/c in namespace ns.
When performing the RDE discovery process, C also learned the W keys included in the first a/*
attestation granted from the namespace. While these keys are not used for attestation decryption
(it is not meaningful for an entity to grant permissions to the namespace), possession of these keys
means that C must have decrypted a path where each attestation’s policy was compatible with the
next one. The baseline anonymous proof for a policy p in namespace NS is, therefore, to yield
a key from W = Q(p) in the NS system. Only the key corresponding to the current moment in
time needs to be shown, not the whole set of W . By showing this key, the prover shows the verifier
that there must exist a path of attestations granting permissions to the prover on a policy having
a partition corresponding to that key. To verify the key, the verifier can encrypt a random nonce
under the partition being proven (anyone can encrypt under any ID without having a specific key)
and then attempt to decrypt the ciphertext using the key it received. If the decryption succeeds, the
verifier knows the key is valid.

Of course, sharing this key k is insecure, because it lets the verifier use that key for decryption
or further anonymous proofs. We solve this in the final scheme by generating a specific ephemeral
key ke from k that is not useful for decrypting anything and cannot be used for further anonymous
proofs. To do this, let the WKD-IBE ID have a component that is not used for normal encryption.
This does not interfere with the normal RDE use of the key because it is always left as a wildcard.
Now, when wanting to transform k into ke, the proving entity hashes the message that the proof
would be attached to and generates ke where the reserved slot now contains the message hash
(every other component is the same as in k). This qualified key is now useless for decrypting
other attestations or messages (because every other ciphertext would have the reserved slot left as
a wildcard). The verifier will, as before, create a ciphertext corresponding to the ID, this time with
the message hash appearing in the reserved slot. If ke decrypts the ciphertext, then the verifier
knows the key is valid. Furthermore, because it is impossible to generate ke without having k, the
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verifier knows that the prover possesses k without the verifier learning k.
This scheme has some limitations inherited from the difference in specificity between a policy

p and the partition P (p). In example 1 of Fig. 5.5, it is necessary that the resource prefix that
P identifies is a/*. If the resource prefix were, for example, a/b/c then the keys that C learns
from the attestation granting a/b/c would be insufficient to decrypt the attestation a/b/*. The
resource prefix must be common to all attestations, which means that it usually coarse grained,
identifying a building or project rather than specific devices or services. This means that k and
therefore ke proves that C has permissions a/* even though in reality it only has permissions
a/b/c. In general, an anonymous proof is always more broad than a full proof, proving a superset
of the permissions that really exist.

Depending on the structure of the delegation graph, this problem might not appear. Consider
Example 2 of Fig. 5.5. As the first attestation granting a/b/c contains keys that NS knows will
never be used for decrypting an attestation, it can use the full resource in the partition instead of a
prefix, because there is no danger of preventing A from decrypting useful attestations having NS
as the subject. In turn, this means that upon decrypting the chain, C only learns k corresponding to
a/b/c and the anonymous proof proves permission on the same resources that the full proof does.
Depending on the use case, it might be possible to structure delegations in this way and avoid the
difference in granularity between the partition and the policy altogether.

The anonymous proof is succinct, fast to verify, and verifiable by any entity.

5.11 Multicast End To End Encryption
The attestation encryption mechanisms discussed above can be thought of more generally: an
entity can encrypt some message (the attestation) in a way that only entities having a specific set
of permissions can decrypt it. This pattern is useful outside of attestation encryption, particularly
for application-level end-to-end encryption.

We would like to ensure that end-to-end encryption and attestations encryption are disjoint; it
should not be possible to use end-to-end encryption keys to decrypt attestations nor for attestation
decryption keys to decrypt messages. This prevents user error – it is very confusing if the grant of
an unrelated permission on a resource happened to enable end-to-end decryption because of how
Q chose the resource prefix, a process that is largely hidden from the user. The typical method for
this would be to use an entirely separate WKD-IBE system per entity for end-to-end encryption
but this increases the size of entity public objects. We can instead introduce an additional reserved
component into the WKD-IBE ID that is set to attestation when encrypting attestations and
set to e2ee when encrypting application level messages. As with the reserved slot added for
anonymous proofs, this ensures that although e2ee and attestation encryption keys are generated
from the same key (WKD-IBE.msk), they are not interchangeable.

Additionally, we need to introduce a special permission that can be granted that, when seen by
the WAVE service, lets it know that the keys to be generated and included in the attestation (W )
need to include e2ee keys as well. We name this permission wave::e2ee.
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At this point, we have baseline end-to-end-encryption. Consider again Fig. 5.5. Recall that
in this scenario, the resource prefix used in P and Q is a/*. Interpret the figure as granting the
permission wave::e2ee on the resources annotated on each edge. This causes the a/* attestation
in example 1 and the a/b/c attestation in example 2 to include the e2ee keys in the namespace
system. Consequently, C discovers these keys while discovering the attestations. To encrypt under
a resource, for example a/b, an entity will form the WKD-IBE ID using P 1 that behaves like
the partition mapping function P described above, but sets the reserved slot to e2ee. It will then
encrypt the message using this ID. C can then use the keys it discovered to decrypt that message.

We call this scheme baseline, because it can be improved. There are two problems present
in the scheme. The first is that we have inherited the somewhat-transparent notion of a resource
prefix, embedded in P 1 and Q1, but instead of being a security optimization that is invisible to
the user, we are now actively affecting the permissions that the user is trying to reason about.
For example, if Alice grants Bob an attestation with some specific policy, she need not think too
carefully about what the resource prefix is because it only affects which other attestations Bob can
decrypt, not which attestations Bob can use in a proof. With end-to-end encryption, however, the
exact construction of Q1 will affect which application-level encrypted messages Bob can decrypt.
To prevent any unexpected over-grants that would arise from having a transparent resource prefix
inQ1, we alter the WAVE client so that when it observes that the wave::e2ee permission is being
granted, it uses different partition mapping functions Q2 and P 2 that uses the entire resource in the
WKD-IBE ID rather than just a prefix. This forces the user to reason about which attestations are
granted and which attestations are visible to the subject, but it prevents a scenario where WAVE
automatically granted more permissions to the subject than the user intended. To see the impact of
the changes inQ2, consider Fig. 5.5 again. In example 1, the first attestation would use the partition
a/*, the second under a/b/* and the third under a/b/c. The keys W 2 generated according to
Q2 use the same partitions. Consequently, when C learns the keys from the a/b/c attestation,
none of these keys are capable of decrypting the a/b/* attestation, so the attestation discovery
process will fail. This is the desired behavior, because if C had successfully decrypted the a/b/*
attestation, this would have constituted an escalation of privileges as it would possess e2ee keys
for a/b/* which B never intended on granting to C.

In contrast, example 2 of Fig. 5.5 poses no problems. Each attestation is “broader” than the
previous, so the final e2ee keys that C will acquire are those for a/b/c which is correct. This
means that, especially for e2ee grants but also for anonymous proofs, the user must think carefully
about the topology of the graph. Narrowing e2ee permission grants, where an attestation grants
fewer permissions than upstream attestations, could cause the subject to be unable to decrypt the
attestations it needs to obtain decryption keys. In general, when granting e2ee permissions, an
entity will need to grant multiple e2ee attestations, each granting fine-grained permissions, rather
than a single coarse-grained attestation.

With this first problem introduced, the second advancement over the baseline scheme presents
itself: if grants happen to occur chronologically, then narrowing grants like that in example 1 can
be solved using a different mechanism. While WAVE as a whole does not introduce ordering
constraints, the e2ee grants opportunistically take advantage of any ordering that might occur to
increase the flexibility the user has in performing narrowing delegations. In example 1, imagine
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that the attestations occurred in chronological order from left to right. At the time that A performs
the grant of a/b/* to B, it is both in possession of the e2ee key a/* and also aware that B will be
unable to decrypt the a/* attestation. Instead of relying on RDE for B to acquire the e2ee key in
the namespace system (which would fail), A can generate the a/b/* key in the namespace system
from the a/* key that it possesses and include that in the attestation to C. Now, when C decrypts
the a/b/* attestation, it obtains the e2ee keys in the namespace WKD-IBE system corresponding
to a/b/* without having to decrypt any further attestations. This scheme only works if attestations
are granted in order.

In summary, for e2ee encryption, WAVE supports three of the four types of topology patterns:
in-order broadening, in-order narrowing and out-of-order broadening. It does not support out-of-
order narrowing such as example 1 if attestations were granted from right to left. Although it only
applies to limited topologies, WAVE’s end to end encryption is a powerful tool because it allows
content created with self-enforcing authorization. Consider an email encrypted with this technique
sent to a mailing list where membership is managed by WAVE. None of the intermediate servers
or other attackers can read the message. Upon reception, however, the legitimate members of the
mailing list would be able to decrypt it with no further out of band communication: a form of
one-to-many end-to-end encryption where the sender does not need to know the recipients.

5.12 Protecting Name Declarations
Name declarations, discussed more completely in §3.9, are objects that form a global graph, similar
to attestations. Unlike attestations which expose the subject of the attestation and encrypt the rest,
name declarations expose the issuer and encrypt the rest. This means that name declarations are
discovered by walking the graph forwards from an entity, rather than backwards.

We encrypt name declarations using the e2ee mechanisms described above, rather than the
attestation encryption mechanism. Name declarations are associated with a resource, which can
be thought of as the “directory” within which the name is listed. A typical example might be
namespace/department as one would find in a normal directory system like Active Directory.
To be able to decrypt name declarations, one must receive e2ee decrypt permissions on the resource
corresponding to the directory the name declaration was placed in. To all intents and purposes,
name declarations appear like application-level e2ee encrypted objects that are discovered using
the notification mechanism that attestations use, described in §4.1.

5.13 Summary
Reverse Discoverable Encryption complements the ULDM storage layer, allowing us to meets
the goals established in §2.1: it works with offline participants as it does not use communication
between entities. It works with out of order grants as the encryption keys for policy-aware RDE
can be generated before the corresponding decryption keys are generated. It protects permissions
as only those parties that could possibly use an attestation in a proof are capable of decrypting it.
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It does not introduce a central authority as we use IBE in a non-standard way that does not require
a PKG.

In addition to encrypting attestations, the key dissemination function of RDE allow us to per-
form end-to-end encryption which, aside from application-level uses, also allows us to encrypt
name declarations.
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Chapter 6

System Design And Implementation

To validate the efficacy of graph based authorization as well as ensure that RDE functions as in-
tended, we construct a full instantiation of our techniques. This chapter details the design and
implementation of the WAVE daemon that performs authorization operations for applications and
services. We begin with a high level system overview, followed by a justification for the architec-
ture of that system and a discussion of the design choices made in each component.

6.1 WAVE 3 System Overview
When an application interacts with a traditional authentication/authorization system, such as LDAP,
it typically uses a library that allows the application to interact at a high level such as “is this user-
name/password correct?” or “what groups is this user in?”. This is similar for OAuth where one
would ask “is this token valid?” or “what scopes does this token grant?”.

WAVE is engineered to provide a similar mode of operation and answer similar questions,
whilst under-the-covers providing stronger security. For reasons further discussed in §6.2, WAVE
is implemented as a daemon that typically runs on the devices that interact with WAVE. A service
would interact with WAVE by using a lightweight library that uses loopback or IPC sockets to
securely communicate with the daemon. By using this library, they can perform the operations
described in prior chapters, such as building proofs, verifying proofs and encrypting messages.

Although services may be interacting over a socket, WAVE does not maintain a session as one
might have with a database. Interactions are all independent, as one would have in a function call
interface. This allows services that may be processing authorization operations for several different
users to do so without fear of state getting confused between them. This is the same model used
by other authorization libraries, so allows software to keep a familiar construction and mode of
interaction when it is ported to use WAVE.

The WAVE daemon comes with a command line utility that permits users to perform WAVE
operations interactively or in a script. This is used heavily for granting and revoking permissions
as these are usually the result of a human action. Most of the time, services do not alter the
authorization graph, and only require the generation and verification of proofs.
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Figure 6.1: An overview of the components in the WAVE daemon.

WAVE is implemented in Go to ease cross-platform compilation. The source can be found
in [8]. Certain parts of the cryptography, notably the IBE and WKD-IBE implementations from
[78] are in standards-compliant C++. We have tested the implementation on ARMv7, ARMv8 (in
32 and 64 bit modes), i386 and AMD64 machines. WAVE is generally cross-platform compatible,
although some optimizations in the compilation of the cryptography need to be turned off for older
or virtualized CPUs.

The WAVE daemon is composed of clearly defined modules with interfaces between them, as
shown in Fig. 6.1. Applications interface with the External API Provider through a GRPC inter-
face. The external API functions are implemented as sequences of operations implemented in the
Internal API provider and the State Engine. Those components in turn rely upon the Serialization
module, the Global Storage module and the Local Storage module. Each of these is discussed
below.

6.2 System Integration Pattern
The first design choice that influences the overall architecture of WAVE is how the application
will interface with it. When a set of functionality is provided for applications to use, the most
common integration pattern is that of a library. For example, if an application needs to read PNG
images, it would link against the libpng library, importing the correct headers. In most cases, this
linking is done dynamically, so that the shared object implementing the library can be upgraded
independently of the application.

This approach is used by many security libraries, for example libssl, which is a very widely
used library providing cryptographic primitives, such as AES and RSA encryption, as well as an
implementation of TLS for secure channels of communication.

The initial implementation of WAVE was implemented as a library for use by python applica-
tions, but we quickly encountered difficulties with the library approach. The first is that the library
needs to be re-implemented in several different languages in order to be a cleanly used from those
languages. Some languages allow libraries written in C to be used (for example Go, Python, Java)
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but this usually complicates the build process and applies restrictions on the resulting program.
For example a Python or Java program using a C library cannot run on a different operating system
from the one it was compiled on, whereas a pure Python or Java program is cross-platform.

The second issue is that many common languages are very inefficient at the math found in the
cryptography that WAVE uses. For example a pure python implementation of the Ed25519 ECC
library is an order of magnitude slower than the C implementation.

As WAVE became more complex, it became apparent that maintaining multiple parallel code-
bases in different languages would not be tractable for a research scale development.

The solution is to move towards a daemon architecture. WAVE versions 2 and 3 run as a
daemon on the machine and services connect to the daemon using a simple binding library that
connects over a loopback or UNIX domain socket. The API exposed by the daemon is engineered
specifically to ease the development of bindings in multiple languages. In WAVE version 2, a
simple text-based protocol was used to connect services to the daemon, making the bindings easy
to write. In WAVE version 3 this principle is taken even further and the daemon offers a GRPC
interface. GRPC is a widely used cross-platform cross-language RPC framework that will auto-
generate the bindings for multiple languages. This drastically reduces the development effort spent
on language bindings as the GRPC tools will auto-generate the vast majority of the required code.

In the daemon architecture, only a single implementation of the cryptographic operations needs
to be written, so more effort can be invested in optimization. In the blockchain-based WAVE 2, the
daemon has the advantage that only a single copy of the blockchain needs to be maintained across
the system, and the daemon can keep this copy up to date even if the applications and services are
only running periodically.

The advantages of dynamically linked libraries, such as reducing application footprints, pro-
viding independent upgrades, etc. also apply to the daemon architecture. In essence, the daemon
acts as a dynamically linked library where the link is a network connection rather than a function
call interface.

The daemon is often run in a different execution environment, for example at the host-level
of a machine that is running several services in containers. In some cases, the daemon is run on
a different physical machine to permit services running on embedded platforms such as Cortex-
M0 to interact with WAVE primitives even though the cryptography would be very slow on those
platforms.

The next few sections detail the construction of the WAVE daemon.

6.3 Internal API Provider
The Internal API Provider contains the core operations of WAVE, but does not interact with any
state directly. When the External API invokes functions in the Internal API, it passes a context con-
taining all the requisite state that is specific to the entity doing the operation. This entity is called
the perspective entity. The stateless construction simplifies the structure of tests, as artificial state
contexts can be passed to IAPI functions to test corner cases, rather than attempting to construct
that state through a sequence of external API calls.
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Entity Operations
New entities are created by invoking the NewEntity function in the Internal API (IAPI). This
function will sample fresh keys for the Ed25519, Curve25519, IBE and WKD-IBE schemes. The
public keys for these cryptographic schemes are assembled into a public entity object that is seri-
alized using the serialization module. If requested to do so, the IAPI will also forward the created
entity object to the global storage module to be published. The private entity object is, option-
ally, encrypted with a passphrase using a password based key derivation function (PBKDF2) to
generate an AES-GCM key. The passphrase, if present, must be supplied to all future operations
using the entity. This passphrase ensures that even if the file containing the private entity object is
compromised, an attacker cannot use the file without knowing the passphrase. The use of PBKDF2
ensures that the attacker cannot brute force the passphrase used to encrypt the entity.

Private entity files and public serialized entities can be parsed by ParseEntity in the IAPI
to yield an in-memory de-serialized form that can be passed to other functions, such as Cre-
ateAttestation. This function will verify that the entity is well formed and will convert all
the cryptographic keys from their compact marshalled forms into the expanded form required to
use them in cryptographic operations.

Attestation Operations
A new attestation can be created with the CreateAttestation function. This takes an attester
entity secret, a public subject entity, a policy and an expiry. It implements RDE, so will generate
RDE keys from the attester and assemble the various compartments of the attestation, described in
§5.5. After serializing the compartments it will encrypt them using the RDE keys for the subject
entity, following the protocol established in §5.4.

To implement the revocation scheme described in §3.5, a fresh secret is generated from the
combination of the attesting entity’s revocation seed and the ephemeral signing public key using
a cryptographic hash function (SHA3-256). The hash of this secret is included in the attestation’s
plaintext compartment.

The final attestation object is serialized in canonical form using the serialization module and, if
requested, is forwarded to the global storage module for publication. If published, the hash of the
serialized form is also inserted into the appropriate notification queue to permit RDE discovery.

Name Operations
An entity can assign a human readable name to another entity by using CreateNameDeclara-
tion. This takes an issuer private entity and a subject public entity, along with an expiry and the
partition under which the name declaration will be encrypted.

The internal representation of the name declaration object is assembled and then passed to the
serialization module to obtain the canonical ASN.1 encoded form. This serialized object is then
encrypted using the partition and the namespace public entity. This encryption is done using the
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end-to-end encryption scheme described in §5.11 rather than the attestation encryption scheme. If
requested, the encrypted object is passed to the global storage provider for publication.

Proof Operations
The IAPI contains the logic for building proofs. The proof building routine is given a desired
RTree policy and an instance of a State Engine that is specific to the proving entity. Using the
state engine, the the proof builder can query for decrypted attestations (within the proving entity’s
perspective graph) that are granted from a specific entity. When building a proof that may contain
multiple edges between two entities, a more complex algorithm (described in §6.9) must be used,
but in the simple case where the proof consists of a single path from the namespace entity to the
proving entity, the proof can be built by:
. policy is an RTree policy that we want to prove
. grantedFrom is a map from entity to a list of decrypted attestations they have granted
function BUILDPROOF(policy, grantedFrom)

paths← [i]∀i ∈ grantedFrom[policy.namespace] | i.policy ⊃ policy
while paths 6= ∅ do

p← head(paths)
paths← tail(paths)
edges← i∀i ∈ grantedFrom[p.subject] | i.policy ⊃ policy
for e ∈ edges do

if e.subject ∈ p then
continue

end if
newpath← p‖e
if e.subject = policy.subject then

return newpath
end if
paths← paths‖newpath

end for
end while
return ⊥

end function
This simplification of the proof building algorithm does not check that the path as a whole

grants the policy, which is sometimes not the case even when the individual edges grant the policy
as a result of the Time To Live (indirections) parameter limiting the re-delegation. Nevertheless, it
serves as a simple example of the general approach towards building a proof. The actual approach
used by WAVE is given in §6.9.
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6.4 External API
The Internal API, provided by the Internal API Provider described above, is a function call interface
API. The parameters and return values from the functions are in-memory representations that are
not easily constructed by arbitrary applications as they are not easily serialized and deserialized.
Further, the functions are stateless which puts the burden of maintaining the state required to
complete each operation on the consumer of the Internal API.

To resolve this, the External API Provider refactors the Internal API such that the parameters
and return values of all the functions are protocol buffer [66] structures, which can be automatically
serialized and deserialized by GRPC. This also ensures that the structures can be represented in any
language that supports protocol buffers. In addition to providing an alternate representation of the
parameters that is more amenable to cross-application invocation, the External API also attempts to
“humanize” parameters. For example, when creating an attestation, the client can pass the subject
hash as a base64 encoded string instead of the normal raw byte array, and the EAPI will detect this
and correct for it. This makes the API more forgiving, and especially improves the usability from
languages like Python 2 where working with byte arrays is more clumsy than working with strings.
Wherever possible, it also compensates for missing parameters. For example, a client can omit the
location of an entity when granting it permissions and the EAPI will search for the correct storage
server in decreasing order of likeliness. Omitting an expiry date causes the EAPI to fill in a “safe”
default of 30 days.

In addition to making the parameters to operations more friendly, the EAPI also absolves the
client from state management (other than storing the entity secret). IAPI functions all require
the correct state context to be passed, but this state is very complex to maintain. The EAPI will
construct the correct window into the entity-specific state maintained in the State Engine and pass
it to the IAPI so that the client does not need to reason about which state is relevant or how to store
it.

In general, an application just needs to store their entity secrets to pass as the perspective entity
parameter to EAPI functions and all other state (such as the relevant portions of the decrypted
persective graph or name declaration graph) will be filled in by the EAPI before passing the call to
the IAPI.

6.5 State Engine
Although the canonical state store is the global ULDM storage, each entity must decrypt and index
a portion of that state in order to be able to build proofs and resolve name declarations. The state
engine is responsible for maintaining this decrypted/indexed state and making it available for the
External API and, transitively, the Internal API to use.

State transitions are triggered by a resync event. This can either be a global resynchronization
where the notification queue for every entity in the decrypted perspective graph is polled, or a local
resynchronization where only specific entities are resynchronized. At the time of writing, only
the global resynchronization is implemented as all the perspective graphs we have worked with
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are small enough to synchronize rapidly. For entities with perspective graphs containing tens of
thousands of entities, it would be useful to be able to synchronize portions of that graph on demand
rather than the whole graph. This local resynchronization could be triggered, for example, by the
expiry of an attestation where it is likely that a replacement attestation would involve the same
entities.

As new attestations are discovered in the polled notification queues, the state engine attempts
to decrypt them by following the procedure detailed in §5.6. As a quick summary of that pro-
cedure, the decryption process entails transitioning an attestation between four states: unknown,
interesting, partition-known and useful. Unknown attestations are those that are not connected to
the perspective graph in any way. All attestations begin as unknown with respect to a given en-
tity before they begin graph discovery. When an attestation becomes connected to the perspective
graph, i.e. the subject of the attestation appears in the perspective graph, it is deemed “interesting”.
Recall that there are two layers of encryption in an attestation (§5.4). If the attestation A is granted
on a namespace N and there exists a path of decrypted attestations from A.subject to the prover
where all of the attestations along the path are also granting permission on namespace N , then the
outer layer can be decrypted and the attestation becomes “partition-known”. If all the attestations
along this path are additionally compatible (formally defined in Appendix A) then the inner layer
of encryption can also be decrypted and the attestation becomes “useful”.

The transition from partition-known to useful must be done carefully as there are concurrency
concerns. Imagine we are simultaneously processing two attestations, A and B, and further that
B contains the keys necessary to decrypt A. If we begin processing A before we fully decrypt B,
but mark it as useful or partition-known after we finish processing B, then we will have a kind of
deadlock where we will never re-attempt to decrypt A even though we acquired the keys in B. The
solution is to ensure that the transition from partition-known to useful is atomic with respect to any
other attestation’s transition. In practice this means that we hold a mutex per perspective entity that
ensures that an attestation is only added to storage once all the appropriate keys have been used
to try and decrypt it and, conversely, a new key is only added to the storage once it has been tried
against all pending attestations. This ensures the consistency of the perspective graph even if it is
updating multiple entities at a time.

6.6 Indexed Local Storage
For each entity interacting with the WAVE daemon, there is a perspective graph containing all the
attestations that have been decrypted by following the RDE discovery process detailed in §5.4 and
summarized above. The local storage keeps that information in a persistent database, to facilitate
both future RDE discovery and proof formation.

The state is partitioned, so that state belonging to one entity cannot be accessed by another
entity. The operations supported by this storage are:

• Storing/Retrieving revocation checks, a persistent cache of the result of checking global stor-
age for a commitment revocation with an adjustable expiry time. This reduces the number
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of requests made to global storage when verifying proofs.

• Get/Update a list of entities that are interesting, i.e. whose notification queues will be in-
spected when updating the perspective graph.

• Get/Insert partition label keys, used for decrypting the outer compartment of attestations

• Get/Insert WKD-IBE keys, used for decrypting the inner compartment of attestations

• Move attestations and name declarations between the decryption states described in §5.4:
interesting, partition-known, useful, revoked/expired.

• Query attestations and name declarations based on partition

• Resolving a name using decrypted name declarations

• Querying the structure of the perspective graph, such as attestations granted to or from a
given entity.

The indexed local storage is built upon another layer of abstraction, the low level storage which
is a key-value interface. This interface could be met by many existing databases such as Lev-
elDB [65], RocksDB [51] or Badger [40]. We use LevelDB, although our experience in developing
WAVEMQ (Chapter 8) would indicate that Badger might offer marginally higher performance.

Future work in this module may introduce an in-memory caching layer. The objects stored
here are not particularly large but depending on the workload there are many requests for the same
object. An in-memory cache could offer some performance improvements.

6.7 Global Storage
The Global Storage module abstracts the ULDM storage tier described in Chapter 4 so that the IAPI
and State Engine can request objects from storage or place objects into storage without thinking
about any of the cryptographic processes that go into validating the integrity of the storage.

Objects such as entities, attestations and name declarations have a location field that identifies
the storage server they are located on. When referencing one of these objects by hash, the reference
also includes this location field. This permits an attestation to be granted to a subject entity that
resides on a different storage server from the issuing entity, for example.

In the configuration for the WAVE daemon, a list of storage locations along with symbolic
names such as “default” can be given. This allows operations, such as creating an entity, to omit
the storage server or refer to a storage server by a human readable name, and the daemon can
resolve this to an actual server. The full reference to a server contains its domain name and port,
along with the public keys of the server. This is used in addition to the TLS certificates to ensure
that the remote endpoint is valid and it allows the signatures present on various ULDM messages
to be validated.
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The global storage module is responsible for performing the ULDM protocols described in
Chapter 4. In summary it validates the proofs that are attached to responses from ULDM servers
that show that the server is answering honestly. At this time, the WAVE implementation does not
do anything special when it discovers that the ULDM server is dishonest, but one could imagine
that it would forward the contradictory signed proofs to an auditor or other authority.

Storage operations are described in §4.1 and §4.2. We touch on implementation issues here:
PutObject places an entity, attestation, revocation or name declaration in a given storage server.
The key is the hash of the object’s ASN.1 serialization. This will additionally validate the merge
promise returned from the ULDM server. For convenience, these functions take the in-memory
representation objects and invoke the serialization functions transparently.
GetObject retrieves an entity, attestation, revocation or name declaration from a given storage
server. This validates the inclusion proof (or non-inclusion proof if the object did not exist). If a
merge promise is returned, the merge promise is validated. Depending on context, the caller of this
function usually knows what the object is supposed to be, so there are utility functions for each
variant (e.g. GetEntity) that automatically deserialize and validate the object before returning the
in-memory representation.
Enqueue implements NotifyAttestation and NotifyNameDecl in §4.2. It places the
hash of an attestation or name declaration at the end of a queue belonging to an entity, to allow for
discovery later. If there are multiple clients attempting to enqueue at the same time, the ULDM
server may return an “already-exists” error when a given queue entry is written to. There is a
retry mechanism to resolve this problem, although generally attestations and name declarations
are created fairly infrequently and the odds of collision are low.
IterQueue implements GetNotificationAttestation and GetNotificationNameDecl
in §4.2. It retrieves a given queue entry or, after validating the non-inclusion proof, returns that the
client has reached the end of the queue.

The global storage module is written to permit alternate storage backends (other than a ULDM).
A blockchain based backend was planned, to prove that it is possible, but the implementation was
never completed.

6.8 Serialization and Representation
The serialization module performs canonical encoding of WAVE objects from their in-memory
representation to an exchangeable format.

There are some requirements placed upon the serialization of WAVE objects. The first is that
the serialization must be deterministic: the hashes of objects are used to identify them, so if dif-
ferent versions of a serialization library are permitted to produce different results, there will be
inconsistencies that will cause validation to fail. The second requirement is that the format must
be efficient at encoding binary fields: there are many fields in WAVE objects that are large (100’s
of KB) binary objects, so it is essential that the serialization is succinct as possible.
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These two requirements rule out most of the widely used serialization formats. JSON and
XML the most widely used formats on the web, both are inefficient at encoding binary fields.
Furthermore, JSON does not specify a strict ordering of fields and many implementations of JSON
serialization will re-order the fields (this is true of Go’s implementation). Msgpack offers efficient
binary representation but different versions of msgpack will encode the same data using different
msgpack primitives. Additionally msgpack implementations are free to re-order fields. Protocol
buffers have strict field ordering but are free to change the exact binary representation of fields
between versions or implementations.

The need for deterministic serialization for validation purposes is not new, this exists every-
where a data structure is signed. In some systems this is done by embedding serialized forms of an
object as a field in the parent object. For example, in JSON this would be:

{
” s i g n a t u r e ” : ” base64 encoded s i g n a t u r e h e r e ” ,
” message ” : ” base64 encoded JSON h e r e ”

}

Instead of:

{
” s i g n a t u r e ” : ” base64 encoded s i g n a t u r e h e r e ” ,
” message ” : {

” from ” : ” s e n d e r ” ,
” t o ” : ” r e c i p i e n t ” ,
” c o n t e n t ” : ” h e l l o wor ld ”

}
}

This approach is used in Trillian [67], for example, where protobuf serialized forms of the map
roots are embedded as byte array fields in messages, instead of the standard approach of having a
sub-object.

Another approach, such as that used in TLS certificates, is to use a deterministic serialization
format such as ASN.1 Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER). This means that an object encoding
a given set of parameters will always yield the same binary representation, irrespective of which
implementation or version of DER library is used.

Additionally, ASN.1 offers rich schema validation of objects, similar to protocol buffers and
unlike JSON. This is useful as it shifts some of the burden of validating objects to the serialization
library, rather than leaving all forms of sanity checking to the application.

WAVE uses ASN.1 DER encoding of all objects. Additionally, it heavily uses EXTERNAL
types in ASN.1 which allows a field to be one of many types while retaining strict schema valida-
tion. For example, the signature field in a message can be one of multiple different signature types,
identified by an Object IDentifier (OID). This permits WAVE to evolve over time, adding new and
improved cryptographic schemes as and when they become available.
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Throughout the course of WAVE’s development, improvements to the cryptography have al-
ready happened once as the initial WKD-IBE implementation based on the BN-256 curve was
discovered to be vulnerable to an attack reducing its security level to approximately 96 bits (from
the expected 128 bits). This led us to develop a WKD-IBE implementation based on the BLS12-
381 curve which is expected to have a security level of 128 bits. By clearly identifying the types
of the keys, signatures and ciphertexts embedded in the various WAVE objects, the WAVE client
can distinguish between the old and new curves cleanly.

6.9 Proof Building Optimization
Proof building is done in the Internal API. We gave a simple form of the algorithm in the IAPI
section above, but that doesn’t capture the full complexity of the proof building in WAVE. The
aspect that makes the problem more interesting is that a proof can be a subgraph, instead of just a
path. Consider the proof in Fig. 6.2. This proof grants both access to ns/a/* and ns/b/*.

A

B

C

D E

ns/b/*

ns/a/* ns/a/*

ns/b/*

ns/*

Figure 6.2: A proof consisting of a subgraph, rather than a single path

This structure of graph is common when you have a service that has been granted permissions
by separate people. For example, a service may be doing reporting on inventory projections and
require both customer purchase data and current inventory data. The customer purchase data may
be managed by a different entity to the inventory data so you would end up with a graph like
Fig. 6.2 where two different entities (B and C) grant permission to the same entity (D). In fact it is
even common for a single entity to grant multiple attestations to the same entity. The permissions
that D requires may not be known all at once and may evolve over time. It is natural to grant new
attestations that just contain the missing permissions rather than revoking everything that exists
and re-granting it all in one attestation.

While of course, a client could simply provide two independent proofs showing the paths
ABDE and ACDE to prove the two authorizations independently, it is convenient to be able to
prove multiple permissions with a single proof as it reduces the size of the proofs that need to be
attached to messages. You could imagine the scenario where a group entity is granted multiple
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permissions with different attestations and we would like member entities to be able to use the
permissions of that group with a single proof rather than having to attach multiple proofs.

This functionality complicates proof building, as one can no longer prune edges that do not im-
plement the full policy when performing the breadth first search as they may need to be combined
with other edges in order to realize the policy.

The naive approach would be to compile a list of every path granting nonzero permissions be-
tween the namespace entity and the proving entity and then search for a subset of those paths that
grant the required permissions. Unfortunately, depending on the structure of the graph, a full enu-
meration of all possible paths could be computationally expensive. Consider a graph where there
are N + 1 entities with K attestations between each successive entity. The total number of paths
here would be KN and naively deciding on which subset of these paths to use in a proof would
be O(N2K

N
) since there are KN sets and evaluating each requires combining N policies. This

would rapidly become infeasible to compute. An algorithm that chose the required subset at each
link independently would run in O(N2K), which is substantially better, but is hard to generalize
when there are multiple entities traversed in parallel as opposed to N sequential entities. It is,
however, possible to think of the problem of choosing which attestations to combine together to
reach a given policy as a form of the subset-sum problem. Although this problem is NP-complete,
there are a few interesting algorithms that run in pseudo-polynomial time with a few caveats.

To rephrase the problem into a form more amenable to consideration as a subset sum problem,
we need to change how the policies are represented. Recall that the essence of a policy is a set
of permissions and a set of resource URIs the permissions are granted on. When we consider an
attestation while building a proof, we are considering it in the context of a desired policy that we
aim to prove. For each statement in the target policy, there is a set of permissions on a resource. We
can expand these into a list of (permission, resource) tuples. We can assign each of these tuples an
integer identifier that is a power of two, so that we can meaningfully work with sets of these tuples
as integers, and the union of disjoint sets of tuples can be calculated with addition. The union of
partially intersecting sets tuples can be calculated with bitwise AND.

Similarly, we need to process each attestation we encounter in the graph, converting its policy
into a list of integers. We begin by forming the same list of (permission, resource) tuples from the
statements in the attestation. We then process this list, assigning tuples the same integer identifier
found in the target policy if the permission matches and the attestation statement resource is a
superset of that in the target policy. We discard any tuple with a permission not found in the target
policy or a resource that is a subset of that required by the matching permission in the target policy.

After performing this procedure, the permission graph looks as in Fig. 6.3. The edges can be
represented by a single integer, represented in binary.

There are some additional complications that we need to factor into the formulation of the
graph, however. Firstly, a policy has a TTL which denotes its maximum delegation depth. Consider
the graph in Fig. 6.4. In this graph, if E were the prover, they could form a proof for the policy
identified by 11. If F were the prover, however, they can only form a proof for 01 as the BD
attestation has a TTL of only 1 and can not be re-delegated by E.

The second complication is that we want to construct a proof that has the least number of edges
in it, as this reduces the size of the proof that will be sent with each message. In a normal breadth
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Figure 6.3: A graph where the policies on the edges have been replaced by bit sets
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Figure 6.4: A graph where TTL comes into play

first search of a single path, the first path you find is guaranteed to be the shortest. This is not true
when searching for a subgraph with a breadth first search. Consider Fig. 6.5. A breadth first search
will first discover a proof along A→ B → C. We call the total number of attestations in the proof
its weight and in this case it is 4. The proof from A→ C → D → E has a total weight of only 3,
so it is a superior proof. In general, we must continue the breadth first search until we reach depth
W − 1 where W is the weight of the lightest proof discovered so far. After W − 1 even a proof in
the form of a singly-linked path would be heavier than the already-discovered proof, and we can
terminate the search.

To summarize the goals of the proof building operation: we wish to discover the smallest
subgraph (lightest weight proof) that grants a set of permissions and where the TTL of any given
attestation is not exceeded. A proof is considered complete if it terminates at the proving entity, and
is considered intermediate if it terminates at some other entity. Note that finding the lightest weight
proof is ideal, but not required for correctness, so our algorithm need not be strictly optimal in that
regard. Obtaining the correct permissions without exceeding any TTLs, however, is mandatory.

We refer to the TTL of a proof (as opposed to an attestation) as being the number of delegations
that can be appended onto the end of the proof before one of its constituent attestations can no
longer be applied. This is only really meaningful with respect to intermediate proofs, as a complete
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Figure 6.5: The first discovered path (ABE) is not the lightest weight

proof does not need any more delegations to be useful to the proving entity. With this, we can
establish rules for comparing two intermediate proofs P and P ′ that lead from the namespace
entity to an intermediate node. These rules will enable us to discard intermediate proofs along the
way when we discover other proofs that are categorically superior, reducing the total complexity.

• P is superior or equal to P ′ if P.weight <= P ′.weight and P.ttl >= P ′.ttl
and (∼ P.bits)&P ′.bits = 0. P ′ can be discarded.

• P is distinct from P ′ if (∼ P.bits)&P ′.bits 6= 0 and (∼ P ′.bits)&P.bits 6= 0 meaning
neither set of permissions is a subset of the other. Both proofs must be kept.

• P is distinct from P ′ if (P.weight < P ′.weight and P.ttl < P ′.ttl). Both proofs must be
preserved as we do not know how many more delegations will be required until the proofs
are complete, so we cannot know if we will need the higher TTL at the expense of the higher
weight.

Our solution is as follows. Every node we traverse has a Solution Table mapping from a per-
mission bitset to a list of “best” solutions for that bitset following the rules above.

We begin the breadth first search with the namespace authority node that has a solution table
with one base-case entry: an empty intermediate proof that grants all the permission bits with the
maximum TTL. We then populate the border, the queue of nodes to be traversed with the starting
node. We care about the depth of our BFS, as this is our termination condition, so instead of
the traditional single queue, we use a new queue for each depth, performing some checks before
beginning to process the nodes in the next depth.

For each node in the border, we add it to the queue for the next depth and then update its
solution table, which we discuss below. If that node was the proving entity, then we also update
our maximum breadth first search depth to be one less than the weight of the lightest proof in the
solution table. We continue iterating until there are no more nodes to traverse (border is empty) or
until we reach that maximum depth.
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The process discussed above is not that different from a normal breadth first search. The
complexity lies in constructing and updating the solution tables.

The purpose of the solution table in a node is to record all of the interesting intermediate proofs
that terminate at that node. A given bitset is interesting if the intermediate proof for just that bitset
would be different from that for some superset. When an attestation edge is traversed to reach a
node n, the following procedure is followed to update n’s solution table

func ( n ∗Node ) U p d a t e S o l u t i o n s ( s r c ∗Node , edge ∗Edge ) {
a s k f o r := make ( map [ u i n t 6 4 ] boo l )
f o r , s o l := r a n g e s r c . S o l u t i o n s {

i f s o l . B i t s&edge . B i t s == 0 {
/ / Th i s s o l u t i o n doesn ’ t go t h r o u g h t h e edge
c o n t i n u e

}
a s k f o r [ s o l . B i t s&edge . B i t s ] = t r u e

}
f o r , s o l := r a n g e n . S o l u t i o n s {

i f s o l . B i t s&edge . B i t s == 0 {
/ / Th i s s o l u t i o n doesn ’ t go t h r o u g h t h e edge
c o n t i n u e

}
a s k f o r [ s o l . B i t s&edge . B i t s ] = t r u e

}
n e w s o l u t i o n s := [ ] ∗ S o l u t i o n {}
f o r b i t s := r a n g e a s k f o r {

s o l s := s r c . B e s t S o l u t i o n s F o r ( b i t s )
f o r , s o l := r a n g e s o l s {

i f s o l . TTL == 0 {
c o n t i n u e

}
n s o l := s o l . Extend ( edge )
n e w s o l u t i o n s = append ( n e w s o l u t i o n s , n s o l )

}
}
a l l s o l u t i o n s := append ( n . S o l u t i o n s , n e w s o l u t i o n s . . . )
p r u n e d s o l u t i o n s := r e d u c e S o l u t i o n L i s t ( a l l s o l u t i o n s )
n . S o l u t i o n s = p r u n e d s o l u t i o n s

}

In essence, for every bitset already in the destination node’s solution table and for every bit-
set in the source nodes solution table, query the source node for the best solutions for that bitset
(BestSolutionsFor), extend each one by the attestation being traversed, and add it to the des-
tination node’s solution table. Finally, prune all redundant solutions (reduceSolutionList)
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from the destination nodes solution table by following the rules.
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Figure 6.6: A scenario for solution tables

Consider Fig. 6.6. After completing depth 1, B’s solution table will have an entry for 10 →
{([AB],w = 1, ttl = 7)}. D will have an entry 10 → {([AD],w = 1, ttl = 3)}. At the end
of depth 2, D’s solution table will be 10 → {([AB,BD],w = 2, ttl = 6), ([AD],w = 1, ttl =
3)}, 01 → ([AC,CD],w = 2, ttl = 4). Note that D does not have an entry for permission bitset
11 even though it can form that by combining other intermediate proofs.

At the end of processing a BFS depth, if any traversed attestations ended in the proving entity
node, we perform a check for complete proofs. This calls BestSolutionsFor on the proving
entity node with the full target bitset as the parameter.

The remaining function, BestSolutionsFor is responsible for deciding which entry or
combination of entries in a solution table best realizes a given bitset. This function is not straight-
forward and we have multiple implementations that perform better under different conditions. All
of our better performing implementations are based on solutions to the subset-sum problem. In the
complexities, N is the number of entries in the solution table and k is the number of bits in the
permission bit set (the number of statements in the policy).
Naive BestSolutionsFor - O(2N).. This algorithm forms a list of every subset of solutions in
the solution table and returns all of the subsets that meet or exceed the required bitset. This runs
in O(2N) but is guaranteed to find the optimal proof. The returned results will contain a lot of
redundancy, which will be filtered out by reduceSolutionList which itself is O(N2). While
the complexity on paper is abysmal, many real-world use cases might have small solution tables
(<10 entries) so this algorithm might work fine.
Fast BestSolutionsFor - O(Nk + Nlog(N)).. This algorithm is a fall-back for when N or k is
large enough that other algorithms are deemed too slow. This algorithm will find a solution if it
exists, but will not return the lightest weight proof. It only has a simple, crude optimization for
minimizing weight, and instead focuses on returning the highest TTL solution. The process is:

maxcount← empty map from bitset to integer
for bitnum in 0 .. k do

maxttl← 0
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for sol in SolutionTable do
if sol has bitnum set then

if sol.TTL > maxttl then
maxttl← sol.TTL

end if
end if

end for
for sol in SolutionTable do

if sol.TTL = maxttl and sol has bitnum set then
increment maxcount[sol.Bits]

end if
end for

end for
Sort SolutionTable by TTL descending and tie-break by maxcount
result← empty list
resultBitSet← 0
for sol in SolutionTable do

if sol has bits set that resultBitSet does not then
add sol to result
add sol.Bits to resultBitSet

end if
if resultBitSet = targetBitSet then

return result
end if

end for
return nil

Backtracking BestSolutionsFor.. This is a recursive algorithm for finding the best combinations
of entries in a SolutionTable that provide the target bitset. The algorithm first pre-processes the
solution table to form a set of distinct permission bitsets (so we ignore TTL and Weight at this
stage). This is called partialProofs. We also then form a list where every element is the
bitwise AND of all partialProofs with an index less than or equal to that element, called sums. We
then recursively call:

function FINDSUBSET(partialProofs, sums, target, curSol)
if target == 0 then

emit curSol as a solution
return

end if
if partialProofs is empty then

return
end if
if target > sums[-1] then
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return
end if
if partialProofs[-1] & target != 0 then

FindSubset(partialProofs[:-1], sums[:-1], target & (∼ proofs[-1]), curSol + proofs[-1])
end if
FindSubset(partialProofs[:-1], sums[:-1], target, curSol)

end function
This function will emit every combination that achieves the desired target. We then re-introduce

the TTL and Weight for each solution based on the TTL and Weight of its constituent partial
proofs. If there were multiple TTL/Weight combinations for a given permission bitset, every solu-
tion returned by FindSubet using that bitset will be split into multiple solutions. We then call
reduceSolutionList on the final list of solutions result to remove redundancy.

The final representation of a subgraph proof presents the set of attestations and a concise list
of paths assembled from pointers to those attestations. This ensures the verifier of the proof eval-
uates all the permissions that the prover requires to be evaluated, without requiring an exhaustive
evaluation of every path present in the subgraph.

6.10 Profiled Evaluation
We discuss the performance of the core cryptographic operations in Chapter 5, but these do not
include the non-cryptographic overhead that stems from other aspects of the implementation. In
this section we provide the end-to-end costs of the operations in WAVE, as well as providing a
breakdown that shows what contributes to these costs.

These numbers are generated on Intel i7-8650U AMD64, the same hardware used in Chapter
5 but it is a different set of benchmarks so the numbers differ slightly.

Core Operations
This section instruments a WAVE daemon to determine which parts of each core operation are
taking the most CPU time. We list the total wall time next to each heading, and then the percentage
of CPU time for notable parts of the operation.
CreateAttestation - 78.3 ms. CreateAttestation is dominated by the generation of policy-specific
RDE keys, which takes 89.3% of the CPU time. Note that the key generation is spread over
multiple cores, so this amounts to more than 560ms of CPU time on the 8-core CPU. After the
RDE keys have been generated, 5.9% of the CPU time is spent encrypting the attestation using
the WKD-IBE key that permits decryption with discovered RDE keys. Additionally 1.7% of the
CPU time is spent performing IBE encryption, which is the outer compartment that ensures that the
WKD-IBE ciphertext does not leak the partition. The time to perform CreateAttestation is heavily
dependent on the number of cores available as the RDE key generation is highly parallelizable.
CreateEntity - 10.3 ms. CreateEntity is performed on a single core and is dominated by the key
generation of the WKD-IBE key, which takes 76.0% of the CPU time. Generation of the IBE
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key takes 17.5% of the total time. The generation of the Ed25519 and Curve25519 keys used
for signing and public key encryption respectively take less than 1% of the time. Serializing the
public and private entity objects into their canonical form takes 3.5% of the time. This is so high
because the WKD-IBE and IBE keys undergo a somewhat complex marshalling procedure when
converting from their in-memory representation to a compact serialized representation.
EncryptMessage - 6.1 ms. EncryptMessage will generate WKD-IBE and IBE encryption keys
from a partition and the namespace public keys. This takes 10.0% and 2.3% of the time respec-
tively. Once the keys are generated, the message is encrypted first with the WKD-IBE key, taking
67.2% of the total time, and then encrypted by the IBE key, taking 18% of the time. Usually En-
cryptMessage is used to encrypt a symmetric key to bootstrap a session and subsequent messages
in the session use more efficient symmetric key cryptography.
DecryptMessage - 7.3 ms. Decrypt message is dominated by the cryptographic decryption opera-
tions. The IBE decryption takes 23.8% of the time and the WKD-IBE decryption takes 49.3% of
the time. Loading the keys from the database to support decrypting these ciphertexts takes 14% of
the total time, which is largely the deserialization of the marshalled keys.
UpdatePerspectiveAttestionDirect - 66.2 ms. This time applies when an attestation is granted
directly to the proving entity, and they perform an update of their perspective graph. Loading the
entity objects while updating the perspective graph takes 29% of the time. Only 15% of the time
is spent parsing and decrypting the new attestation. 23% of the time is spent unmarshalling the
RDE keys out of the attestation and an additional 25% is spent indexing those keys and inserting
them into the database.
UpdatePerspectiveAttestationDelegated - 80.7 ms. The same process as in the directly-granted
attestation is followed, and all of the tasks accounted for there occur in the delegated scenario
as well. The additional 18ms are split evenly between loading the RDE keys from the database
to support decrypting the attestation, and actually performing the IBE and WKD-IBE decryption
operations. The time to update a perspective graph with an arbitrary number of additions can be
estimated well by multiplying the number of new attestations by 80ms.

These end-to-end costs, especially for decrypting new attestations in the perspective graph, are
quite a bit higher than the cost of the core cryptographic operations. Recall from §5.8 that the
WKD-IBE and IBE decryption operation takes just 6.2 ms, under a tenth of the total end-to-end
cost of updating the perspective graph with a new delegated attestation. We do not believe these
overheads are intrinsic, and could potentially be reduced with changes to the implementation. One
candidate is the moving away from the use of Gob[60] encoding when placing objects into the
perspective database. This is a convenient encoding format as it can represent complex Go types,
including interfaces and substructures, without any additional code. It is not the most efficient,
however. If a special-purpose representation of entities, attestations and keys were made just for
their storage in the local database (distinct from their canonical DER representation), we could
likely reduce the time spent performing serialization and deserialization. One option might be us-
ing a higher performance less-feature-rich encoding, such as MsgPack [59], at the cost of increased
code complexity.

In practice, these operations are already fast enough that normal use is not encumbered by
them. Changes to the permission graph are normally triggered by human actions, and the 80ms it
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takes to process a new attestation is far less than the tens of seconds it takes a human to grant new
permissions, meaning these operations are not the bottleneck.

Proof Building and Verification
As discussed in §3.8, discovering new permissions is the slowest operation in Graph Based Autho-
rization. The time taken to update the perspective graph is linear in the number of new attestations,
and is generally a multiple of UpdatePerspectiveAttestationDirect and UpdatePerspectiveAttes-
tationDelegated, depending on if the attestation is one hop (direct) or more (delegated), with a
network round trip per attestation to retrieve the ciphertext from ULDM storage. This is shown
in Fig. 6.7a. It can be seen that it takes about 750 milliseconds to add ten new attestations to the
perspective graph, and this includes all cryptographic operations and indexing of the new keys. We
believe that this is fast enough to not pose any problems, considering that attestations are typically
created as a result of human-triggered events that take place at much lower frequencies.
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Figure 6.7: Vertical line in Fig. 6.7b is the expected maximum proof length for common applica-
tions.

Proof building is also linear in the size of the proof, assuming the topology of the graph allows
for pruning of the paths that are traversed. It is possible for proof building to have very different
complexities depending on the topology of the graph, as one can see from the discussion in §6.9.
Proof building times for different sizes of linear topology are shown in dashed blue in Fig. 6.7b.
In our deployments we have found that most proofs are less than five delegations long, and this is
shown by the vertical red line. It can be seen that even proofs with five delegations complete in
under 15ms which is comparable to the latency of the sequence of network round trips that would
occur in traditional authorization systems.

Proof verification is always linear in the number of constituent attestations. The time taken
to verify a proof with varying numbers of delegations is shown in solid green in Fig. 6.7b. Proof
verification is very fast, completing in under 10ms for proofs with five delegations.

Traditional Authorization Flow
To compare WAVE against a traditional authorization system, we benchmark the time taken by a
representative Discretionary Access Control backend to turn a username and password into an au-
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thorization policy using an OpenLDAP server (which authenticates the user and yields the groups
they are part of) and a MySQL database (which turns the groups into policy). Both the LDAP and
SQL servers are available to the backend with negligible network latency (less than 0.1ms).

The results are shown in Table 6.1. For a WAVE proof mirroring the single-delegation structure
present in the LDAP/OAuth2 case, the proof verifies in a sixth of the time taken by the traditional
LDAP flow. For a case where transitive delegation has been used three times and the proof consists
of three attestations, the WAVE verification is about half the time of the single-delegation LDAP
flow.

System Authentication Authorization
LDAP+MySQL 6.3ms 0.8ms
OAuth2 JWT 0.3ms
WAVE 1 attest. 1.2ms
WAVE 3 attest. 3.6ms

Table 6.1: Latency of LDAP+MySQL, OAuth2 vs. WAVE.

We also add the time taken to verify an OAuth2 JWT token containing the authorization policy
in the form of scopes. As in WAVE, OAuth2 offers a bearer token that can be validated without
communicating with the server. In this case, validating a JSON Web Token with a 2048-bit RSA
signature takes 0.3ms. WAVE is roughly 4x slower, but completely removes the centralized token-
issuing server, leaving the user as the only authority in the system. In OAuth a compromised token
issuing server can generate valid tokens without the user’s knowledge.

Note that although OAuth2 has added a form of delegation [71], it requires the OAuth2 server
to issue a new token, so is identical to the single-delegation scenario tested here.

This example shows that using WAVE as a replacement for common authorization flows will
likely not reduce performance, despite providing transitive delegation and removing all central
authorities.

6.11 Summary
We have constructed a fully working prototype of WAVE, with an implementation of RDE (Chapter
5) and ULDM storage (Chapter 4). Although there is definitely room for improvement in the
implementation, even this prototype offers performance numbers that are comparable to leading
commercial authorization systems. This demonstrates that graph based authorization is a feasible
alternative to centralized systems.

Future work on the implementation may focus on caching at different layers of the system, and
on improving the efficiency of serialization and deserialization when writing to and reading from
the perspective graph in local storage.

As discussed in §5.7, there are advantages to introducing KP-ABE as an alternative to WKD-
IBE for RDE. This should be straightforward given the use of ASN.1 EXTERNAL types identified
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by OID within WAVE objects and should be able to be done in a way that allows existing attesta-
tions to remain valid.
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Chapter 7

Microservices in the Built Environment

Although presented in isolation in the previous chapters, the initial use case that led to the de-
sign of WAVE was authorization in the built environment. The built environment is an excellent
example of a distributed system spanning multiple authorization domains with multiple tiers of
administration and a variety of devices and services that require fine-grained access control mech-
anisms. It is also an area where security has not been well addressed, with several high profile
breaches of building control systems occurring over the past few years [77]. This chapter presents
a microservice-oriented extensible building operating system based on WAVE that helps to unify
authorization and management. This chapter appears in more detail in [6].

7.1 Building Operating Systems Background
Where traditional Building Management Systems (BMS) in commercial buildings provide a cen-
tral point of supervisory control that is connected to and providing set-points for many dedicated
direct controllers and provide a limited set of services (status screens, schedules, logging, trending,
alarms), Building Operating Systems (BOS) seek to provide richer functionality, flexibility, exten-
sibility, and federation. Rather than a separate system for HVAC, lighting, etc., these are integrated
in a common BOS. New systems, such as electrical usage monitoring [39], environmental or CO2
sensing [106], or appliance control [30], are often further integrated with these conventional build-
ing subsystems to support new operating modes, such as demand response or demand controlled
ventilation.

Over the past few years, building operating systems have converged on an architecture similar
to that shown in Figure 7.1. This has a set of services acting as a hardware presentation layer
for a heterogeneous set of hardware accessed over a variety of interfaces. The HPL serves to
promote different devices to a common communication format on a bus. Higher level services,
including archivers for time-series data, metadata stores, query processors, controllers, arbiters,
and schedulers attach to the bus (as additional persistent processes) and support portable applica-
tions, including occupant-centered conditioning, energy analytics, diagnostics, prognostics, model
predictive control, and so on. These applications are also essentially persistent processes dropped
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Figure 7.1: Common Building Operating System Architecture

into the cyber-physical building distributed system, where they can be accessed in turn by services
performing data analysis, automation and storage.

Despite the convergence at other layers, there has not been an agreement on how security
and authorization are implemented. Some systems implement security in the broker/archiver (e.g.,
Mortar.io [93], Sensor Andrew [96], HomeOS [42]), some have distinct security models for sensing
vs actuation (e.g BOSS [38]), some assume applications are fully trusted (e.g VOLTTRON 2.x [4])
and many simply rely on the applications to implement security.

A decentralized authorization, system such as WAVE, is a good match for building operating
systems as it allows the intrinsically distributed system to avoid the use of a centralized author-
ity. Such a system preserves the converged architecture of Fig. 7.1 while improving security and
manageability.

Hardware Presentation
The many distributed sense and control points in the built environment are on a variety of different
interconnects (RS485, BACnet, Ethernet, WiFi, LoWPAN, etc.) with a variety of different access
methods and protocols. To unify these, BOS wrap these devices with persistent processes acting
as a hardware presentation layer. This layer of abstraction, which centers on the common notion
of a persistent process acting as a device driver, has taken a number of similar forms in prior
work. For example, HomeOS [42] features service interfaces, Beam [101] has adapter modules,
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and BOSS [38] has sMAP drivers [39]. In all these cases, the drivers communicate over a common
syndication layer for device and service discovery, data reporting, and actuation.

Unlike application services, these drivers usually have restrictions on where they can run. For
example they may need to be in a particular location that is either physically connected to existing
building communication media (e.g., BACNet), or inside a local network (e.g., to connect to a local
smart thermostat that exposes an insecure HTTP interface).

Syndication
The syndication tier is the backbone in Figure 7.1 that connects all services, drivers and applica-
tions. The majority of BOS have converged on the publish/subscribe resource-oriented communi-
cation paradigm within this syndication tier as it offers advantages such as location transparency,
easy multicasting of messages between arbitrary and dynamic collections of producers and con-
sumers, and a clean abstraction for event-based programming. In BOSS [38] and sMAP [39] the
pub/sub broker is strongly coupled with the data archiver, and is used for sensing but not all forms
of actuation. Similarly HomeOS [42] and Beam [101] both have a single server performing mes-
sage dispatch and archiving, although the semantics of the communication channels differ. Sensor
Andrew and Mortar.io use XMPP [115] which is closest to Figure 7.1 as the broker performs purely
syndication and authorization, leaving data archival as a distinct service.

Note that in all of the above systems, the syndication mechanism is also a centralized autho-
rization authority, which we can use WAVE to avoid.

Data Archive
Most building operating systems gather and store sensor data for applications, such as energy
data analytics and occupancy-based environmental control. Storage of and access to this data
is typically managed by a central authority, normally the building administrators. To deploy a
sensor that reports building data or an application that consumes sensor data, one has to obtain
permissions from the central authority. This pattern is present in BuildingDepot [2] and in BOSS
[38] for example. Some approaches distribute the data (e.g., Mortar.io [93, 27]) but employ a
centralized authorization system.

It is necessary, as we expand from the building to the built environment, to have an architecture
supporting multiple archivers and storage systems, owned and managed by different people.

Applications
Much of the functionality of a building operating system is derived from the set of persistent ser-
vices and applications it hosts. Some of these perform analytics on data to create new streams
of information (e.g., anomaly detection [56] and occupancy sensing [9]), some of these perform
control of building processes (e.g., demand response [9] and model predictive control [72]) with
the aim of reducing power consumption or improving occupant comfort, and some provide mis-
cellaneous services (e.g., visualization services).
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7.2 An eXtensible Building Operating System
WAVE provides security primitives, but by itself does not act as an operating system. XBOS, the
eXtensible Building Operating System, is built on top of WAVE and fulfills the role of a building
operating system by using microservices: small single-purpose persistent processes. The notion
of a microservice architecture for large scale distributed system design is already well known and
well proven. The contribution here is the synergy between microservices and the authorization
model of WAVE. Core to this system is the development of a new syndication tier that uses WAVE
to provide decentralized authorization. This is in contrast to the centralized ACLs used in most
existing publish/subscribe systems, such as XMPP [115] or MQTT [13].

Secure Syndication
Security in XBOS is predominantly enforced at the syndication layer. We discuss the details and
advantages of this particular architecture in Chapter 8, but the synopsis is that is allows heteroge-
neous services and devices to be managed using fairly uniform security policies. To enable this,
we construct a publish/subscribe system, WAVE Messaging Queues (WAVEMQ) that integrates
WAVE for security. Specifically, what are typically referred to as topics in publish/subscribe sys-
tems, become WAVE resource URIs. This means that the RTree policy type can express exactly to
which streams of messages a user can publish or subscribe. WAVEMQ will also act as a WAVE
daemon, building proofs for users, attaching proofs to every message, and validating the proofs for
received messages. We discuss WAVEMQ in detail in Chapter 8.

An additional aspect of WAVEMQ that is relevant here, is that by enforcing WAVE policies in
the broker (or router as it is called in WAVEMQ), we ensure that unauthorized messages do not
get transmitted to clients. This makes it harder for an attacker to mount a Denial of Service (DOS)
attack against services communicating using WAVEMQ. This property is explored more fully in
the next chapter.

Containerized, Persistent Services
Underpinning XBOS is a solution to an oft overlooked issue in microservice architectures and in
building operating systems in general: where do these services run and how are they managed?
Concretely, this equates to six questions, driven by service lifecycle:

1. How does a service obtain permissions to consume its input resources and produce its output
resources?

2. How does a service obtain its initial configuration?

3. How does a service get scheduled to run?

4. How is the service isolated such that failure does not couple to colocated but unrelated ser-
vices?
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5. How is a service monitored and how is authority to monitor it obtained?

6. How is a service retired?

Resolving these questions at a low level can drastically reduce the complexity at higher layers.
The status quo, even on embedded devices, is to have a Linux device on a trusted network and
create accounts for each administrator allowing them to run processes that are then managed over
SSH.

This works well at a small scale, but complexity quickly gets out of hand. If a single admin
is compromised, that account has full access to all resources on the local network. Services can
use too much memory or CPU time, affecting other services. Remnants of old services accumulate
and dependency conflicts (e.g., versions of python libraries) complicate new service deployment.
Integration is done by sharing SSH credentials obscuring who and what has access at any given
time. These problems, while individually insignificant, as a whole contribute to a high management
overhead and limit the scalability and usefulness of the overall system.

Spawnpoint is a ground-up solution to these problems. Its purpose is to deploy, run, and moni-
tor the microservices, which together form an instance of XBOS, within managed execution con-
tainers. Thus, Spawnpoint can be thought of as the “proto-service” combining Docker and WAVE
upon which all other microservices are built. It begins with the realization that the resources re-
quired for persistent processes (e.g., CPU time) are the same as any other resources (e.g., sensor
data) and can be managed using the same WAVE and WAVEMQ primitives. The ability to de-
ploy and manipulate microservices is tied to the ability to publish commands on certain WAVEMQ
URIs, while the visibility of execution containers, as well as the computational resources that back
them, is contingent on the ability to subscribe to messages on certain WAVEMQ URIs. Spawn-
point enforces isolation between running services and also performs admission control to ensure
that resources do not become oversubscribed.

A microservice to be deployed into a Spawnpoint is described declaratively in a manifest that
encompasses:

1. What code to run

2. What environment it needs (libraries and version etc.)

3. The configuration parameters

4. The isolation parameters (CPU time, memory, network access, etc.)

5. Placement restrictions (requiring a particular architecture, or particular network)

The microservice is then instantiated simply by using WAVEMQ to publish this manifest to a URI
representing a Spawnpoint instance that satisfies the necessary placement constraints. This instance
is responsible for managing a specific collection of computational resources (e.g., an on-premises
server or a cloud-based virtual machine). Note that the publication of this manifest is no different
from any other WAVEMQ operation, so a WAVE proof is generated by the sending WAVEMQ
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daemon and validated by the receiving WAVEMQ daemon in spawnpoint. Upon receipt of a new
service manifest, the Spawnpoint daemon builds a docker container with the correct environment
and code. It injects the configuration parameters (including the WAVE Entity that represents the
microservice) and launches the container, using cgroups to enforce the isolation parameters. Var-
ious monitoring metrics, such as CPU usage, memory usage and program output, are streamed to
WAVEMQ URIs representing that microservice. Monitoring and logging of microservices is thus
accomplished through WAVEMQ subscriptions.

This approach borrows heavily from microservice systems, such as Kubernetes [57], but is
distinguished by the use of WAVE and WAVEMQ for the protected control interface (rather than
a REST API as in Kubernetes). Spawnpoint makes creating, manipulating, and monitoring a mi-
croservice no different from any other operation on a WAVEMQ URI. Therefore, Spawnpoint
inherits all of the permission verification and delegation benefits of WAVE without any complexity
added to its own implementation. In particular, this gives a user the ability to independently and
locally delegate partial access to the services they control, and manage that delegation. In addition,
it adds transparent and effective DDOS protection to services, a problem usually poorly mitigated
by costly over-provisioning.

This ability to partially trust services (with fine grained control over what they have access to
and what resources they use when running), allows us to run third party applications that we do
not fully trust. This is a critical feature provided by computer operating systems for decades, but is
often ignored in the built environment or IoT context. One could imagine that building monitoring
and alerting would be an off-the-shelf third party application that you install on your building. You
vaguely trust the application to do its job, but that does not mean you should be forced to trust
that it will not attempt unauthorized actions or that you must audit the application yourself (e.g.,
in VOLTTRON [4]).

7.3 A Secure Building Operating System
Using WAVE for authorization, WAVEMQ for communication, and Spawnpoint for service de-
ployment and management, it becomes possible to efficiently provision and maintain applications
for the built environment as collections of microservices running on distributed infrastructure. A
traditional approach to authority in this setting would require administrators to create SSH creden-
tials for each service developer on each machine they wish to use. This cannot scale to a large
number of machines or users and is cumbersome to maintain over time. Instead, WAVE’s permis-
sions graph can dictate who is allowed to deploy code to various Spawnpoint-managed machines,
abstracted as WAVEMQ URIs. This gives rise to a more flexible and dynamic model where mi-
croservices are rapidly deployed and can even be provisioned on-demand, such as when a new
occupant enters a building.

XBOS, the eXtensible Building Operating System, fulfills the role of a building operating sys-
tem by using microservices deployed with Spawnpoint. XBOS’s microservices include device
drivers, services for data cleaning, and adapters to either transform data or wrap software inter-
faces to ensure compatibility. These services are each pushed to a Spawnpoint instance, poten-
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Figure 7.2: The XBOS URI structure capturing services and interfaces to enable autodiscovery

tially running in the cloud or on premises, where they interact and form compositions with other
microservices via communication over WAVEMQ.

XBOS services and interfaces
While WAVE (and consequently WAVEMQ) permits resource URIs to have any form, we have
found it convenient to create a set of conventions on URI format as shown in Figure 7.2. These
conventions then permit service and interface discovery, as well as metadata propagation.

A service, in the abstract overlay sense, is a logical grouping of interfaces. A single physical
device, such as a thermostat, would be a service. A controller or scheduler would also be a service.

Within a service, there are multiple interfaces. A service may implement multiple interfaces
and these may offer overlapping functionality. For example a thermostat may offer a temperature
sensor interface alongside a generic thermostat interface and a vendor specific thermostat interface.
This allows applications designed to consume temperature sensor data to interact with that part of
the thermostat, without needing to know anything about thermostats.

The interfaces composing a service do not need to all be implemented by the same running
process. If an application requires an interface that a service does not expose, it is common to
spawn an adapter process that consumes existing interfaces and refactors them into a new interface
for purposes of interoperability.

Interfaces are broken into signals which are resources emitted by the interface, and slots which
are resources consumed by the interface. A thermostat would have a slot for changing the setpoint
and a signal for the current temperature, for example.

Metadata can be attached to services and interfaces by using persisted messages in WAVEMQ.
This metadata provides additional context for the service or interface. For example it may convey
that the thermostat service represents a device in a particular room in a particular building.

The format of this metadata is not constrained by WAVEMQ, but again some conventions help
with interoperability. Within XBOS we are using the Brick schema [11].

Types of microservices
Following the converged architecture, XBOS is composed of three categories of microservices,
which could potentially be drawn from existing efforts.
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Driver

A driver serves to elevate the existing interface of a device to a WAVEMQ interface within a
WAVEMQ service. This interface is often an insecure local area network connection which restricts
the placement of the driver to the same local network as the device. The device is then firewalled
to only allow communication with the Spawnpoint on that network. This ensures that the WAVE
security policies cannot be bypassed by going directly to the device.

The notion of a driver performing hardware abstraction has existed in almost all prior work
in operating systems for the built environment. The improvements here in security and ease of
management are inherited from WAVE and Spawnpoint.

Analysis and adaptation

Many applications in the built environment act to take some input data, transform it, and produce
some output information. We can assume that the the inputs and outputs are WAVEMQ resources
as the driver infrastructure takes care of the protocol adaptation required. Therefore there are no
placement restrictions on these services. It may be beneficial to run these on a platform where
computation is cheap (for example the cloud), especially for heavyweight analytics like computer
vision and machine learning.

In the majority of cases, the security policy of the application can be completely expressed
as a set of permitted input resources and permitted output resources, e.g., what the application
can see and who can see what it produces. In some cases (e.g., in [10]) more complex policy
is required, such as ”X can see office occupancy only during work hours, or X can see aggregate
information about a floor, but not individual offices”. This can be implemented by spawning a
policy adapter microservice that consumes the raw information, validates it against the policy, and
publishes information in accordance with the policy. The end user is then granted permission to
consume only the output of the policy adapter, not the raw data. This allows arbitrarily complex
logic to be enforced.

Controllers

A controller consumes a set of sensing and parameter resources and writes to a set of actuation
resources. Examples include things like setpoint schedules, setbacks, etc. As above, there are no
placement restrictions, which allows complex controllers such as model predictive control, to be
executed where computational resources are cheap.

Heavyweight services
Some services are more heavyweight and do not benefit much from the platform abstraction that
Spawnpoint provides. A good example is an archiver. For a large deployment, the archiver will
likely have a dedicated server with several RAID arrays. In addition, there is typically a static
globally-routed IP address associated with the service. At this time Spawnpoint is not designed to
offer this, so these services can be deployed outside Spawnpoint.
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This does not affect the interfaces exposed over WAVEMQ - consumers are always indifferent
to the location and platform a service is running on - but it does mean that health monitoring and
administration tasks such as upgrades must be done using conventional tools and methods.

7.4 Summary
This chapter presents a brief overview of a secure building operating system that leverages WAVE
for authorization policies and WAVEMQ for syndication. There are many benefits to such a build-
ing operating system that are out of scope for this dissertation, but a key contribution that is rele-
vant to our goal of decentralized authorization is the hardware adaptation layer. The architecture
of XBOS allows us to adapt the heterogeneous interfaces for devices within the built environment,
presenting a uniform set of interfaces upon which a homogeneous security policy can be defined.
We discuss this further in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Secure Syndication for IoT

Throughout the development of XBOS, we discovered first-hand that managing distributed IoT
systems is a complex task. One of the major sources of complexity is ensuring that all the devices
and services are appropriately secured, especially as the set of authorized users evolves over time.
This management can be simplified by having a unified security model so that administrators can
reason about a homogeneous set of security policies where similar actions across similar devices
or services are granted in the same way. In addition, we can reduce the room for error by having a
single record of truth for authorization, as opposed to a fragmented set of device-specific security
policies where some devices may not support a policy mechanism expressive enough to reach the
desired security goals. For example, many IoT devices have an authorization interface consisting
of only a single username and password. As a result, the only policy they can affect is a boolean
one of no-control vs absolute control. This is also further complicated by the fact that such an
authorization mechanism does not map well onto patterns of authorization that include delegation.

One method for increasing the homogeneity of security policies is to apply security at a higher
layer of abstraction than the raw device functionality, thereby sidestepping the limitations of
device-specific authorization functionality. As shown in Fig. 8.1, as abstraction increases, so does
the uniformity of security policies. At the extreme level, every device is abstracted to a single
boolean specifying if a user can use the device or service (all access to all functionality) or if they
cannot. The goal is to identify the right amount of abstraction so that similar devices or services
can have similar policies applied to them but security policies retain the granularity that matches
the user’s requirements.

This pattern applies to services, too. A low level of abstraction for a service would be an
application-specific policy that reasons about constraints and requirements that are not applicable
to other applications. This makes it hard to write cross-service authorization policy. A syndication-
level policy would specify at a higher level, deciding which RPC functions can be invoked, for
example, assuming that the mapping from service to resource is done at the function level. If the
service adheres to common interfaces (as is the case in XBOS), then services of a similar type
can have identical authorization policy applied to them, even though they may be implemented in
different ways.

The syndication layer appears to be this ideal location. In the XBOS architecture, all interac-
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tions with devices and services occur through this syndication layer, so if security is applied here,
it carries through into the security of the device as a whole. This assumes that other methods of
access to the device (e.g. physical or other digital connections) are made unavailable or are secured
through other means.

As we discuss in §7.3, devices in XBOS have a microservice adaptation layer in front of them
that can present the control and sensing interfaces of the device as resources compatible with the
syndication layer. In our case, these microservices present control and sense points as publish/sub-
scribe resources.

This chapter presents the design of the WAVE Messaging Queues secure publish/subscribe
syndication layer for IoT.

8.1 Resource Design For Syndication Security
The microservice representing a device presents resources that can be published to for actuating
the device and resources that can be subscribed to for consuming the sensor data the device gen-
erates. If we apply a security policy at the syndication layer that filters out unauthorized publish
or subscribe commands, then services and the devices they represent can operate with a simple
policy of “if I receive a command, it is authorized”. This simplifies the programming of devices
and services. This also, for better or for worse, matches the security policy of many IoT devices on
the market that rely on a secured network and do not implement any of their own access control.

The granularity of the security policies in this approach is then determined by the granular-
ity of the communication interfaces. Consider a device service that exposes just two interfaces:
/sensors and /control. Such a service allows permissions to be granted independently for
access to the sensor data and actuation of the device, but that is the extent of the granularity. The
policy can not differentiate between the different types of commands that are sent to /control
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or the different sensors that are published on /sensors, at least not without the service observing
the proof and performing its own additional authorization, which we are attempting to avoid.

Instead, a properly segregated service might publish sensor data on distinct resources such as
/sensors/temperature and /sensors/occupancy and have unique control points for each
type of command or piece of adjustable state such as /control/setpoint and /control/

schedule. This allows syndication-level policy to express much finer granularity, where one
might, for example, grant access to see environmental conditions but not personal activity. This
segregation offers other non-security benefits as well, such as the ability to subscribe to just the
data you are interested in, reducing network traffic, so the designer of a service is motivated to use
distinct resources even if not considering the security benefits.

Therefore, to allow for expressive security policies, we construct our microservices to have
distinct resources for each set of sensing and actuation points that we would grant access to. It is
acceptable to bundle sensing points into a single resource if permissions on those sensing points
will always be granted together. Fig. 7.2 in the previous chapter shows the structure of resources
in XBOS that adheres to this design pattern.

8.2 Denial Of Service Resistance
Publish/Subscribe systems can be implemented in two major ways: with a broker, such as MQT-
T/AMQP, and without, such as ZeroMQ. When considering the effects on security, there is an
advantage to the broker-based design: the devices in the system are only communicating with one
host at Layer 3 – the broker. This allows very simple firewall rules to prevent any other network
traffic from reaching the device being secured. With a brokerless design, such as ZeroMQ, traffic
flows directly between participants so the the firewall rules need to be adjusted every time a new
participant needs to communicate with the device.

The importance of static network policies as allowed by the broker design cannot be overstated.
In this design all communication occurs with the broker and all other traffic is rejected. The more
dynamic evolution of authorization policies can then take place using WAVE, without requiring
additional interactions with the network firewall appliances. For example, if a new controller is
installed that requires access to several sensors, no changes need to be made to firewall policies. In
contrast, good security using the brokerless design or standard peer-to-peer model would require
constant updates to firewall rules for each pair of communicating services and devices. As a
result, administrators tend to favor the less secure but easier to maintain “secure network” model
which allows all devices and services within the “secure network” to communicate with each other
(e.g. [4]). As discussed in §3.8, this approach is at odds with new trends in network security such
as BeyondCorp [111] which argues that a “secure network” is not achievable. Enforcing network
security only at the perimeter was the reason that Target was hacked through its HVAC system [77].
WAVE offers an alternative that we believe is equally easy to administer with significantly better
security characteristics.

This is one of the ways that careful engineering of the syndication system can reduce the
management overhead of a distributed IoT system: reducing the amount of configuration that
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must be manually kept in-sync by system administrators. For this reason we exclusively consider
the design of a broker-based syndication system, although WAVE can be applied to all forms of
syndication.

In a broker-based publish/subscribe system, we are presented with another opportunity to in-
crease system security. In addition to verifying the WAVE proofs at the endpoints (the recipient of
messages), we can additionally enforce the security policy in the broker itself. We do not wish to
trust the broker (which would constitute a central point of weakness) so we will need to continue
verifying the proof attached to each message at the endpoints, but additionally enforcing the policy
at the broker has an advantage: denial of service attacks are much harder to mount. Unauthorized
messages sent by an attacker to an IoT device will be filtered out at the broker level, rather than
making their way to the device and being dropped there. IoT devices are often resource constrained
in multiple ways, having limited CPU power, operating over low-bandwidth wireless connections
and in some cases even running off battery power. This means that even a modest amount of traffic
could easily overwhelm it. In contrast, the broker is running in the cloud where it is easy to dy-
namically increase capacity in response to increased load. By ensuring that no unauthorized traffic
reaches the end devices we limit the attack surface considerably.

Note that in order for policy enforcement at the broker to be effective, all other channels to the
resource constrained device (such as direct IP connections) must be secured by other means, such
as a firewall placed before all bandwidth-constrained links.

Syndication-level security policies lend themselves well to enforcement at the broker, as the
information the broker requires to place messages in the correct queues (the resources) is the same
as the information required to enforce the security policy.

8.3 Intermittent Connectivity
A property of legacy building control systems that remains valuable as we move forward towards
IoT replacements is that of local control: if a system loses internet connectivity, it should continue
to operate with as much functionality as possible. As a simple example, if a residential building
loses its internet connection, that should not affect the operation of the lights or thermostat within
the building. Yet, when these devices are connected, they should be able to make use of external
resources.

The typical publish/subscribe architecture has a single broker that relays all messages in the
system. In the multi-building case, it is likely this broker is located somewhere central, such as a
cloud datacenter. Consequently, a loss of internet connectivity at one building would prevent all
traffic from flowing between devices and services at that building, even though they still have a
network connection between them. Even when not considering failure, it is desirable to limit the
traffic that must flow out of the building just to be redirected back into the building to a service on
the same network.

The solution is a tiered publish-subscribe system where there are site-local brokers that can
relay local traffic between devices and services within the site, and a higher-tier central broker that
can relay traffic between sites.
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Figure 8.2: The topology of a WAVEMQ deployment.

Additionally, these brokers should perform queuing so that, where possible, a temporary loss of
internet connectivity at a site does not result in a loss of data being streamed to off-site monitoring
systems but rather just a delay in the data.

When searching for an authorization system that matches this model of potentially-disconnected
site brokers and non-interactive message delivery, one quickly realizes that the authorization sys-
tems that are in widespread use do not cleanly apply in this case. Centralized ACL based systems
would not permit site-local traffic to be authorized during internet outages and bearer-token based
authorization systems would not work well with delayed message delivery as the tokens may expire
while the message is in the queue.

In contrast, WAVE works well in this setting. WAVE proofs remain valid until a constituent
attestation is revoked or expired, unlike short-lived bearer tokens. Furthermore, WAVE proofs are
verifiable without any communication with an external service (with the exception of the optional
revocation checks). We develop a WAVE-based tiered publish/subscribe system called WAVEMQ.

8.4 WAVEMQ System Overview
WAVEMQ combines WAVE’s proofs and Resource Tree authorization policies with tiered pub-
lish/subscribe message routing. As shown in Fig. 8.2, local message delivery is performed by a
site router and inter-site message delivery is performed by a designated router. We name this a
designated router as it is the router that has been designated as canonical for a specific WAVE
namespace.

The architecture of a WAVEMQ router is shown in Fig. 8.3. At the core lies message routing.
This component receives authorized messages and distributes them to peer connections, and local
connections, through queues. Local connections exist only on site routers and are established with
devices or services. The peer server component exists only on designated routers and receives
uplink and downlink peering requests from site routers.
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All peering connections use a unique TLS bootstrapping mechanism that uses ephemeral self-
signed certificates for TLS, but then includes a WAVE signature of the self-signed certificate, along
side a proof that the entity that made the signature is authorized for message routing. For example
when a site router connects to the designated router, the designated router will return a signature
over its ephemeral certificate made with the router’s entity, and also return a proof that the names-
pace has granted permission to the router’s entity to route traffic for the namespace.

This mechanism allows us to use TLS for transport security without relying on the Certificate
Authority infrastructure which is a central authority. The compromise of a CA allows for the
generation of seemingly valid certificates for arbitrary domains, which has happened several times
[63, 62, 61]. Our bootstrapped TLS certificates do not suffer from this vulnerability.

As shown in Fig. 8.4, WAVEMQ uses unified upstream queues (shared among all resources
within a namespace) to buffer messages from the site router to the designated router. In contrast,
every subscription has a unique downstream queue so that different subscriptions do not interfere
with each other. The service on the left in Fig. 8.4 has two subscriptions, so the site router has two
queues for it. There are two matching queues in the designated router for these subscriptions as
well. Services do not have upstream queues: it is assumed that the network connection between
services and site routers is reliable. This is also motivated by the desire to keep the implementation
of device services simple and place all complexity within the syndication service. Downstream
queues exist at the site routers because we assume that services themselves are not reliable and
may restart or temporarily go offline.
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8.5 WAVE in WAVEMQ
When a service connects to a WAVEMQ site router, that site router also acts as the WAVE agent
for the service. The service does not interact with WAVE itself, instead proof generation and
verification is done by WAVEMQ on behalf of the service. The service is typically run on the same
machine as the site router so that secure IPC can be used for communication.

For example, when a service abstracting a sensor publishes data, it will send its entity pri-
vate key to the WAVEMQ site router along with it’s request to publish the message. Internally,
WAVEMQ will determine the proof that is necessary to show the message is authorized, and it
will use WAVE to generate the proof on behalf of the service. This proof is then attached to the
message, and the pair is sent to the designated router. The designated router will verify the proof
and drop the message if the proof is invalid. If the proof is valid, the message and proof pair will be
enqueued for delivery to various site routers. When the site routers receive the message/proof pair
they will re-verify the proof. This re-verification ensures that a compromised designated router is
unable to generate or forward invalid traffic that will affect clients: it will be dropped by the site
routers. Thus we avoid making the designated router a central authority.

8.6 Caching in WAVEMQ
Generating and validating WAVE proofs, while reasonably fast, is still much slower than the time it
takes to route and deliver a message. On the site router, significant time is spent on both generation
and validation of a proof. On the designated router, only validation is performed.

To optimize proof generation, we can add a cache. The key in this cache is the concatenation of
an entity private key and the desired policy, and the cache stores the resulting WAVE proof. This
will allow proof generation to be skipped most of the time, only needing to occur if the previous
proof becomes invalid due to expiry or revocation. For proof validation, we can cache the policy
resulting from a validation, indexed by the hash of the proof, allowing us to skip the validation
step when identical proofs are used for identical operations (as typically happens for a stream
of published messages). In both cases, we make sure to invalidate the cache when there is an
expiry and we check for revocations frequently (every few minutes). An administrator configures
a maximum time that revocation checks can be skipped for in the event of the site losing internet
connectivity, as revocation checks must contact the global storage tier.

In addition to caching the results of proof build and validation operations, we cache the proofs
themselves so that they are not transmitted over the internet repeatedly. A proof can be hundreds
of kilobytes, whereas a message payload may only be handful of bytes. Transmitting the proof
with each message can drastically increase the bandwidth required for a message stream. Instead,
when transmitting messages, the routers send the full proof on the first message and send the hash
for each subsequent message. If the proof is not found in the cache on the remote side, it sends
back a “send full proof” error and the originating router will retransmit the message with the full
proof attached.
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Figure 8.5: The WAVEMQ configuration used for latency benchmarking
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Figure 8.6: End-to-end latency CDF for 200 devices reporting at 1Hz with caching enabled

8.7 WAVEMQ Performance Evaluation
The most important performance metric for a syndication system is end-to-end latency. In par-
ticular, as the latency in WAVEMQ is the result of “busy” crypto work, the latency drives the
throughput. The throughput of a router is roughly NumCores/Latency.

We configure three site routers and a designated router as illustrated in Fig. 8.5. These are
emulated on AWS EC2 using an m5.4xlarge machines for each site, and one for the designated
router. Each of the sites has a set of devices (either 100 or 10, depending on the experiment) and
a controller that locally subscribes to all of the data from the devices within that site. The third
site router has an archiver service which subscribes to all of the devices in both sites. We measure
the latency from the device to the controller (site-local delivery) as well as from the device to the
archiver (remote delivery).

The first experiment is with a normal caching configuration. Here proof generation and val-
idation are cached. Fig. 8.6a shows the cumulative distribution function for the latency in the
site-local delivery case where 95% of messages are delivered in under 0.75 ms. Fig. 8.6b shows
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Figure 8.7: End-to-end latency CDF for 20 devices reporting at 1Hz with no caching enabled

the case where the messages are delivered remotely, passing through the designated router in ad-
dition to two site routers. Here, 95% of messages are delivered in under 9ms. This performance
is comparable to traditional publish/subscribe messaging systems. [97] evaluates several MQTT
implementations and finds the end-to-end latency of message delivery under similar loads to be
between 1 ms and 9 ms in the single-broker case.

To characterize the importance of caches, we run the same experiment with all caching in
WAVEMQ disabled. Fig. 8.7a illustrates the latency between the send-message command on a
device and when it is received on the controller. This latency is quite severe, with a mean of 160
ms, as every message must first update the perspective graph, build a proof and validate it. Fig. 8.7b
has a mean of 180 ms as it must validate each proof an additional time in addition to the queuing
overhead of transmission through the designated router.

This experiment highlights how important caching is for WAVE: the cached version of WAVEMQ
has performance comparable to a traditional publish/subscribe system whereas the version with no
caching has a very high latency that would reduce throughput and potentially be noticeable at an
application level.

8.8 Hiding Proofs From The Router
In the XBOS model, the sites are independent trust domains and the traffic all flows to a single
WAVEMQ designated router. This means that the designated router should not be trusted to enforce
security policies or keep data private.

In the design of WAVEMQ presented thus far, the designated router is not entrusted with en-
forcing authorization policies - the site router validates all the proofs, so a compromised designated
router cannot make a site router deliver invalid messages to clients. In addition, messages can be
end-to-end encrypted, preventing the designated router from reading the contents of the messages.
Nevertheless, the designated router is in a position to read the contents of the proofs as it requires
this information to filter out invalid messages, giving us the denial of service resistance property.
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The proofs show the chains of delegation which may reveal some organizational metadata. We
can, however, alter the design of WAVEMQ slightly to remove the need for the router to see the
contents of proofs. This section details two methods that can achieve this.

The first method uses anonymous proofs, as discussed in §5.10. The second leverages Intel
Software Guard eXtensions (SGX).

Anonymous Proof
WAVE’s anonymous proof scheme allows you to form a proof that you have permissions corre-
sponding to a particular partition. Recall that a partition is a function of the policy and is more
generic (there are multiple possible policies that map to the same partition).

This means that an anonymous proof may show that the prover has more permissions than they
really do, but it will never show that they have less permissions. This means that it is safe for
the designated router to drop messages from site routers that are unable to provide an anonymous
proof showing permissions greater than those required to publish the given message (or begin the
given subscription). There may be false positives – messages that get accepted when they should
not be – but there will not be false negatives – messages that get dropped when they should not be.
As an entity cannot generate an anonymous proof unless it has very similar permissions to what
it is claiming, we still limit the scope of denial of service attacks as an attacker must have gained
very similar permissions on a resource in the same namespace in order to mount an attack.

In this scheme the designated router learns the resource that the message must be sent on, as
this is in plaintext, but it does not learn the information in the proof, such as which entities gave
the sender permissions.

Using SGX
Proof verification could be moved inside an SGX enclave, which would allow full proofs (not
anonymous proofs) to be verified without the designated router learning the contents of the proof.
This would remove the possibility for false positives that exist in the anonymous proof mechanism
above.

SGX, however, is all built on the assumption that the hardware is constructed correctly and has
no flaws. As the technology is quite new, researchers are still discovering the limitations of SGX
and discovering vulnerabilities in SGX programs and the SGX implementation [112, 69]. WAVE
was constructed to rely upon cryptography, not trusted hardware.

If one is willing to use SGX, however, and accept the associated cost of trusting the hardware,
then it makes sense to move the entire designated router inside the enclave. In this scenario, the
operator of the designated router does not even learn the resource that the message is published on.
The transport layer security would encrypt a channel from the site router (which is trusted) to the
enclave inside the designated router.

If SGX were to be compromised, this would let the designated router see the content of the
proofs (the resources and the entities that granted permissions) but it would not compromise the
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security offered by WAVE: the designated router is still unable to forge or alter permissions, or
forge messages.

We do not consider the SGX scenario further, as being willing to use SGX is a significant
concession. [43] explores this technique in depth. If we were operating in that paradigm, the
entire design of WAVE could be drastically simplified, reducing to a design that essentially mirrors
that of traditional systems designed with a central authority (e.g. a central ACL contained within
an enclave). In this case the central authority would be SGX, and transitively, Intel. WAVE is
designed to avoid such central authorities.

8.9 Summary
Syndication is an ideal place to enforce authorization policy. It is abstract enough that different de-
vices with a similar purpose can have a uniform policy applied to them, but syndication is also low
enough level that reasonably complex authorization policies can be expressed. This is especially
true if the resources exposed to the syndication layer are engineered for this purpose, as in §8.1.

WAVE’s model of authorization works well in this paradigm, as validated by the use of WAVEMQ
in our building deployments of XBOS (Chapter 7). With appropriate caching, performance is com-
parable to traditional publish subscribe systems whilst adding delegable authorization that is veri-
fiable at all points in the system. This property allows for the compromise of a site router to remain
isolated to that site, unlike in MQTT (§10.5). By additionally using techniques such as anonymous
proofs, we can further reduce the trust in the designated router so that, if compromised, it is unable
to view the permission structure normally found in proofs.
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Chapter 9

Concerns and Implications

The development of WAVE has been driven by functional requirements established during our de-
ployments in real buildings, but it also includes characteristics considered to be “objectively good”
by the security community, such as privacy preservation and decentralization. In reality, these char-
acteristics are not without costs. The lack of a central authority and the reduction in permission
visibility have implications for the “good guys”, not just attackers. This chapter discusses a few of
these issues.

9.1 Auditability
At the start of this work, in §1.3, we discussed that if the owner of a building delegated permissions
to a tenant and they further delegated within their company, that the building owner should not be
able to see the permissions that the tenant delegated. This example is uncontentious because it
crosses administrative domains, so we can readily agree that permission information should not
cross this administrative boundary. What might be less obvious is that this principle applies to
all delegations. Within the company, if the CEO delegates permission to a team lead, and the
team lead further delegates to other employees, the CEO does not have any visibility into those
delegations. This is academically “pure” because it avoids creating unnecessary authorities, at any
level, but it is a fairly different pattern from the authorization systems that people are accustomed
to.

With a traditional system, it is usually possible to look at the records stored on the central server
and obtain a complete picture of who has which permissions. In WAVE, there is no single entity
with the ability to view all the permissions that other entitites have: each entity can only discover
attestations that relate to their own permissions.

This functionality is by design. It would be quite simple to allow the namespace entity to
view all the permissions granted within the namespace if that property is desired. For example,
upon attestation creation, the prover keys could be encrypted under the namespace entity’s key
and, when published to storage, the attestation hash is additionally added to the namespace entity’s
notification queue. If deterministic encryption is used, other entities can verify this procedure was
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carried out correctly. We did not develop this mechanism because it goes against the design goals
of the system. We are, however, concerned that perhaps these design goals, whilst academically
desirable, might cause societal problems in practice.

For example, imagine an employee in a company decides to give his friend access to company
resources. This is a perfectly legitimate delegation at a technical level: the employee is trusted
with the permission to delegate. Unfortunately, they are abusing that trust, and the design of
WAVE protects his privacy, therefore preventing, or at least frustrating, detection. If anonymous
proofs (§5.10) are used, then even when using the service, the friend would not be revealing that
they are not an employee.

There are technical solutions to this specific problem: perhaps in addition to proving permis-
sion, an entity needs to prove some identity claims (§3.7) such as company/employee which
are granted without delegation, but this highlights that it is possible to construct a scenario where
WAVE’s privacy protection is problematic. Analagous issues arise in other settings where au-
ditability is typically assumed.

Unfortunately this issue is still not simple. It is easy to construct a similar scenario that serves as
a counter-example: imagine this was a customer of a cloud word processing suite and he delegated
edit access to a friend: it is desirable that the service provider cannot distinguish between the
original customer and the delegated-to friend and that the service provider remains completely
unaware of the delegation. The delegations and resources of both of these scenarios could be
identical, but the context makes one scenario “bad” and the other “good”.

We do not have an answer to this family of problems. There are technical solutions that can
be developed for each particular scenario, but they all have distinct trade-offs. We are not aware
of a universally applicable change to WAVE that would remedy even a portion of these problems.
Therefore, we advise that those people using these patterns of authorization think carefully about
the implications of the system’s functionality in their specific contexts.

9.2 Cryptographic Handoff
WAVE as a system differs from traditional authorization systems that solve roughly the same prob-
lem in that it enforces the majority of system properties using cryptography. In considering the im-
plications of this choice, we can leverage a model created for this purpose: the Handoff model [90].
The handoff model considers the technological artifact as an assemblage of systems, or compo-
nents, where each component could be a piece of software or hardware, but could also be a human.
Each component affords a set of modes of interaction. For example, a light switch allows another
component (the human) to switch it on or off (the mode).

The benefit of considering a technological artifact in this manner is that many advances in
the technology can be expressed as a handoff from one component to another component that is
replacing it. Whilst the component may serve an identical role (for example WAVE solves the
same problems as OAuth, which it replaces), the handoff model elucidates the implications of the
change in afforded modes of interaction.
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Further, representing a system in the handoff model brings forward the changes to the bound-
aries of the system. As one replaces a component with another, the set of other components (tech-
nological and human) able to interact with the system, or their modes of interaction, may change.
For example, where the government may previously have been able to interact with authorization
data by issuing a subpoena to a service provider, under the WAVE system this mode of interaction
is no longer afforded. Thus, we have moved the government beyond the boundary of the system,
at least for this contextualization.

Finally, the handoff model surfaces the triggers that cause the handoff to occur. In our case,
the triggers are described earlier in the dissertation, where we present the motivation for this work.
Briefly, the trigger is a desire to avoid a central component and the modes of interaction (viewing
or changing authorization policy) associated with it. It is interesting that the problems that surface
in our handoff are directly as a result of solving the “problems” that triggered the handoff in the
first place, not as a side effect of the particular method of solving the problem. We could analyze
some of the implications of the handoff without the system even existing, by assuming that any
given change to the system solves the triggering problem, and examining the consequences.

While there are many systems that this work affects (anything that uses authorization), we can
omit the details beyond the boundary of the authorization system, as WAVE has minimal impact
on the components beyond that boundary, at least when used purely for authorization (we consider
more advanced use below). With some simplification, we can view a traditional centralized autho-
rization system as consisting of four components: the user, the service provider, the authorization
server and the authorization policy. Although there are other important components within the
boundary of the system such as law enforcement or attackers, they interact with components in the
system through the same modes afforded to the service provider, so we represent them all as the
service provider for simplicity. In this system, the authorization policy is fully controlled by the
authorization server, and the authorization server is operated by the service provider.

The user interacts with the authorization policy through the service provider. Thus, the service
provider has complete control over which modes of interaction with the authorization policy the
user is afforded. This is one of the triggers that caused us to pursue WAVE. For example, Google
Docs does not let a user grant write access to another user without simultaneously granting the
ability to share the document with others. Whilst this is something a user may very well want
to do, it is not permitted by the service provider. The service provider, being the operator of the
authorization server, has complete control over the authorization policy. When considering what
is technically possible, there are essentially no restrictions of the actions that the service provider
may take on the policy. In practice, there are non-technical regulations that restrict what the service
provider is allowed to do. These are normative in that they control the modes of interaction by
stating what should happen as opposed to what can happen. As an example, European companies
under the GDPR are heavily fined for using user data in ways that the user did not consent to.
This compels the company to treat user data in particular way, but does not technically limit them
from, say, selling it for profit. We can model these regulatory forces as components in the system
that, while not directly limiting the modes of interaction that the company has with user data,
incentivizes certain modes over others.

Our key objection with traditional centralized system thus becomes clear: the service provider
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may view and change the authorization policy arbitrarily if they are not suitably compelled by the
normative regulations on that mode of interaction. Recall that we consider other key components
in the system, such as attackers, as being synonymous with the service provider. Attackers likely
believe they are not going to be caught, thus are likely not concerned with the legal implications
of exercising the service provider’s ability to view and modify the authorization policy. Thus the
existence of this mode of interaction, and the lack of technical, non-normative restrictions on its
use are problematic.

WAVE addresses this problem by removing this mode of interaction entirely. WAVE can be for-
mulated in the handoff model as four components: the user, the service provider, the authorization
policy and the cryptographic protocols. The modes of interaction between these four components
differ substantially from those in the traditional model above. The service provider is no longer
the operator of an authorization server. Instead both the service provider and the user interact with
the authorization policy through the cryptographic protocols. The handoff here is the replacement
of an authorization server with cryptographic protocols which, unlike the traditional model, af-
fords the user more powerful modes of interaction than the service provider. The user is capable
of viewing and altering the authorization policy (by granting and revoking permissions), whilst
the service provider is only capable of viewing the pieces of the authorization policy that the user
explicitly reveals to the service provider. We omit the ULDM storage server from the formulation
of the components as the modes of interaction with the authorization policy it affords are entirely
subsumed by the cryptographic protocols.

Given this formulation, we can observe that a key mode of interaction has been lost during
the handoff from authorization server to cryptographic protocols: the service provider and other
components acting through it such as law enforcement agencies, are no longer afforded the ability
to observe the authorization policy. In the traditional model, this mode of interaction existed, but
its use was moderated by various normative factors including legal regulation and social norms
(fear of public outcry). By design, WAVE completely removes this mode of interaction. Where we
previously had a mode of interaction with multiple “knobs” that could be tweaked to compensate
for technological and societal changes over time, we now have a fairly static system that encodes
a snapshot of what the engineers considered objectively good, at a single point in time. There is
very little capacity for evolution in such a paradigm. The cryptographic protocols introduce a non-
normative regulation of the modes of interaction that exist with the authorization policy. Instead
of being something open to interpretation, or capable of being circumvented, it is now something
concrete that affords no exceptions. This has some significant implications. For example, there
may arise a scenario where it is in everyone’s best interests for a service provider to reveal a portion
of the authorization graph, but this action is simply not afforded by the cryptographic protocols,
and cannot be done.

To better understand the implications of this handoff, it is worth considering a use case.
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9.3 Liberty
We have presented an authorization system that does not let a service operator view who has
permissions or how they have been delegated. Proof of this permission can be shown anonymously
(§5.10), without revealing identity or how the permissions was obtained. We have also presented
an end-to-end encryption mechanism that allows content to be encrypted under the authorization
policy(§5.11), preventing the service operator from viewing the content. Collaborators on this
work have developed a system that allows service providers to host anonymous cloud storage that
hides who is accessing which file [79].

These primitives can be assembled into something resembling a fully-private Facebook. Users
would each have their own namespace, and posts would be resources within that namespace. Posts
would be encrypted under those resources before uploading to cloud storage. To share posts, users
create WAVE attestations. This system would allow users to discover and share content in a manner
similar to Facebook but with a completely different privacy model. In regular Facebook, the service
operator can see everyone’s posts, photos and social graphs and there are far too many examples
where this power has been abused [114, 109]. In our version, the assemblage of our various
techniques would keep the service operator completely oblivious, which intrinsically prevents them
from mining personal data or selling it for profit. All aspects of function are regulated through
non-normative technological means. Users themselves can determine who can do what with their
content, rather than having to trust the service provider to enact that policy.

To extend the handoff model formulation above, we have now expanded the boundary of the
system to include the components that provide the core functionality of the system – such as
storing posts, sharing posts etc – and are using the cryptographic protocols to remove the modes
of interaction that the service provider used to have with the user’s content.

This system obviously has merit. It is a travesty that society has accepted the model of exchang-
ing one’s privacy in exchange for free digital services. This system breaks out of that paradigm,
offering an alternative. Data mining on social platforms is credited with everything from enabling
manipulative advertising to shifting the course of entire elections [75]. Allowing people to en-
gage in online social activities without these repercussions could have profound positive societal
implications.

At the same time, there are countless examples of where platforms like Twitter and Facebook
used this power to censor hate speech, locate human trafficking rings, prevent terrorist attacks,
etc. This is often manual, for example Facebook’s banning of white supremacist organizations was
done after a manual review, but there is a move towards automation of this. For example, Twitter
experimented with a bots that detect users promulgating hate speech and automatically banned
them. The experiment was terminated because it matched too many high-profile politicians, but
after refinement may be re-introduced. These actions, manual or automatic, are not possible in our
system. In our private social networking platform, terrorists and human traffickers are afforded the
same right to privacy as everyone else, and this right is cryptographically protected. The ability to
“make an exception” to save lives is no longer assumed. It is not clear which paradigm is better:
everyone has privacy, including criminals, or nobody has privacy. Benjamin Franklin is oft quoted
as saying “Those who would give up essential liberty, to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve
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neither liberty nor safety”. We have collectively given up a great deal of liberty, in the form of
privacy, in our acceptance of these free online services. There are those that argue that this has
bought us safety, but there are also those that argue that it mostly appears to have enabled abuse of
our data for others’ financial gain.

The danger of cryptographically enforcing a property such as privacy is that it becomes a
categorical, irreversible declaration. While many of us would readily agree to the value of privacy,
are we as ready to state that privacy must be upheld in absolutely every scenario? Would you feel
the same way if it was a daughter who was kidnapped after agreeing to meet an online “friend”
and you are told that the privacy of this “friend” is unbreakable?

It is worth noting that these issues arise chiefly when there is an interaction between the in-
nocent parties, and malevolent parties. Often there is an argument that a new privacy-ensuring
platform would enable criminals to communicate with no repercussions. This argument is fal-
lacious: the technology for private illicit communication has existed for decades exemplified by
platforms on the dark web such as Silk Road and there does not appear to be any way to restrict
such activity. The debate here is around the consequences of pushing this technology out to ev-
eryone. What recourse exists when there are interactions between innocent parties and malevolent
parties in a neutral forum, i.e. one whose use is not a tacit opt-in to criminal activity? When a
child is stalked on social media, for example, can we locate the culprit? The distinction is that
there is a party using a commonplace technological artifact with some implicit assumptions about
safety, and these assumptions may prove to be incorrect. In the dark web, all parties involved are
presumably aware of the consequences of their actions.

We do not have an answer to these questions, but answers need to be found. Engineering such
a platform is absolutely possible given the technologies presented here and in recent work such as
[79]. Given the complexities of the issue, we should begin considering the full implications of this
now, lest the technology becomes readily available without due consideration.

9.4 Summary
The widespread violation of user privacy in online systems, coupled with the lack of reasonable
security mechanisms in the IoT devices that permeate our lives have led us to conclude that the
current set of regulatory forces are insufficient. This system removes the mode of interaction with
authorization policy that was regulated through normative moral and legal means and replaces it
with non-normative cryptographic regulation. This technology seems more than able to provide
the privacy and security properties we set out to achieve, but we find ourselves unable to state
that these properties are categorically desirable in every circumstance. Thus we are in a moral
quandary: it is not clear which paradigm is truly better. We don’t offer an answer, but hope that
future work will investigate these aspects of the problem further.
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Chapter 10

Related Work

Chapter 2 discusses related work that is core to the understanding of the work in this dissertation.
This chapter extends on that, discussing aspects that serve to draw out nuances and comparisons,
with our work firmly established.

10.1 Graph Based Authorization
As discussed in §2.3, our Graph Based Authorization (GBA) model is an extension of that found
in SDSI/SPKI. This model of authorization has not seen a large amount of attention over the years,
but it is worth discussing one notable example in more detail. Macaroons [20] is a 2014 NSDI
paper that has many of the properties that we aim to provide. It is a delegable authorization scheme
that shows proof of authorization as a chain of delegations. As a result, their delegations have the
same autonomy property we aim for: a party can delegate without involving an authority in the
process.

Delegation in Macaroons manifests as taking a “Macaroon” cookie that you possess granting
you some permissions, appending some caveats to it to narrow the permissions you wish to re-
delegate, and then transmitting the narrowed cookie to the party receiving permissions. To use the
delegated permissions, the attenuated cookie is presented to the service provider, which can verify
that none of the caveats in the cookie have been tampered with and that it is derived from a cookie
initially issued by the service provider. After this, the policy encoded in the cookie is then verified,
which we discuss later. It is not a sequence of objects being presented (like a proof being a path
of attestations, in WAVE) but rather one object that is modified with each delegation in a verifiable
manner.

This highlights the differences between WAVE and Macaroons, both in their goals and in the
functionality they realize. Macaroons is built on the assumption that a person delegating permis-
sions to a friend is in communication with that friend. They do not assume that channel is secure,
but they do assume that the credential object can be transferred over it. In addition, they are only
concerned with delegating permissions that one already has. The combination of these two prop-
erties allows Macaroons to operate without a discovery mechanism or global storage. The analog
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in WAVE would be to forgo RDE and simply include a list of all required attestations when you
grant the friend permissions, encrypted under their public key. This works, of course, but it pre-
vents out-of-order grants and requires participants to be on-line. Macaroons is designed for very
short-lived permissions, akin to the bearer-tokens it aims to replace, so the lack of out-of-order
grants is tolerable. WAVE is designed for long term (e.g years) permissions so the requirement for
out-of-order grants is critical to deal with key churn over time.

The other key difference is that Macaroons is service-provider-centric. Their context is one
where some cloud provider initially gave parties permissions, which are then re-delegated. The
only participant that ever needs to verify these delegated permissions is the initial service provider.
This is the same context that SDSI/SPKI is designed for. In both of these systems, only the service
provider can verify permissions. WAVE allows for the authority that initially granted permissions
to be distinct from the parties that verify delegated permissions. For example, the private Facebook
proposed in §9.3 would have the individual users be the authorities for their own namespaces,
containing their posts. The service provider needs to validate proofs, but they are not the authority.
Neither the SDSI/SPKI nor Macaroons model would work here.

In exchange for these limitations, Macaroons is a simpler system and has higher performance.
Thus, we consider Macaroons and WAVE to be complementary: Macaroons is the better solution
for their context, and WAVE for our context.

Distinct from the mechanisms for delegation, Macaroons also has an interesting policy mech-
anism. We discuss this separately below.

10.2 Authorization Languages
WAVE focuses on how permissions are delegated and discovered while maintaining privacy. This
does not require a specific mechanism for describing authorization policy, only that it is possible
to instantiate a policy-aware RDE by defining partition mapping functions (§5.3). As we are using
the system in deployments, we found it necessary to complete the system by choosing a particular
policy language (RTree, §3.3) but we do not regard RTree as a contribution of this work.

Authorization languages, with many formally-proven properties, have been developed over the
course of the past few decades [20, 95, 21, 84, 14, 53]. An advanced authorization language allows
one to express a policy with complex predicates. As an example, a predicate may ensure that an
actuation command may only be executed if it results in a “safe” configuration or if it occurs at a
particular time of day. As discussed in §7.3 we have found that such requirements can be met by
enforcing them within the service itself, but it is possible to have a versatile authorization policy
that can express these constraints. The advantage of expressing these all within the policy is that
one can process the policy to obtain formal guarantees about reachable states.

The third party caveat authorization mechanism in Macaroons [20] adds a richness to dele-
gation mechanics that would be valuable in future versions of WAVE. With Macaroons’ caveats,
one can add arbitrary predicates to delegations, as above, but one can also require the presence of
another authorization proof. For example, a manager could grant permission to set a thermostat
setpoint to an employee, but specify that the permission is only valid if the employee can concur-
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rently provide a proof from an occupancy service showing that the employee is physically within
the room they are trying to configure. This functionality is extremely useful. Consider the example
given in §9.1 where an employee grants access on company resources to his friend. We proposed
that the solution to this problem might be to have the service require an identity claim proving
that all parties are employees. In Macaroons, this can be expressed directly in the authorization
policy: when the initial permission is given to the employee, it can be restricted with a third-party
caveat requiring that a “discharging service” responsible for identifying employees has confirmed
that the user is an employee. This caveat would stay with the authorization so that any delegation
to a non-employee is rendered invalid. While many arbitrary types of policy can be represented in
RTree through careful encoding of resources and permissions, this third-party caveat and discharge
mechanism can not. It would be a reasonable extension to WAVE to allow RTree statements to be
predicated upon concurrent proving of other RTree statements.

10.3 Hidden Credentials
Hidden Credentials [113, 73, 58, 89], a subset of Trust Management, aims to protect the required
policy as well as avoiding revealing that a party is in possession of specific credentials. This is
best understood by example. Say there is a server S and a client C. The C wishes to access S
so it asks “what permissions do I need to access you”. Typically, S would just respond with what
is required. In Hidden Credentials, they consider this required policy to be sensitive information,
so they propose a protocol that allows S to validate C’s permissions without revealing what the
desired permissions are. In addition, if C is accidentally accessing an imposter server K, then C
does not wish to reveal to K that they have permission to access S, so C will require some proof
thatK is valid before sending their credentials, whilst also not betraying any information about the
nature of S such as the policy that C would consider sufficient to prove that K is S. Thus, Hidden
Credentials allows both sides to slowly build up trust in each other without revealing too much in
advance.

WAVE does not attempt to solve this problem. In WAVE we assume that C would know in
advance what permissions it requires to access S (e.g. if you are writing to device/resource

then it is easy to know a priori that you require app::write on device/resource). In addition,
we do not consider a proof that S is valid to be sensitive information. For example, in WAVEMQ,
when a client connects, the router sends a proof that the router is authorized to route messages on
the requested namespace. In Hidden Credentials this would be considered unacceptable.

We believe that WAVE’s position on this is fair. In mainstream systems, the identity of a
service provider is not usually a secret, nor is the required policy. If one accesses a website, it will
readily provide a TLS certificate proving its identity. Similarly if you attempt to access a protected
resource such as a private document on Google Docs, it will readily tell you that you do not have
permission, and even provide a button allowing you to request the permissions you need. Thus,
WAVE’s position is a common one. We have identified aspects of existing systems that be believe
are important to fix (§2.1), and we have done so, but there are still problems identified as important
by authorization literature that we do not solve.
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10.4 Storage
The Map Log Root used in WAVE’s ULDM is similar to the approach used by CONIKS [88] and
Key Transparency (KT) [64] in that it ensures the integrity of the main Merkle map. There are,
however, several differences between a ULDM and the CONIKS/KT data structures. As a ULDM
does not need to prevent iteration of the contents, it can be log derived, allowing an efficient
verification that it is append-only. Specifically, the map in a ULDM is constructed by applying
the operation log, so verification can be done by replaying the operation log and comparing the
outcomes. In contrast, CONIKS/KT requires every user to check every epoch of the map to ensure
the values stored match expectations. This approach would not work for our use case as we expect
every user to create hundreds or thousands of objects, and requiring every user to check each of
these objects at every map epoch is intractable. The ULDM approach 1) reduces the amount of
work as it scales with the number of additions to the map rather than the size of the map, as in
CONIKS, and 2) places the majority of the burden on auditors, rather than users who may be
offline.

Revocation Transparency [81] is also similar to a ULDM. It was posted as an informal short
note, and to our knowledge, it was never fully developed. It lacks the Operation Log, so one cannot
validate the append-only nature of the map by replaying the log. Instead, an implementation of RT
would require the client/auditor to request a consistency proof between two versions of the map
without knowing the contents. While this is technically possible, we are not aware of any Merkle
tree map databases that support this operation. Our approach in the ULDM is simpler and is built
using operations provided by an off-the-shelf database, such as Trillian [67], with full auditability.

10.5 Publish/Subscribe
WAVEMQ, presented in Chapter 8, is a tiered publish/subscribe communication service. This sec-
tion briefly discusses how authorization and tiering are typically achieved using existing systems
such as MQTT [13].

Tiering in MQTT is called bridging and works by configuring one router to forward messages
to another router. This is manifest as a synthetic subscription on the source router to all messages
matching the bridging pattern. When messages are delivered to that subscription they are published
to the remote router as if they were being published by an ordinary client. This is logically similar
to WAVEMQ, but there are two large differences. Firstly, in WAVEMQ, traffic is only “bridged”
between sites if there is a subscriber on the remote side that has requested the data. This reduces
the bandwidth used for connecting sites. Secondly, WAVEMQ maintains queues for individual
subscriptions on the bridging link. MQTT does not do this, so when there is an interruption to
the connection, a high frequency topic can fill the single queue causing message loss in all other
topics.

The biggest differences between MQTT and WAVEMQ are with respect to authorization. The
MQTT authorization model has clients authenticate with a broker, to establish a session. When
a client publishes or subscribes to a resource in that session, the action is compared against an
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ACL stored on the broker to determine if the action is legitimate. If it is approved, the message
is published, but there are no further validations of authorization on that message. The bridging
mechanism will pick up on the published message and forward it to the remote broker, but the
message does not contain any record of who published it. As a result, the remote broker has no
choice but to treat all incoming bridged messages as authorized. I.e. authorization is established
once at the message’s origin and never checked again.

In this model, if one broker is compromised, the entire network of bridged brokers is compro-
mised as arbitrary traffic can be injected on any topic and every message is treated as trusted. This
“compromise” may also result from misconfiguration as every broker maintains its own ACL for
users. If a user is accidentally configured with too many permissions at one broker, it can use that
broker to send messages to any client connected to any bridged router, even if the sender does not
have those permissions in any other ACL.

One of the principles of WAVE is that each message should carry a proof of authorization. This
allows the message to be validated at multiple points, including validation by the final message
recipient. This is particularly important if the message is flowing across administrative domains
or if one wishes to isolate the compromise of one system from another. If a WAVEMQ site router
is compromised, it would only affect the one site as it would be unable to generate the proofs to
support arbitrary messages for other sites.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

11.1 Summary of Work
Almost all computer systems, from social media sites to movie streaming services, from smart
thermostats to nuclear power station reactor controllers, involve an authorization subsystem. This
subsystem has the final word on which actions are allowed, and by whom. At present, the architec-
tures of these critical subsystems are predominantly centralized, despite providing authorization
for a system that may be distributed.

A centralized system is more vulnerable to attack, and the compromise of an authorization sys-
tem cascades throughout all systems that depend on it. Even during normal operation, a centralized
system poses problems; the operator has full visibility into the permission data of all users which
may reveal private information, such as social relations or the structure of internal processes.

In addition to having an inherently insecure construction, widely used authorization systems
have poor support for delegation which complicates the management of permissions; the lack of
transitivity means that resource owners cannot reason about how or why a user has permissions,
and revocation of a user has no effect on anyone they may have delegated to. In some systems,
delegation is entirely absent which forces users to share their identity (i.e. username/password)
instead of sharing permissions. This does not allow for any attenuation, giving the granted user
full control, including aspects of the service, such as billing and the ability to delete the account,
which is clearly unacceptable.

This work set out to address these problems by answering the question:

How can we construct an authorization system that supports first-class transitive del-
egation across administrative domains without trusting a central authority or compro-
mising on privacy?

To ensure the result is practical and valuable beyond academic discourse, we ground the solu-
tion in a specific use case and further answer the question:

How can we leverage such a system to improve the security of IoT communications?
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We begin answering these questions by identifying that a Graph Based Authorization (GBA)
model is capable of representing transitive delegation as a first class primitive (Chapter 3). Tradi-
tional central-ACL systems as used in Google Docs or Dropbox do not store the provenance of a
user’s permission, making it impossible to predicate a user’s permissions on the user that granted
them permissions, required for transitivity. GBA represents permissions as a graph of the actual
delegations, and represents a proof of authorization as a path through the graph. Thus, GBA in-
herently captures the provenance of permission, and offers transitive delegation. If one of those
delegations were revoked, for example, this would be observable as a missing link in the proof of
authorization, invalidating it.

While GBA provides transitive delegation, it does not intrinsically permit this across admin-
istrative domains without trusting a central authority. As an example, SDSI/SPKI [95] provides
GBA but retains a central authority. We identify that this problem can be solved by constructing
a global storage tier that proves trustworthiness cryptographically, and placing the graph in this
storage.

We present the Unequivocable Log Derived Map, a storage data structure that leverages con-
sistency proofs over Merkle trees to ensure that the integrity of the storage is maintained, even
if the operator is actively malicious. This allows for horizontally scalable global storage (unlike
a blockchain), whilst still not introducing any central authorities, as the storage servers have no
choice but to act honestly.

The global, fully open nature of the ULDM storage tier forces us to consider the next aspect
of the thesis question: can we do this without compromising on privacy. In isolation, the ULDM
still allows the operator visibility into the permission data for all users, which is unacceptable.
To resolve this, we present Reverse Discoverable Encryption (Chapter 5). This is a method for
encrypting attestations such that they can only be read by parties that could use the permissions in
a proof. RDE introduces a novel use of identity based encryption variants that allows the protocol
to function without any communication between participants and permits permission grants to
occur in any order.

To further evaluate our proposed answer comprising GBA, ULDM storage and RDE, we con-
struct a full instantiation of the entire system, WAVE (Chapter 6) and evaluate its performance.
We establish that our techniques are amenable to high performance implementation. Performance
of common authorization operations is comparable to existing authorization systems, despite pro-
viding much stronger security guarantees. This affirms that the combination of GBA, ULDM and
RDE is a practical answer to the first thesis question.

To answer the second thesis question, we propose a microservice architecture for Building
Operating Systems and IoT in general (Chapter 7). This architecture is constructed around an
information bus that enforces WAVE authorization and a set of driver services on that bus that
abstract individual devices. Such an architecture allows for the management of permissions in
the IoT setting to performed using homogeneous WAVE delegations, even though the underlying
devices may offer heterogeneous native authorization interfaces. We further gain the benefits of
GBA, such as intuitive revocation due to the transitivity of delegations.

An instantiation of this WAVE-enforcing information bus, WAVEMQ, is presented in Chapter
8. We find that by attaching WAVE proofs to each message and validating these proofs in the
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core of the network, we obtain denial of service resistance. This is a valuable property for IoT
devices that do not have the luxury of being over-provisioned which is the typical solution for
DoS resistance in a cloud setting. We further provide techniques for enhancing the information
bus so that it is resilient against intermittent connectivity. Finally, we develop caching techniques
and evaluate the implemented system. We find that WAVEMQ exhibits low end-to-end latency,
comparable to existing publish/subscribe systems, which affirms the practicality of WAVE in real
systems.

The introduction of cryptographically-enforced privacy has both positive and negative societal
implications. Chapter 9 discusses how activities such as auditing are impacted by this increased
privacy in WAVE. We further consider the construction of a privacy-preserving social networking
site, using WAVE, and the societal implications of such technology. In such a paradigm, criminals
are as protected as the innocent, and the right to privacy is categorically inalienable. Many uncom-
fortable scenarios can be imagined, and it is hard to decide if this future is better or worse than the
status quo. While we do not offer answers to the questions that arise, we identify points for future
consideration.

11.2 Looking Forward
While this work has placed an emphasis on the context of smart buildings and IoT, these techniques
are applicable in most scenarios where authorization is present, which is everywhere. Certainly, au-
thorization systems like OAuth and Active Directory are omnipresent in a variety of fields. WAVE
is capable of providing much of the functionality that these systems provide and with minor work
could act as a drop-in replacement. Thus, we could bring cross-administrative-domain transitive
delegation to a variety of systems such as those in finance, entertainment or communications. Sys-
tems that must be resilient to localized compromise, such as the electric grid, may stand to benefit
the most from WAVE’s removal of central authorities.

Given this widespread applicability, perhaps it would be worth constructing a single unified
infrastructure. DNS began as a fragmented set of /etc/hosts files on machines across the
internet, and evolved to become a single distributed, but unified, system; the standard for name
resolution. Perhaps we could construct a similar distributed-but-unified system for authorization,
which would have the advantage of allowing people to maintain a small number of digital identities
rather than the hundreds of individual per-system identities required by the current approach. An
identity would be valid across multiple administrative domains, and services could interact with
each other’s permissions seamlessly without the complex federation procedures required today.

With such a system in existence, service providers would not have to manage their own au-
thorization servers and could instead use the unified but decentralized global authorization system.
There are both benefits and costs to this, and it is worth considering this further.

Whilst WAVE answers the questions we set out to answer, several new questions became ap-
parent as the system developed. These may be of interest to future work.
ULDM abuse: The ULDM is, by design, open to all. At present there is no mechanism for pre-
venting abuse of the system, such as a botnet repeatedly storing attestations that serve no purpose.
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This problem is shared by many open systems, such as DNS, and we envision that future work
may investigate techniques for reducing the potential for abuse. Perhaps rate-limiting requests
from individual IP addresses or adding some kind of proof-of-work token with each request.
ULDM side channels: While we provide privacy in the construction of attestation objects, there
are many forms of metadata in the interactions with a ULDM server that may leak sensitive infor-
mation. These include the network information (IP addresses), the timing of requests, and the size
of the attestation ciphertexts. Future work may investigate the application of techniques commonly
researched in anonymous file sharing systems [32].
RDE visibility: RDE, as constructed, relies on the notion of a partition based on a resource prefix
to govern the visibility of an attestation. This is intuitive for users, but there may be other methods
that reduce the number of attestations that are decryptable but unusable in a proof. Of particular
interest is the use of KP-ABE to include the full resource instead of just a prefix in the attestation
encryption key, as discussed in §5.7.
Object serialization: In the WAVE implementation, benchmarking indicated that a large portion
of the CPU time is spent serializing objects before they are written to the local database. This
is due to the use of the generic Gob [60] encoding format. A purpose-built format would likely
drastically reduce the overhead of writing to the database and could obtain a 20-40% speed up on
operations other than proof verification.
Auditability: As discussed in §9.1, it is possible to add a mechanism to WAVE that allows names-
pace entities to completely view the attestation graph within their namespace. Whilst this goes
against the design goals of WAVE, it may be required in practice if adopters have become accus-
tomed to this capability in traditional systems. Prior versions of WAVE had this capability, and we
found it immensely useful in identifying users with too many or too few permissions, which may
actually increase overall system security.

The system has been constructed as a prototype, and there would be additional work to convert
this into a production system suitable for wide-scale use. In particular, a rigorous security audit of
the code would be required before it could be fully trusted. In practice, it would be wise for WAVE
to be implemented by several parties, with a common object format. This would likely help catch
bugs in implementations and limit the impact of undiscovered bugs.

11.3 Final Thoughts
We are excited to find that constructing a decentralized, delegable authorization system that pre-
serves privacy is not only possible but that it is practical. Observing that the latency of common
authorization operations in this paradigm is comparable to existing systems is encouraging con-
sidering that cryptographic solutions to problems are often associated with unrealistically high
computational costs. While our implementation may require some work before it is a trustwor-
thy, production-ready system, we believe that the techniques presented in this work are a solid
foundation upon which such a production system could be constructed.
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We believe that future work would need to focus on the usability of the system, as the complex-
ity is somewhat higher than traditional authorization systems. We suspect most of this complexity
can be absorbed by appropriate tooling and user interface design. As this work progresses, we
encourage consideration of the implications of the system, especially with respect to auditability
and corner cases such as criminal use.
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Appendix A

RDE Security Guarantee

Below, we develop definitions to precisely describe the global authorization graph, and then we
use them to formalize RDE’s security guarantee.

Definition 6 (Path). Let x and y be entities. (A1, . . . , An) is a path from x to y if either n > 0 and
A1.issuer = x, An.subject = y, and Ai.subject = Ai+1.issuer for all i ∈ {1, . . . n − 1}, or n = 0
and x = y.

Definition 7 (Compatibility). Let A and B be attestations such that A.subject = B.issuer. We
write A  B and say “A is partition-compatible with B” if a key corresponding to one of the
ID∗s in Q(A.policy) can decrypt a WKD-IBE ciphertext with the ID P (B.policy). We analogously
write A� B and say “A is partition-label-compatible with B” if a key corresponding to one of
the ID∗s in M(A.policy) can decrypt an IBE ciphertext with the ID L(B.policy). We extend this
to paths as follows. A path (A1, . . . , An) is partition-compatible if either n = 0, or Ai  Ai+1

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. A path (A1, . . . , An) is partition-label-compatible if either n = 0, or
A1� A2 and (A2, . . . , An) is partition-compatible.

Based on our definitions of P , Q, L, and M in §5.3 and §5.4, we can attach semantic meaning
to compatibility:

Note 1 (Compatibility Semantics for RTree). A  B means that A.policy and B.policy have
overlapping time ranges, URIs with the same namespace, and the same permission string. A� B
means that A.policy and B.policy have URIs with the same namespace.

Now, we formally define the states attached to an attestations during the discovery process
(§5.6) so we can later express the leakage of an attestation in each state.

Definition 8 (Attestation State Machine). Let A be an attestation. If there exists a partition-
compatible path p = (A,P1, . . . , Pn) to an entity compromised by Adv, then we say that A is
useful with respect to Adv.

Otherwise, if there exists a partition-label-compatible path p = (A,P1, . . . , Pn) to an entity
compromised by Adv, then we say that A is partition-known with respect to Adv.
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Otherwise, if there exists a partition-compatible path from A.subject to an entity compromised
by Adv, then we say that A is interesting with respect to Adv.

Otherwise, we say that A is unknown with respect to Adv.

From D’s perspective in Fig. 5.1, for example, #1, #4, and #3 are useful, #5 is partition-
known, and #2 is unknown. The components of an RTree policy are described in §3.3.

Based on Definition 8, we can now informally state the security guarantee of RDE. Let A be an
attestation such that there does not exist a partition-compatible path from A.subject to a partition-
compatible cycle in the global authorization graph. If A is unknown or interesting with respect
to Adv, then Adv learns nothing about A except A.subject and A’s revocation commitment. If A is
partition-known with respect to Adv, then Adv learns nothing about A except (1) A.subject, and
(2) P (A.policy). If A is useful with respect to Adv, then Adv can decrypt A and see all of its fields.

We now formalize the security guarantee of RDE as a game played by a challenger Chl and an
adversary Adv.

Guarantee 2 (RDE). Let λ denote the security parameter. Consider any list of entities in the
system, represented as names in {0, 1}∗, any subset of these entities compromised by Adv, and any
two authorization graphs G0 and G1 each described as a list of attestations in terms of the entity
names, subject to the constraints below:
1. |G0| = |G1| and attestations at position i in the lists of G0 and G1 must have the same length.

We say that these two attestations correspond.
2. Corresponding attestations must have the same state unknown/interesting/partition-known/useful

w.r.t. Adv.
3. If corresponding attestations are useful to Adv, or if either has a partition-compatible path

from its subject to a partition-compatible cycle, then they must be identical.
4. If corresponding attestationsA0 andA1 are partition-known to Adv, or if there exists a partition-

label-compatible path from A0.subject (or A1.subject) to a partition-compatible cycle inG0 (or
G1), they must have the same subject and revocation commitment and satisfy P (A0) = P (A1),
but may otherwise differ arbitrarily.

5. If corresponding attestations are unknown or interesting to Adv (and if there is no partition-
label-compatible path from the subject to a partition-compatible cycle) then they must have the
same subject and revocation commitment, but may otherwise differ arbitrarily.

Each attestation in the graph is described in terms of the information in §3.3, not RDE ciphertexts.
RDE guarantees that Adv’s advantage in the following game is negligible in the security parameter
λ:
Initialization. Chl generates each entity’s keypairs. It sends to Adv the public keys (verification
key and WKD-IBE/IBE public parameters) corresponding to each entity. For entities correspond-
ing to malicious users, Chl also provides the secret keys (signing key and WKD-IBE/IBE master
keys). Furthermore, Chl chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, computes the RDE ciphertext for each
attestation in Gb, and gives them to Adv.
Guess. Adv outputs a bit b′ ∈ {0, 1}. The adversary’s advantage in the game is defined as∣∣Pr[b = b′]− 1

2

∣∣.
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The constraints on cycles in Conditions #3, #4, and #5 are due to the lack of KDM-security
for the WIBE and IBE used. It may be possible to remove these constraints with KDM-secure
variants.

Proof Sketch for Guarantee 2. We define a new game in which Adv has no advantage and prove
via a hybrid argument that Adv’s advantage in the real game differs from its advantage in this new
game by at most a negligible amount.

In the hybrid argument, each hybrid represents a game. In the sequence of hybrids, the en-
crypted graph provided by the challenger if b = 0 is identical to the encrypted graph in the pre-
vious hybrid, except that either (1) one of the WIBE or IBE ciphertexts generated by Chl in the
Challenge phase is replaced with an encryption of a different string of correct length, or (2) the
ID used for IBE encryption is changed to a different ID. Adv cannot distinguish between adjacent
hybrids due to CPA-security of WIBE and IBE in case (1), and due to the anonymity of IBE in
case (2). Because adjacent hybrids are indistinguishable to Adv, the difference in its advantage in
adjacent hybrids is negligible. The first game is the real game (Guarantee 2). In the final game,
Adv’s advantage is 0. By the hybrid argument, we can conclude that Adv’s advantage in the real
game is negligible.

The order in which ciphertexts are replaced must be chosen carefully. This is because a cipher-
text cannot be replaced with an encryption of zero if a secret key to decrypt the ciphertext exists in
the graph. We now describe the hybrids.

We identify attestations in the graph in Conditions #4 and #5. Observe that the “partition-
compatible” relation defines a directed graph over these attestations in each G0 and G1, where
each attestation is a vertex and edges indicate partition-compatibility. We denote these new graphs
S0 and S1. Both S0 and S1 are directed acyclic graphs, due to the stipulations in Conditions #4 and
#5 regarding cycles. Thus, S0 and S1 can be linearized. Via a sequence of hybrids, we first replace
ciphertexts provided by Chl when it chooses b = 0 with encryptions of a dummy “zero string,”
following the reverse order of S0’s linearization. For attestations in Condition #4, we replace the
WKD-IBE ciphertexts in the attestations with encryptions of zero, in a single hybrid game for each
attestation. For each attestation in Condition #5, we make two hybrid games; the first replaces
its IBE ciphertext with an encryption of zeros, and the second replaces the ID used to encrypt
with IBE for that ciphertext with a dummy ID. At the end of this hybrid sequence, the challenger
provides a graph containing encryptions of zero in non-useful attestations if b = 0, and a proper
encryption of G1 if b = 1.

This is followed by another sequence of hybrids where we similarly transform the encryptions
of zero provided by the challenger if b = 0 to proper encryptions of the attestations in G1. This is
done by transforming attestations in the forward order of S1’s linearization. In the final game, the
challenger provides a graph containing a proper encryption of G1, regardless of the chosen bit b,
so Adv’s advantage is 0. This completes the proof sketch.
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Discovering an Attestation
We revise the attestation discovery algorithm in §5.6 according to our generalization in this ap-
pendix.
1. The client adds edge A to the perspective subgraph.
2. The client searches its local index for F -type keys it has received via attestations fromA.subject,

and tries to decrypt A’s outer layer using each key. If none of the keys work, it marks A as in-
teresting, and it stops processing attestation A.

3. Having decrypted the outer layer in the previous step, the client can see A.partition. It searches
its index for a E-type keys received via attestations from A.subject that are at least as general
as A.partition. Unlike the previous step, this lookup is indexed. If the client does not have a
suitable key, it marks A as partition-known and stops processing A.

4. Having completed the previous step, the client marks A as useful and can now see all fields in
A. The client adds E-type and F -type keys delegated via A to its index, as keys in the systems
of A.issuer.

5. If the vertex A.issuer is not part of the perspective subgraph, then the client adds it, and then
requests the storage layer for all attestations whose subject is A.issuer. They are processed by
recursively invoking this algorithm, starting at Step 1 above.

6. If A.issuer is already in the perspective subgraph:
• For each F -type key included in A, the client searches its local index for interesting attesta-

tions whose subject is A.issuer, and processes them starting at Step 2 above.
• For each E-type key, the client searches its local index for matching partition-known attes-

tations whose subject is A.issuer, and processes them starting at Step 3 above.
This constitutes a depth-first traversal to discover and decrypt new parts of the authorization graph
revealed by the attestation.
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